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How To Use This Guide

This Guide is for use in locally conducted inservice programs
and in university credit courses and noncredit programs. It is
designed to aid each school of a district and the district office
itself in starting and maintaining a self-improvement capability.
A school that has developed a self-improvement capability is able
to:

maintain student outcomes (knowledge and understanding, skill
and competence, attitude and interest, and action patterns and
citizenship) that are alread7 satisfactory and better those
that are not;

mcIntain already effective instructional, advising, and
administrative practices and better those that are not;

maintain already high Job satisfaction and staff morale and
raise it if not high; and

ik increase the competencies and professional development of the
staff, thereby achieving renewal as a social organization.

This Guide replaces a 1983 Secondary School Improvement Manual
for the Wisconsin Program for the-Renewal and Improvement of
Secondary Zducation (WRISE). The rewriting was done to take into
account the results of 1982-85 research conducted cooperatively
with the school districts of Ashwaubenon, Cedarburg, and Milwaukee,
WI.

The 1983 Manual addressed only middle schools and high schools.
Chapter 1 of this 1985 Guide is for all levels of schooling;
Chapters 2 through 11 are more for the middle school and high
school; and Chapter 12 is more for the elementary school. Although
certain chapters address one level of schooling more than another,
local school persons and district officials interested in the

continuity of schooling' might well study all,of the chapters.

The order for studying the chapters is important. Persons
interested mainly in secondary schooling should read Chapters 1

and 2 first and then turn co any other chapter of highest imediate
interest. Persons interested mainly in elementary schooling should
start with Chapter 1 and then go to Chapter 12.
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Another item is critical. Chapters 2 through 11 give improve-

ment suggestions and illustrative exemplary practices of both

middle schools and high schools; Chapter 12 does the same for
elementary schools. Most of the information regarding the middle
schools is relevant for elementary achooltng and vice versa.
Accordingly, examine the contents to identify middle school or
elementary school practices of interest.

A school staff usually starts an improvement program pertain-
ing more to one component of schooling than another. Accordingly,

in some schools only Guide Chapter 1 and the chapter pertaining to
the component of interest are studied in detail by all the staff.
For this reason, some schools duplicate and distribute only the
chapters of immediate interest. While this is appropriate, having
a few copies of the Guide in the schools' professional library so
that staff members can study any chapter of interest is a wise
procedure.

A further word is in order regarding useof the materials.
Each chapter of the 1983 Manual was correlated with a textbook
chapter, a filmstrip, and a schools' experiences audiocassette--all
focused on middle school and high school concepts and practices.
The correlated secondary-level materials for the chapters of this
1985 Guide and supplementary material pertaining to elementary
schooling are indicated in Appendix A. Detailed suggestions fcr
using these materials in locally conducted staff development

programs are also given in Appendix A. The suggestions include
time schedules during regular school hours.

The secondary materials correlated with this Guide merit a
brief overview. The 1983 textbook explains a design for improving
secondary schooling and gives many illustrations of exemplary

practices. Ten filmstrips capture exemplary practices in middle,
junior, and senior high schools across the country. A teacher and
another person from each school shown in the filmstrip clarify
their school's practices in nine school experiences audiocassettes.
The practitioners focus on what they are doing, how they got
started, and some of their current successes and concerns. Most of

the audiocassettes describe the practices of two middle schools and
two high schools in segments of 10 to 12 minutes each. Any segment

can be listened to and discussed profitably without listening to
the other segments. Each school is identified in the audio-
cassettes, as well as in the filmstrips and book. The schools
continue to welcome visite and calls.

I hope that practitioners anrf others who seek the improvement
of education will find this Guide helpful both immediately and in
the years ahead. Developing a self-improvement capability and
simultaneously finding the means for self-renewal is not easy.

Eowever, it is a most practical means of advancing the cause of

effective schooling for all American children and youth.

xiv
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Rationale

Can individual schools develop a capability for improving
their owa educative processes from year to year? The pioneering
staffs of some elementary schools, middle schools, and high schools
have done so in reednt years. They were creative, worked excep-
tionally hard, a%a persisted. They learned to carry out a key
goal-based improvement strategy and other primary improvement

strategies. They are refining these strategieo each year. And by

use of the strategies, they readily put relevant effective-school
characteristics Into practice.

Can ocher schools develop a self-improvement capability with

less effort and fewer frustrations? They can when they are stimu-
lated and aided properly by the district office. Moreover, school
districts that have developed improvement guidelines not only aid

each school of the districr.in developing a capability, they also

help the schools maintair and refine the capability. Accordingly,

effective practices aren't dropped when the principal or the super-

intendent leaves; nor are changed priorities permitted to wipe out

hard-earned improvements.

The strategies and processes by which all the schools of a
district and the district office itself readily establish a self-
improvement capability are incorporated in a design for school
improvement. This chapter introduces the design; later chapters

spell out the step-by-step procedures that schools have success-
fully employed in implementing it.

A Design for improving Schooling

The design represents a synthesis of the best practices that

school staffs and T have identified through many years of coopera-
tive improvement research. The design and its relationship e.o the

district guidelines are shown in Figure 1.1.

The district administrator and key staff, supported by the

school board, take initiative for forming the district improvement

committee. In smaller school districts, this is not a new commit-

tee. Rather, the existing administrative council takes on the
school improvement responsibility. However, it is appropriate not

to have a majority of the principal members from any one level of

schooling. In middle-size districts, the committee includes the

district administrator and representative principals from each

school level. In large school districts, the membership includes

3



Figura 1.1. A Design for Starling and Maintaining A Self-
linprovernant Capability in Each School and in the District Offica
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Implement 013 planned activities and mon4or progress
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Maintain student outcomes (knowledge and understanding, skill and
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Maintain already high staff morals and )ob satisfaction and raise it
if not high.

V
WW1/ School Components as Necessary to

implement the Strategleri:

Curriculum

Instruction

Student Decision Malmo
Evaluation of Student
teaming and Me Savors
Educational Programs
Administrative Structurss
and PTOCMOS

Organization of Students and
Teachers for Instruction

Organization of Students and
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iielvisernsitt

Home-School-Community
Relations

Ealabilett a Salf-improvenient Capability
In Each School and the District Office
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the deputy or assistant superintender, one or two other key
district officials, and, representative primenals. In very large
districts, the principals may have a sepaxace ..4mmittee that serves
in an advisory relationship to the district i,ffice committee.

The district committee develops the district's mprovement
guidelines. At the outset, principals provide input to the dis-
trict officials it formulating the guidelines. Moreover, the
district committee arranges for all the principals of the district\
and each school staff to review the guidelines before the guide-
lines are forwarded to the school board. When endorsing the

guidelines, boerd members recognize that substantial revisions may
be made after the first year or two of disttictwide implementation.

The guidelines indicate how the improvement committee is to be
formed at each school level. In the high school, the committee
consists of the principal and the chairs, or teachers, of' part or
all of the departments or broad fields. In the middle .bool, the

membership consists of the principal and representative teachers.
The representative teachers may be from teaching teams, broad
fields, or departments. In the elementary school, the committee is
the principal and representative teachers from grades or from teams
of teachers. Typically, the IMC director, a counselor, and a
special education teacher are members of the committee at all
school levels.

The basic goal-based improvement strategy is implemented
annually with assistance from the district in line with the pro-
visions of the district guidelines. Briefly the goal-based
strategy involves assessing present status, identifying areas to be
improved, setting improvement goals and developing a plan to attain
sets of goals pertaining to each area, implementing the planned
activities, monitoring progress in implementing the activities,
evaluating the effectiveness of the activities, and using the
results of the evaluation in identifying needs and developing plans
for the ensuing year.

The two primary improvement strategies--individual educational
programming and individual instructional programming -rare closely
related. Both focus on the individual student rather than on all
the students of a class, a grade, or the whole school as an undif-
ferentiated group.

Schools arrange an effective total educational program of
curricular and cocurricular offerings for each student by (a) pro-
viding relevant course offerings, (b) making sure that each student
is placed in appropriate courses, and (c) providing the students
good instruction in each course. Schools that are arranging an
appropriate instructional program for each student in each course
ensure first that each course is appropriate for OA student; and,
second, that the instruction in each course is designed to enable

5



the student to attain relevant course objectives, to learn well,

and to spend the entire class period in active learning.

To implement the two primary strategies effectively, many

schools have found it necessary to change, their organization for
instruction and advising. When starting to implement the goal-
based strategy, all schools modify or refine their administrative
structure and processes to include teachers and; in turn, to

increase communication between administrators and teachers and
among teachers of different grades and different departments or

broad fields.

The goal of school improvement is not to implement a strategy
or to have a certain school component functioning in a particular
'say. Rather, it is to attain desired student outcomes and staff
outcomes. As noted in Figure 1.1, the foremost goal is maintaining
already high student outcomes--knowledge and understanding, skill
and competence, attitudes and values, action patterns, and

citizenship--and improving those that are not. The second goal is
to ensure that staff moral' and job satisfaction are high. As each
school, with district support, attains these goals from year to
year, it achieves renewal as a social organization, develops and

maintains a self-improvement capability. As the district office
provides leadership and support, it too develops its self-

improvement capability.

The basic improvement strategy is explained in this chapter.
A separat,:. chapter is given to administrative arrangements, each
primary improvement strategy, and each schooling component given in
Figure 1.1.

The Design and School Effectiveness

The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction in February of
1985 endorsed the following characteristics of effective schools:

I. Strong instructional leadership.
2. Clear school mission and accompanying instructional

program.
3. High expectations for students.
4. An orderly school learning climate.
5. Opportunity to learn and an emphasis on academic learning

time.

6. Frequent monitoring of pupil progress.
7. High degree of parent/community involvement.

6



The Department indicated that putting these characteristics
into practice "makes schools more effective because they help
teachers and administrators provide better instruction and help
students to retain and learn more information.",

This approach to school effectiveness is quite similar to
other descriptions of school effectiveness. It defines an effec-
tive school as one that has all of the preceding characteristics.
It concentrates on instructional leadership, academic instruction,
student academic achievement, a safe learning environment and
classrooms free of discipline problems, and participation by
parents and the community. Like other accounts of effective
schooling, it does not directly mention the role of the district
office nor does it indicate with any specificity the means by which
an ineffective school changes its practices and becomes effective.
Finally, criteria for determining the extent to which a school is
effective are not indicated, other than that the school is
practicing the effectiveness characteristics.

A quick comparison of the seven characteristics and Figure 1.1
shows that any of the seven characteristics could be identified as
a weak area of a school, to be improved through application of the
basic improvement strategy shown in Figure 1.1.

What Does the District Office Do
To Start its Self-Improvement Capability?

Designates the district office person who leads and
coordinates the district improvement activities.

Establishes a districtwide improvement committee consisting of
district officials and representative elementary, middle, and high
school principals, a school board member, and possibly teachers and
counselors. The committee:

Develops guidelines, endorsed by the school board, that are
designed to ensure the orderly development and institutional-
ization of the improvement capability in the district office
and in each school.

Aids each local school in implementing the guidelines.

7
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What Does a School Do
To Start Its Self-Improvement Capablilty?

The principal proceeds in accordance with district guidelines

if they are available. If they are not available, the principal

moves ahead after securing district office and school board

support. The principal either establishes an Educational Improve-

ment Committee (EIC) that is responsible for leading and coordin-

ating the school's improvement activities or delegates the improve-

ment responsibility to an existing group or groups. This committee

(schools call it by different names) includes the principal and/or

other members of the administrative team and representative

teachers and counselors.

The improvement committee carries out the following improve-

ment process:

Phase 1: Makes the staff aware of the need for establishing a
self-improvement capability and builds staff commitment.

Phase 2: Uses available assessment information and gathers others,

if necessary, to ascertain the extent to which the
school's educational goals are being attained, and

identifies and prioritizes areas of improvement annually.

Phase 3:

Phase 4:

Phase 5:

Phase 6:

Phase 7:

Develops an improvement plan for each selected 6g:ea of

improvement annually.

Ensures that the relevant staff is properly prepared to

implement the planned activities before starting the

implementation.

Implements the planned activities and monitors progress.

Evaluates the effectiveness of the improvement activities

annually and reports the results of the evaluation

annually.

Repeats the cycle annually, starting with Phase 2, in

refining the improved practices.

Phase 1: Awareness and Commitment

The district guidelines provide the essential information that

the EIC of each school needs in making the entire staff aware of
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e.

the nature of a school's self-improvement capability and in secur-
ing stuff, commitment. Among other things, the guidelines indicate
the role of the staff in implementing all of the remaining phases
of the process, and the' specify the kinds of assistance the dis-
trict provides. Accordingly, the staff does not debate whether to
start but focuses on when where, and hoe; to start. Enthusiasm and
commitment by the EIC and a well-planned program of staff awareness
and commitment are the essentials of implementing Phase 1.

Phase 2: Assessment and Needs Identification

School improvement starts with using available assessment
information and gathering other information as necessary to

identify strengths, and possible weaknesses. One main type of
information used in identifying strengths and weaknesses pertains
to student outcomes as reflected by attendance, test scores, and
teacher opinions. Strengths to be maintained and areas to be
improved are identified both for individual students and for groups
of students, such as all of those of a grade.

Phase 3: Planning

Planning follows needs identification. Great progress follows
from careful planning. Conversely, failure, accompanied with much
teacher frustration, occurs ellen projects are started without
adequate planning. Success of improvement projects is enhanced
through adherence to the following propositions regarding she

planning process:

School improvement doesn't just happen. It needs to be
planned and planning itself needs to be planned for.

Ownership is iMportant. The people who are goi4 to do the
work should be involved in problem identification', planning
the solution, implementing the planned activities, monitoring
progress, and evaluating the outcomes.

There are no universal solutions. Rather, there are nultiple
ways to resolve an educational problem. And, the right way to
resolve a problem depends on the physical, social, and
economic characteristics of each particular school.

The staffs of most schools have the knowledge and skills to
identify and solve zhe educational problems of their school.

9
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Different roles, responsibility, and authority are possessed
by individuals of a school staff. And, resolving educational
problems requires the full utilization of everyeme's knowledge
and skills.

The administrative leader's responsibility in *Stifling is that
of orgfnizing and facilitating the work of the staff.

Educational planning is directed toward attaining the school's
overriding goal: the academic, civic, social, and

psychological growth of each student.

Educational planning recognizes that parents want each child
to experience success and want to be kept informed of the
child's progress. Accordingly,. a caring adult plans the

child's educational program with the child and his or her
parents, monitors the child's progress to ensure success, and
confers with the parents on a regular basis.

Educational planning recognizes that parents, school board
members, and others in the community want to be informed of
how effective their school is. The school provides this
information to the public on an annual basis. In reports to
the public, the privacy of every child, every teacher, and
every administrator is carefully protected.

Phase 4: Preparation

Preparation of the staff for implementing a planned improve-
ment begins when the needs of the staff for gaining information or
for developing skills or materials have been identified. Illustra-

tive preparation activities include school visits, workshops, con-
ferences, studying this Guide and other materials, and procuring or
developing materials for student or teacher use.

It is critical that all staff members have sufficient time to
prepare for implementation. Schools that are preparing to imple-
ment two or more comprehensive improvement projects typically

devote all of their inservice and staff development time to pre-
paring for the implementation.

10
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Phase 5: Implementing Planned Activities
and Monitoring Pm /rests

Implementation of the planned activities commences as closely
as possible to the time they are scheduled to begin. Most activ-
ities that are givefi in the plans included in this Guide start at
the beginning of the school year and end toward the close of the.
year. However, Chapter 12 presents one project that was planned
during the first two months of the school year, implemented during
the next six months, and evaluated in the ninth month (May).

Monitoring progress starts early, not later than the end of
the first grading period. The primary purposes of the monitoring
are to identify and overcome difficulties and to confirm the
desired performances of students, staff, or both.

Phase 6: Evaluatio

EValuation of the effectiveness of the current year's improve-
ment activities starts at the same time as the monitoring, and it
continues throughout the year. Usually the data collected are
summarized shortly after the school year ends.

The evaluation information gathered throughout the year is
summarized, reported, and used in setting goals and planning
related improvement activities for the ensuing year.

Phase 7: Refinement and Institutionalization

Refinement of improved practices occurs as the basic and
primary improvement strategies indicated in Figure 1.1 are imple-
mented from one year to the next. Most improvements require three
years to become fixed, or institutionalized.

As teachers and other school staff gain more knowledge and
increase their skills in attaining the desired student outcomes
indicated in Figure 1.1, they experience renewal as a social
organization. Simultaneously, the school develops its own self-
improvement capability.

Here are a few tips for ensuring success in starting an
improvement program:
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Start with what seems to be relatively small scale. Mort

projects require two or three times more effort t'aaa is

initially anticipated.

Select a project or two where the likelihood of successful
implementation and positive results is high. For example, it

is easier to eliminate interruptions of class time from

external sources than to eliminate discipline problems.

Involve the whole staff. To illustrate, impruvina attendance
involves more of the staff than raising grade 8 achievement in
mathematics.

Keep enthusiasm high. For example, celebrate the rttainment
of each project milestone during the school year with informal
rap sessions in the teachers' lounge.

Developing the Annual improvement Plan

The planning process is clarified by presenting a completed
plan. The format of the plan is used by elementary schools, middle
schools, high schools, and district offices. Comments after some
of the completed items elaborate the planning process.

Improvement Plan -- improving Grade 10 English
Achievement, 1983-84: Cedarburg High School, Ceclarburg, WI

I. Area of Improvement

Improvement of 10th grade English achievement, 1983-84.

2. Need for Improvement

The achievement of some 9th grade students in certain English
skills as assessed by a standardized test was found by the instruc-
tional coordinator and English teachers to be lower than desired.
Accordingly, the English curriculum was examined to ascertain
whether the skills in which the students were low were included in
the curriculum. Since they were, the teachers decided that inter-
ventions would be appropriate in the skills showing the greatest
numbers of low-achieving students. interventions were begun the
following fall in grade 10 since the achivement test was giver in
the spring in grade 9.

12



3. Percent of Students and Grades Involve.

1002 of the griu'e 10 class.

4. Persons Who Planned end Will Coordinate and Evaluate the

Project

The Educational Improvement Committee (EIC) which includes the

principal, instructional coordinator, INC director, reading special-

ist, a counselor, and one teacher from each department.

Comment: The larger the student enrollment, ae more likely there

will be task forces rather than only one EIC. More task

forces are found in high' schools than in middle schools

or elementary schools because of the more specialized
nature of the high school curriculum and high school
teachers' interests.

5. Persons Who Will. Implement the Project

Principal, instructional coordinator, guidance counselors,

chairperson of the English department, all teachers of grade 10

English, and all teacher advisors of all grade 10 students.

6. Improvement Coals

General Goal

High English achievement by grade 10 students individually and

as a group will be maintained and low achievement will be raised.

Performance Goals

Each 10th-grade student's English achievement as measured

by the Comyrehensive Tests of Basic Skills will the as high as

or higher than his/her ability level as measured by the Test'
of Cognitive Skills, and as high as or.higher than it was in

grade 9.

The English subscores of the 10th-grade students as a

group as measured by the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills

will be as high as or higher than the group's ability level as

measured by the Test of Cognitive Skills.

Comment: Purposive cognitive psychology and experience in all

areas of human endeavor make three things clear: First,

having a goal determines the direction of our activities.

Second, intending to attain the goal keeps us on task

until the goal is achieved. Third, the more realistic
the goal and the better our plans for achieving it, the

more likely we will in fact achieve it. Typically, t

13
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school sets general goals for its first projects, for
example, student attendance will be higher in 1986-87
than it was in 1985-66. With experience, a more specific
performance goal is set; for example, student attendance
will increase from 94% to 96%.

Better results are obtained when the specific goal is
set. The 'specific goal implies a clear expectation, and
it is more easily monitored. Weight watchers recognize
that it is easier to bat two pounds in one month than to
lose weight for one month.

There is considerable hesitancy to set measurable per-
formance goals. Teachers, and principals too, feel that
they personally have failed if a goal is not attained.
They also fear being evaluated negatively. To counteract
this hesitancy, educators and the public should recognize
.hat a goal statement i .n estimate of performance and
In indicator of intent, ..ot a contract. A goal should
not be considered as a contract because there are many
uncontrollable factors in the school setting and the
educational community that affect students' performances
and interfere with goal attainment. When a goal is not
attained, the constructive response is to try to identify
the causes and correct the situation rather than to blame
self or to be negatively and unfairly evaluated. Clearly,

those who evaluate teachers' or principals' performances
must honor this point if realistic goal setting is to
occur in a school.

7. Preparatory Activities Including Staff Development/Inservice

2 1/2 day off-site workshop (Wisconsin Program for the Renewal
and improvement of Secondary Education) for 4 EIC members, includ-
ing instructiunal coordinator and chair of English Department.

1/2 day onsite inservice for all grade 10 English teachers to
identify skill areas in which the mean achievement of all students
is low and to work out remedial techniques.

1/2 day onsite inservice for all grade 10 English teachers and
all grade 10 teacher advisors to gain a better understanding of the
Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills from a repreGentative of the
test publisher.

1/2 day onsite inservice for all grade 10 English teachers and
all grade 10 teacher advisors to clarify the advising and goal-
sitting process to be employed in individual conferences with
students.

14
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Comment: The amount of preparation required prior to implementa-
tion is directly related to the scope of the project and
the competence of the implementers in carrying out the
required new or refined practices. Regardless of these
factors, for success on any project the teaching sche-
dules of the EIC and of the implementers are arranged so
that they can meet at regular times during the school day
and outside school hours as necessary.

District administrators and school boards tend to under-
estimate the amount of preparation time greatly. More-

over, education in comparison with business and industry
is notorious for not providing adequately for the initial
preparation and the continuing education of teachers.
Accordingly, teachers' class schedules, overall job

responsibilities, and use of time throughout the required
hours at school -require careful analysis before under-
taking a major improvement project. Most schools find
that a considerable number of hours per week can be found

for teacher preparation.

8. First-Year IMplementatIon Activities and Monitoring Progress

The grade 10 English teachers will implement English instruc-
tion in the manner is which it was designed in 1981-82. In 1981-82

objective-bared curricula were written for all English classes.

Implementation Activities

Students enrolled In different sections of the same grade 10

course will receive instruction on the same objectives and will be

given a common final exam. Grading will be similar in these
sections as well.

While there will be a divergence in the English courses
selected by students starting in grade 10, all the students will

receive instruction in grLanar, writing skills, and basic literary

concepts. In addition, teachers will provide group instruction in

the language mechanics skills identified as at less than 50%
mastery on the California Test of Basic Skills.

The small number of grade 10 students, including the EEN, who
were identified as being significantly below the expected norm will
receive individual assistance in the identified areas of need.

(Significantly below means that the student has scored in the
bottom 10% of his or her norm group.)

Monitoring Progress

The grade 10 teacher advisors will meet for 15 minutes daily

with their advisees as a group, and part of this time will be used

for goal setting in English and other courses.
15
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A.

The grade 10 teacher advisor will meet with each of his or her

advisees in at least six individual conferences per year. Parents

will participate in two of the conferences, one at the end of the

first quarter and one at the end of the third. English progress

will be discussed in these conferences, as will the other academic
areas.

All implementers as a group will meet: for one hour on each
eighth school day and will use part of the time to discuss student
progress in English and to resolve any problems associated with the

English classes.

Comment: Implementation activities differ greatly according to the'

improvement project. However, four important considera-
tions pertaining to any project are that (a) the roles 44-

and responsibilities of the task force members and the
implementers are clear with respect to both implementa-
tion and monitoring; (b) time, space, materials, and

other physical arrangements are worked out so that the
implementers can function with maximum effectiveness;
(c) the implementers are supported by the task force and
the district office; and (d) each implementer receives
immediate assistance when a problem is experienced.

Effective implementation often calls for more time and
effort than was anticipated. When this occurs, a cutback

in activities, an extension of ,time, or additional
incentives to the implementers may be in order. In any

event, the problem must be resolved or the implementation

cannot be continued successfully.

The purposes of monitoring are to ensure that the improve-
ment activities are proceeding smoothly and that progress

toward goal attainment is being made. Accordingly,

monitoring starts early and continues at regular inter-
vals throughout the year.

The monitor employs many different techniques to gain
information, such as observation, interviewing, confer-
ring, and examining records. An equally great variety of
techniques is used to confirm successful implementation,
to identify problems and concerns, and to assist the

implementers.

Monitoring of progress toward goal attainment is carried
out by teachers, teacher advisors, or counselors when
students are the beneficiaries of the project. In

addition, a person other than the implementers always_
participates in the monitoring process, regardless of

whether or not the goal pertains to student outcomes.

16
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This is necessary for monitoring the implementation of

the improvement activities, rather than student progress
alone. Not providing for adequate monitoring when

planning the project risks failure. Implementers don't

respond well to unplanned monitoring.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of
Activities

Normal Curve Equivalents (NCE) on the Tests

Basic Skills eubtests of Reading (Vocabulary and Comprehension),
Spelling, and Language (Mechanics and Expression) will be obtained
for all grade 10 students in the spring of 1984. These results
will be compared with the NCEs from the spring of 1983 for the same
students to deteriine (a) whether each student has maintained high
achievement and raised low achievement, and (b) whether the high
mean subscores of grade 9 have been maintained in grade 10 and
whether the low mean scores have been raised.

The EIC and the implementers will use the preceding results in
assessing the effectiveness of the grade 10 English program of

instruction, the advising process, the monitoring process, and the

testing program.

Comment: The purposes of evaluating toward the end of each year
are to ascertain the extent to which goals were attained,

to determine the effectiveness of the improvement activ-
ities, and to provide a data base for identifying areas
of improvement for the ensuing year. The purpose here,
as for monitoring progress, is not to arrive at judgments

that may influence the salary or job security of the
teachers, counselors, principals, or district officials.

A written statement is needed from the school board
indicating that the results of the evaluation will be
used for the three improvement purposes and that they

will not be used to evaluate personnel.

10. Refinement

The degree of goal attainment will be ehared with the entire

faculty through the EIC. Whether this specific improvement project
for grade 10 will be continued during the 1984 -85 school year is

dependent upon the student outcomes. However, the cycle of goal-
setting, implementation, and evaluation in English for one or more
grades will be continued on an annual basis through the EIC and

through the process of formulating an Annual School Improvement

Plan.
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Comment: Three or more years are required to institutionalize a
comprehensive improvement project, and refinement

continues thereafter or the improved practices grow

stagnant. This idea is incorporated in the annual plan.
thereby ensuring awareness on the part of the whole
staff, parents, school board members, and the public in
general.

Aool staffs experience renewal as they attain important
goals, acquire new knowledge, increase their competencies,
and receive recognition, for their successes. However,

the recognition as well as the means of gaining new
knowledge and increasing competence are not always built
into an improvement plan. In turn, entire staffs experi-
ence "burnout." To ensure -renewal and to avoid burnout,
schools now give attention to staff renewal, not only as
part of their improvement planning but also as, an inte-
gral element of refining their self-improvement capabil-
ity. In some schools, the EIC assumes this initiative;
in other schools a renewal task force is established. It,

implements the basic assessment-goal sett:mg-planning-
implementation-monitoring-evaluation strategy in foster-

ing continual self-renewal.

II. Time Schedule

Preplanning
Planning
Preparatory Activities
First-Year Implementation
Refinement/Renewal

Starting Date Ending Date

October 1981 June 1982
September 1982 June 1983
March 1983 August 1983
August 1983 June 1984

June 1984 Ongoing

Comment: A good time schedule includes dates, often to the nearest
month, for starting and ending each phase of the basic
improvement strategy. The scheduled dates are not a
contract to be enforced but estimates of when activities
should commence and be completed in order to attain the
goals that are set. In most projects, there is some
overlapping of the planning, preparatory, and implementa-
tion activities.

12. 3udget

First-Year
Planning and Implementation/
Preparation Evaluation

Substitute teachers $700.00
Summer employment
Consultants

18

$700.00

$300.00

Second-Year
Refinement/
Renewal

$350.00

__§300.00
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Workshops,
etc.

Materials,
etc.

Travel
Other

Comment:

seminars

tests

First-Year
Planning and Implementation/
Preparation Evaluation

$300.00

111
$250.00

Second-Year
Refinement/
Renewal

$250.00 $250.00

A budget for each project is prepared by the EIC or a
task force. The most critical items to consider are
given above. Starting even the smallest project typic-
ally calls for additional funds. A budget estimate for
the first and second years of refinement is made to
ensure that a project does not get dropped or curtailed

for lack of essential funding. In general, staff time,
not included above, is secured to carry out improvement

projects by dropping less critical maintenance tasks.

Providing Internal and External Support

The primary sources of monetary support for improvement

projects is the district. The best way to ensure that money is
available for improvement projects is to have a separate budget

item for improvement that is in addition to the regular budget

allocation for each school.

The principal and the district office support each achool's

improvement program in addition to providing money. They verbally

support each project to the school board, parents, and the school's

educational community. Cooperatively and interactively, the

principal and the district office take steps to ensure that the
members of the EIC, members of each task force, and implementers

with mutual improvement interests have a common time each week
during regularly scheduled hours to confer, plan, and carry out

other essential inservice/staff development activities. Similarly,

the principal and the district office take initiative for securing

the support and participation of parents and other community

individuals and groups.

The large majority of local schools, district offices, and

school boards have monetary and other resources for establishing

and maintaining a districtwide improvement capability, given an

adequate level of monetary support from the state. However,

intellectual and technical support are regularly provided to the
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local school from external sources in order to continually provide
more schooling to students and higher quality schooling. The
external groups include the state education agency, intermediate
agencies, teacher education agencies, and professional education
associations.

In addition to a fixed level of monetary support, the state
education agency takes initiative-for activities such as:

Stimulating the school improvement activities of local schools
through policies and standards.

Providing additional financial support to local schools for
comprehensive improvement projects and also for high-risk
exploratory projects.

Providing for teachers' job descriptions to be changed, if

necessary, to enable them to participate in student advisement
and in leading improvement projects.

Developing new certification standards as necessary to meet
changing societal conditions and related demands on education.

Teacher education institutions, working cooneratively with
local schools and the state education agency, take initiative for
activities such as:

Fqluating their programa to prepare administrators,
counselors, teachers, and other educational personnel;
revising existing programs; and developing new programs to
meet changing societal conditions and related demands on

education.

Developing aud offering credit courses and noncredit arrange-
ments tailored to local schools' improvement programs that
enable teachers and others to engage in the school's improve-
ment activities more effectively.

Arranging with local schools for cooperative preparation of
student teachers and interns.

Professional education associations at the local, state, and
national levels take inittative or activities such as:

Providing leadership to their members in educational
improvement.

20
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Identifying and publicizing local schools that demonstrate
improved schooling practices and outcomes.

Working out contract provisions that facilitate the role of
the teacher in school improvement.

Formulating District Guidelines

We saw earlier that the main source of improvement support to
local schools is the district office. We also observed that a
district improvement committee, interacting with the local school
staff, prepares the district's improvement guidelines. The nature
of the committee's work may be inferred from the completed guide-
lines that follow. I have entered comments after some of the items
to clarify the development of guidelines.

District Guidelines for
Annual School improvement Planning, 1984.85:

Cedarburg School District, Cedarburg, WI

The Cedarburg School District guidelines for preparing the
Annual School Improvement Plan were designed as a policy vehicle to
insure that the Schoil District is addressing areas wherein
improvement can be realized while also maintaining areas where
outcomes have proven to be satisfactory. The attached Annual
School Improvement Plan contains the rationale, the goals, the

areas of improvement, the organizational procedures, the assessment
process, and the timelines which need to be followed.

School districts and individual school buildings can consider-
ably improve their services when the goals of the district and the
Board of EduCation are clearly delineated and clarified for the
building principal and the professional staff. Local research data
designed to measure student outcomes in the cognitive, psychomotor,
health, and affective domains are a valuable resource for determin-
ing a school district's effectiveness and monitoring school improve-
ment progress.

Further information about specific Cedarburg School District
and school building improvement plans can be obtained by contacting
the Cedarburg School District.
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Dr. Herbert J. Klausmeier of the Wisconsin Center for Educa-

tion Research served as a consultant to the District in developing

the District Guidelines. He can be contacted at the University of
Wisconsin in Madison regarding both local school and district level

improvement planning.

Frank M. Kennedy, Superintendent
CEDARBURG SCHOOL DISTRICT
W68 N611 Evergreen Boulevard
Cedarburg, Wisconsin_ 53012
414-377-6030
August 1984, Revised March 1985

District Guidelines for Preparing
Annual School Improvement Plan

I. Rationale

The major educational goal of the Cedarburg School District is

to provide each child attending the Cedarburg public schools an

effective educational program. To attain this goal, consistent and
continuous effort is required by personnel of each school, the

District Office, and the Board of Education. Accordingly, District

guidelines are needed to assure that each school, the District
Office, and the Board of Education establish and maintain a per-
manent improvement Capability regardless of any changes that may

occur in key personnel of a school, the District Office, the Board

of Education, or the state educatirrn agency.

It is imperative that we of the Cedarburg school District take

the initiative for improvement rather than merely responding to

directives of federal education agencies, the state education

agency, or other organizations. We know the educational needs of
our community, and only we can provide the essential instructional,
advisement, administrative, and other services to the students. We

recognize the value of external stimulation and the need for con-

tinuing monetary support from the state education agency and

federal agencies. We in L- r' strict, ho,-ver, must decide

whether and how to implement any pluvovals f. improvement, and

only we are directly responsible to the students , 1 their parents

as well as to the taxpayers of this District.

IT. Goals

The outcome of establishing a
both in the _district and within
improvement of education locally.
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permanent improvement capability,
each school, is the continuous
This involves the improvement of
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areas of weakness and the maintenance of areas of strength. This
goal incorporates efforts to coordinate education by the schools,
keeping in mind the general direction of the District at large.

III. Broad Areas of Improvement

The Cedarburg schools are operated for the purpose of pro-
viding high quality education to the students of the District, as
is reflected in the philosophy and progra.n.goals of the Cedarburg
School District. Accordingly, the broad areas of improvement will
be related first and foremost to student outcomes of schooling
(a) in the cognitive domain (attainment of knowledge, problem-
solving *ills, learning strategies, thinking skills, creativity,
etc., mainly in the academic fields); (b) in the psychomotor and
health domain (attainment of information, skills, strategies,
creativity, etc. pertaining to physical/psychomotor activities and
health); and (c) in the-affective domain (development of favorable
attitudes toward learning, schooling, peers, etc. and of positive
self-concepts in the academic and nonacademic areas).

Regular attendan.2, punctuality, good conduct, avoidance of
the use of alcohol and other drugs, and continuation in school
through high cchoo' graduation are other desired student outcomes.

As a means of maintaining already satisfactory student out-
comes and raising those less than satisfactory, the District or a
school will focus on the bread areas of improvement of the curric-
ulum, evaluation, advisement, instruction, planning, inservice,
etc. Educational innovations and/or materials by themselves are
not to be considered as broad areas of improvement. Although
student outcomes will be the foremost area of improvement, atti-
tudes of and participation by ;I:molts and other citizens in the
District educative processes; tet.cher punctuality and attendance,
principal leadership, staff morale, and job satisfaction may be
included as broad areas of improvement inasmuch as they markedly
influence attainment of desired student outcomes.

IV. District Improvement Committee

Membership: Superintendent, Director of Instruction, a

principal from each of the three instructional levels (K-5, 6-8,
9-12), and one member of the Board of Education. This committee is
responsible for planning and making decisions regarding both the
District and local rchool improvement programs. At the District
level, the committee establishes the annual Distric° list of broad
areas of improve:sent from lists submitted by the local schools and
identifies the priority or central theme for all gchools in the
District. At the local school level, this committee reviews local
school improvement plans for approval, disapproval, or modification
and monitors their progress throughout the year.
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V. District Leadership

The Superintendent has overall responsibility for all improve-

ment activities. The District's Director of Instruction, working

with the District Improvement Committee, has responsibility for

preparing the annual District improvement plan and evaluating and

reporting its results yearly.

VI. The District's Annual Improvement Plan

The first step in developing the District annual improvement

plan is establishing a list of broad areas of improvement. The

procedure for this begins in each individual school building in the

fall as a function of the School Improvement Committee (or similar

group) in that building and its annual assessment of student

outcomes (see XI). The ideas generated at the school level are

discussed by the Administrative Council and forwarded to the

District Improvement Committee.

The District Improvement Committee reviews the broad areas

received from the Administrative Council and selects a central

theme for District-wide improvement. It also issues a prioritized

list of broad areas of suggested improvement for local school

improvement plans.

The District Improvement Committee then issues a goal state-

ment for the District improvement plan and suggests areas for

improvement in each school. The goal statement will be specific
enough to allow each school to prepare a detailed plan and general

enough to allow each school the flekibility to meet unique building

needs.

Schools then submit a preliminary outline of their local

school plan relating to the District theme. The District Improve-

ment Committee reviews local school outlines and approves, disap-

proves, or modifies them as needed. Schools are then free to
develop their outline into a final improvement plan.

The District improvement plan emerges after individual plans

have been developed and approved. The District plan will describe

the common District-wide improvement programs and will include

descriptions of program/staff support for local school -plans,

budget support for the District-wide project and local school
plans, a monitoring plan for both the District-wide project and

specific school improvement plans, and dates for reports, both

interim and final. In brief, the District plan will describe
central support to the schools in their individual efforts as well

as the plan for any given-long-term central theme for District-wide

improvement. (Format for District and school plans presented

in XII.)
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VII. Local School. Im rovement Committee

The local school organizational arrangements for formulating
each school's annual improvement plan will be an inhousa committee
chaired by the principal and consisting of a representative group
of teachers, chosen either by team or by department. This commit-
tee will be responsible for conducting the school's annual assess-
ment procedures and for formulating a local improvement plan. It

will also be responsible for developing a plan at the school level
for meeting the District-wide improvement project goals.

VIII. Local School Leadership

The principal in each school will be responsible for preparing
the school improvement plan for the ensuing year \and the report of
results for the current year. The local School Improvement Commit-
tee will provide input and assessment in preparitg the local school
improvement plan. Decisions cf this committek will be based on
discussions with the staff so that all will ha il& the opportunity
for input.

IX. Local School An ual Improvement Plan

Each school is responsible for esveloping two types of

improvement plans.

One plan describes what the local school will do to meet the
goal of the District-wide improvement plan.

The second plan will generally reflect the needs of the local
school with reference to the District's annual list of broad areas
of improvement. This planning begins as the school starts to

collect its data. The principal and the School Improvement Commit-
tee analyze the data to identify areas of improvement unique to the
local building.

If the local School Improvement Committee wishes to consider
an area for improvement not on the District's annual list of broad
areas of improvement, it needs prior approval from the District
Improvement Committee before this second plan can be undertaken.

All local school improvement plans will be forwarded 12y the
principals to the District Improvement Committee for approval. In
general, all amLaal local school improvement plans will be approved
by the District Improvement Committee as long as evidence exists
that there is a need for improvement, the plan supports the District
philosophy, and the plan is not merely a new innovation in education.
All school improvement plans willbe monitored at least twice during
the year by the local school improvement committee and reports for-
warded to the District Improvement Committee.
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X. District Support

The District will provide monetary support for long-term
projects of merit. Such monetary support will be included in the
District's annual spring budget process but will be separate from
the local school budget. Program support is available in terms of
evaluation design, additional data gathering, and other general
assistance as possible.

The District will also undertake, in addition to the required
semiannual monitoring repwts to be made by principals, onsite
monitoring efforts to be conducted as needed by the Superintendent
of Schools, the Director of Instruction, and other members of the
District Improvement Committee.

XI. Annual Assessment Process

An integral part of the development of both District and local
school improvement plena is the assessment process. Annually, all
schools will examine student outcomes in the areas of achievement
and ability.

In assessing student achievement, schools are encouraged to
examine standardized achievement test results, criterion-referenced
test results, locally constructed CRT results, PBE results, grade
point averages, student grade reports, teacher observations,
samples of student work, scholastic competitive resulLs, and other
indirect measures.

NormativeAest results are considered primary indicators. The
District normative and criterion-referenced tests relate to reading,
math, language arts, science, and social studies. It is irTortant
that results in all areas of the curriculum (including the fine and
applied arts) be examined.

In assessing student attitudes, schools are encouraged to
examine the results of such formal and informal measures as
attendance records; disCipline and suspension records; dropout

rate; post-high school survey; incidence of vandalism; teacher

observations; student, teacher, and parent surveys; and other
measures of school climate.

Parent and community perceptions of student achievement and
attitude can also be useful in the assessment process. Parent and
community involvement in the school are indicators to be considered
in the assessment process.

Once the collecting and analyzing of data has been completed,
the first step in the annual assessment process is the identifica-
tion of areas of possible improvement or maintenance. Next the
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possible areas are prioritized. Finally, areas for improvement are
selected from the list of priorities. In general, high prioiity
should be attached to areas where stueent outcomes are lowest and
where the most effort is need..d to improve and maintain high levels
of achievement.

XII. Improvement Plan Format

Both the final District plan and final scnool improvement
plans will utilize the following format: 4s,

1. Area of Improvement
2. Need or Rationale
3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved
4. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate, and Evaluate the

Program
5. Persons Who Will Implement the Program
C. Improvement Coals (General and Performance)
7. Preparatory Activities
8. FIrst-year Implementation Activities and Monitoring

Progress
9. Evaluarion in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness

of Activities
10. Refinement and Renewal
11. Time Schedule
12. Budget

Comment: We observe that each school generates a plan related to
its perceived unique needs, and J. also recommends one or
more districtwide goals/priorities to the District
Improvement Committee. The district office synthesizes
recommendations of its various committees and also
presents one or more goals/priorities to the District
Improvement Committee. Based on this input, the commit-
tee identifies at least one districtwide, priority that
each school addre' '5 in its annual plan. This approach
is highly recomeg .ed in that it provides each school a
maximum amount of autonomy yet no school proceeds as an
island unto itself, unmindful of the larger ecological
system of which it is a part.
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Rationale

The district administrator is responsible for leading the
development and institutionalization of a districtwide school
improvement program. The buildiug principal has the same respon-
sibility for the school's improvement program. When starting and
institutionalizing their improvement programs, district adminis-
trators and principals demonstrate three kinds of leadership:
assertive, participative. and supportive/facilitative. While the
direction is typically from assertive to supportive/ facilitative,
all three forms of leadership are relevant at specific times in
particular situations. These formslof leadership are illustrated
by activities of the district administrator.

Assertive leadership on the part of the district administrator
implies that districtwide improvement activities are planned and
get started and completed in a timely manner. Assertive leadership
does not imply the aeons by which the leader accomplishes this.
However, the district administrator properly makes public his %I'
her desire for each school of the district to develop a self-
improvement capability. School board support of this decision is
secured. The district administrator then forms the district
improvement committee.

The district administrator shares leadership responsibility
hereafter as the committee members participate in all the decisions
about how each school will proceed and what the district will do to
support each school. These and other ideas are put into district
guidelines.

The district administrator and other district officials
support the principals and their staffs in implementing the guide-
lines from the outset. Moreover, the district monitors each
school's progress zo insure that district assistance :Is forthcoming
as needed.

The principal leads a school staff in a manner similar to the
district administrator leading the principals of the district. The
principal communicates his commitment to the idea of developing a
self-improvement capability, organizes the school's improvement
committee, chairs the committee meetings, sets the early agenda,
and participates' with the members in making decisions about how the
staff will proceed. The principal supports the committee members
in implementing the decisions of the committee and facilitates each
teacher's implementation of the improvement activities.
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The principal develops leadership among the staff by trans-
ferring leadership responsibilities as rapidly as possible, first
to the members of the committee and then to other members of the
staff. For example, high school department chairs and middle
school team loaders develop improvement plans, monitor progress,
and evaluate the results. The principal not only supports the
staff in these efforts, he or she aids the staff in carrying out
their improvement activities.

Principals and district administiators who, proceed in this
manner achieve remarkable success over a period of a few years.
Each school makes progress toward institutionalizing its self-
improvement capability as it maintains already satisfactory student
outcomes from year to year and betters those not satisfactory.

On the other hand, when school improvement is a volunteer
activity of an occasional interested principal and when the dis-
trict administrator shies away from districtwide leadership,

schooling continues to deteriorate on a districtwide basis. The
occasional volunteer principal and school staff soon recognize that
there is no payoff for creative effort and hard work, except as it
may be recognized by the students and parents. This, however, is
not a sufficient basis for institutionalizing a self-improvement
capability. Without district support, the school's improvement
capability is lost when the principal leaves or when essential
monetary and technical support are withdrawn as other spur-of-the-
moment panaceas receive higher priority in the district.

This chapter gives the objectives for establishing district
office and local school administrative-organizational arrangements
and then indicates the preparatory activities and the detailed
procedures for starting the local school and the district office
arrangements. The arrangements of Steuben Middle School, the

Cedarburg School District, and the Milwaukee School District are
presented to illustrate exemplary local school and district struc-
tures and processes.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective

The administrative arrangements of the central office and each
school provide for cooperative planning and shared decision making
by the persons responsible for implementing the plans and decisions
that are made, mainly district officials, principals, teachers, and
counselors.
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Illustrative District Office Enabling Objectives

A district School Improvement Committee consisting of the district
administrator and representative elementary, middle, and high
school principals, and possibly teachers, counselors, and school
board members:

Develops guidelines for establishing and maintaining a self-
improvement capability in each school and in the district
office.

Leads and coordinates the districtwide implementation of the
guidelines.

IllustrativelsocalSclEnablillObe"iv"

An Educational Improvement Committee (or other committee or
council) that has representatives of the administrative team,
curriculum coordinators, counselors, and teachers leads and
coordinates the school's educational improvement activities
with input from the total faculty. Students, parents, and
other citizens participate in meetings of the Educational
Improvement Committee when matters of concern to them are on
the agenda,-and they may serve as members of the Committee.

The principal provides leadership and, with appropriate
involvement of members of the Educational Improvement Commit-
tee and the school staff:

Establishes policies and procedures that facilitate the
functioning of the school's Educational Improvement
Committee.

Coordinates the use of facilities, materials, equipment,
supplies, and other resources.

Arranges teachers' class schedules and provides,time,
space, and other physical arrangements that are needed
for the Educational Improvement Committee, teaching
teams, and other mutual-interest groups to plan and carry
out their work.

Establishes effective two-way communication among ad-
ministrators, other staff, teachers, and students; and
between the school and parents and citizens of the
community.

Participates as a member of the district School Improve-
ment Committee.
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Transmits information to and from the district committee.

Attempts to have implemented the decisions made by the
district committee.

Preplanning Activities

The district administrator, other district officials, and

principals:

Gain a complete understanding of district-local
tures and processes, improvement strategies,

school components, and support arrangements.

View and discuss the filmstrip "Administrative
for Shared Decision Making in Secondary Schools."

school struc -
facilitative

Arrangements

Listen to and discuss relevant sections of the audiocassette
"Experiences of a Middle School and Two Senior High Schools
with Administrative Arrangemmnts.for Shared Decision Making."

Read textbook Chapter 8, "Administrative Arrangements and

Processes."

Gain an overview of the goal-based improvement strategy and

the two primary strategies by viewing the three filmstrips
describing these strategies and surveying Chapters 2, 3, and 7

of the textbook and Chapters 3 and 4 of this Guide.

Gain an overview of the facilitative components and aupport

arrangements by viewing the other six filmstrips and surveying
all other chapters of the textbook and this Guide.

Visit schools and district offices that have developed and

institutionalized a self-improvement capability and secure

completed plans and guidelines of similar -sized schools and

districts.

The district improvement committee, with input to and from
each school, prepares the district guidelines.
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Local School Administrative-Organizational
Structures and Processes

When there are district guidelines, the principal follows them
in developing a self-improvement capability in his or her school.
However. principals are urged to start an improvement capability in
the absence of guidelines. Without guidelines the principal takes
more initiative but secures district office and possibly school
board support at the start. Moreover, the principal communicates
regularly with the district office to insure continuing approval
and support.

After securing district commitment, the principal organizes
the school's improvement committee or allocates school improvement
to an existing group or groups. The number of committee members
and their selection varies according to the size and level of
schooling.

In the senior high school organized into either separate
subject departments or broad field areas, the teacher represen-
tatives on the committee include part or all of the chairpersons,
or they may be elected, volunteers, or principal-selected teachers
from part or all of the departments or areas. In the middle school
and the junior high school organized as the senior high school, the:
teachers are represented in the same way as in the senior high
school. In middle schools and junior high schools in which the
teachers are organized into academic teams and other special teams,
a representative teacher is elected by, or volunteers from, each
team. In elementary schools in which the teachers are organized
into teams, a teacher from each team is elected or volunteers. In
elementary schools organized by grades, a representative teacher
from each grade is elected or volunteers. In school districts in
which there is more than one high school or middle/junior high
school, membership on the'school's improvement committee is greatly
facilitated by district guidelines that indicate either a preferred
method or alternative means of securing the teacher representation.

In most schools, the principal chairs the meetings of the
improvement committee; however, in some schools, a teacher or other
person is elected. Regardless of how the meetings are conducted,
the improvement committee takes initiative for implementing the
following improvement processes:

Makes the staff aware of the need for establishing a self-
improvement capability and builds staff commitment.

Uses available assessment information and gathers more, if

necessary, to ascertain the extent to which the school's



educational goals are being attained, and identifies and

prioritizes areas of improvement annually.

Develops an improvement plan for each selected area of

improvement annually.

Ensures that the relevant staff is properly prepared to

implement the planned activities before starting the implemen-

tation.

Implements the planned activities and monitors progress.

Evaluates the effectiveness of the improvement activities

annually and reports the results of the evaluation annually.

Repeats the cycle annually, starting with Phase 2, in refining

the improved practices.

Some principals find it appropriate to form a task force on

administrative arrangements. They do this to insure that the
teachers and the principal clarify their roles and responsibilities

with respect to the preceding improvement process and with respect

to developing their planning skills and small-group interaction

skills. In schools in which neither the principal nor the teachers

have carried out the preceding process, a considerable amount of

preparatory activity is required.

As a preparation aid three simulations are given in the Appen-

dix of this Guide: one set for elementary school, another for

middle school, and one for high school. The simulations are

designed to aid a committee identify possible broad areas of

improvement, clarify individual committee members' roles and

responsibilities, and use test information in prioritizing improve-

ment projects. The simulations are also designed to encourage open
communication among committee members and to enable them to ascer-

tain the extent to which they agree regarding critical issues

related to school improvement.

School Improvement Committee
Composition and Functioning, 1984-85:
Steuben Middle School, Milwaukee, WI

Steuben Middle School enrolled 850 students in grades 7 and 8

in 1984-85. Its School Coordinating Committee includes the princi-

pal, one learning coordinator, 12 teachers, one paraprofessional,

and one teacher union representative. Each teacher represents the

members of the academic team, fine arts and vocational education
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team, or exceptional education team to which he or she belongs.
The paraprofessional is selected by all paraprofessionals assigned
to the building. The committee meets weekly for 45 to 60 minutes.

The Steuben School Coordinating Committee is responsible for
the development, monitoring, and evaluation of an annual school
effectiveness plan. The first plan was developed in the spring of
1982. Periodically throughout the school year each segment of the
current year's plan is reviewed by the School Coordinating Commit-
tee to insure that the listed goals are being worked on. At the
same time, the degree of success in reaching the goal is evaluated
by examining available data or determining if the activities stated
in the individual goals are being conducted. At these times,
specific goals may be identified for special attention during the
remainder of the school year. During April and May, the Committee
evaluates the entire plan for the ending school year and determines
what additions, changes, or deletions will be made for the next
school year.

Comment: The composition and functioning of Steuben's School
Coordinating Committee are similar to those of the other
17 middle schools of Milwaukee. All of the middle school
staffs are organized into three kinds of teams: aca-
demic, exceptional education, and fine arts and voca-
tional education.

Before proceeding, we should recognize that in schools of
other districts the improvement committees meet less
often but for a longer time period, especially when
developing the plan for the ensuing year.

District Administrative-Organizational
Structures and Processes

The district administrator working with the schools, school
board, and community takes initiative for establishing and main-
taining a self-improvement capability in the district office and in
each school. The district administrator designates a district
office person to take primary responsibility for the implementation
and monitoring of the district office and districtwide improvement
activities. In turn, a district improvement committee consisting
of district officials and representative principals, and. in some
districts teachers and school board members, is formed. This
committee takes initiative for formulating the district guidelines
that provide the essential information used by each school in
developing an annual improvement plan. A set of guidelines follows
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later. Before turning to them, we may consider other interest

areas of the district committee related to the various impeovement

strategies and facilitative schooling components given earlier in

Figure 1.1 of Chapter 1.

Goal-Based Strategy

A considerable amount of staff time is required to implement

this strategy, and principals and teachers on the improvement
committee need assistance in learning to develop an improvement

plan, monitor progress, and evaluate the results. Accordingly,

districtwide procedures are worked out that

Eliminate school and district committees that are not directed

toward bringing about measurable improvements from year to
year.

Insure that teachers' class schedules are arranged so that the

district committee and each school committee can meet weekly

for at least two hours.

Provide the preparatory (inservice/staff development)

activities needed by the committee to learn to implement the

strategy.

For each other strategy and facilitative school component

given earlier in Figure 1.1, only the comprehensive objective

follows. These comprehensive objectives appear in later chapters

of this Guide along with illustrative enabling objectives. In each

later chapter these comprehensive and enabling objectives of the

design are followed with detailed implementation suggestions.

Individual Educational Programming Strategy

An educational program of course work and other activities is

arranged for each student each semester that satisfies his or her
developmental needs and'characteristics and also meets district and

state requirements.

Individual Instructional Pror4211iterammir

An instructional prgrem that takes into account the student's

aptitudes, interests, motivation, learning styles, career goals,

and other personal and social characteristics is arranged for each

student in each course and other activity that is part of the

student's total educational program.

Curriculum

The school's curriculum is based on the district's educational

philosophy and the school's program goals. Course goals and course
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content and instruction are in accord with the district philosophy
and the program goals. The school's curriculum is structured to
meet state and district requirements, but it is adapted by the
school and individual teachers to take into account the differitg
educational needs of students.

Student Decision Making, Self-Discipline, and Citizenship

Students progressively assuoe more responsibility for learning
well, self-disciplined conduct, and good citizenship.

Evaluating Student Learning and Educational Programs

A districtwide program of testing and other data gathering is
maintained to ascertain the extent to which the school's program
goals and the district's goals are attained annually. The individ-
ual student's progress toward attaining his or her course objec-
tives, the student's instructional program in each course, the
student's total educational program, and the school's total educa-
tional program are evaluated systematically; and the results of the
evaluation are used in improving the educative processes of the
school. (Evaluation is interpreted to include pre-assessment,
ongoing assessment, and post-assessment.)

aganization for Instruction

The faculty and students are organized into small groups that
permit the instructional programming strategy to be implemented
effectively.

Organization for Advising

The faculty and students are organized into small groups that
permit advising to be personalized and the educational programming
strategy to be implemented effectively.

Rome - School- Community Relations

Effective communication and cooperative educational efforts
between the school and the community are carried out as part of a
program of home-school-community relations.

Internal and External Support

The environment for learning and instruction in the school and
for work and other experiences in the community is enriched through
the technical and material support provided by the school and
district and by external agencies, such as the state education
agency, intermediate education agencies, teacher education institu-
tions, and professional education associations. (Support was
discussed in Chapter 1.)
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DistrictimpromentattOmunfitee
Composition and Functioning, 198445:

Ciolitrimpg StimolDisirictiCkWarburgIVVI

The Cedarburi School District has three elementary schools

with a total enrollment of 877, one middle school with an enroll-

ment of 603, and one high school with an enrollment of 1,118.

The Directior of\Instruction and Special Services leads the

districtwide improvement activities on a day-to-day basis.

The District Improvement Committee (DIC) includes the super-

intendent of schools, director of instruction (chairperson), the

high school principal, the middle school principal, one elementary

school principal, and one school board member. The superintendent,

director.of instruction, high school principal, and middle school

principal are one-of-a-kind positions. The elementary school

principal is appointed by the superintendent of schools; and the

school board member, who Is appointed by the Board of Education

president, is also chairperson of the Board Curriculum Committee.

The committee does not meet on a predetermined schedule. Six

half-day meetings were scheduled in 1984-85.

The committee spends considerable time reacting to the plans

of each school. The chair of the committee spent a morning at one

school with the school's improvement committee in clarifying and

planning. Monitoring activities have been undertaken by the

committee in two ways: visitations to schools and discussion of

the schools' end-of-semester interim progress reports. In one

case, the chair of the committee spent another morning discussing
how much progress a school had actually = de through January. It

is expected that the committee will spe -much of its time discuss-

ing each school's evaluation Of this year's projects. This topic

is scheduled for early June.

The district officials consist of the Superintendent, the

Business Manager, and the Director of Instruction and Special

Services. The amount of time available to aid each school is very

limited. The Director of InStruction spends most of his available

time assisting one or two schools with planning (actually helping

to write the plan iu detail' in one case), and very little time

participating in the implementation per se. The Director of

Instruction also monitors each school's progress on a very limited

basis as part of his other duties with the schools. He will spend

a considerable amount of time on the evaluation and in determining

the schools' needs for renewal activities.
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The S,uperintendent has- -not been-directly-involved--in -plawrd.ng
or implemeating, has part cipated in monitoring, and will be
involved in the evaluation. The Business Manager has not partici-
pated with the exception of setting improvement budgets as directed
by the committee (DIC).

Comment; Since there are only three district officials, much
responsibility is placed on each principal for developing
the school's self-improvement capability. We might
assume 'hat all five principals would have taken this
initiative voluntrrily. However, five years after the
first one had, two were 3ust starting while one was still
strongly resisting the idea. This school did not develop
an annual improvement plan until the district guidelines,.
presented earlier in Chapter 1, were formulated and
endorsed by the school board.

District School Effectiveness Committee
ComposItion and Functioning, 1P8445:

Milwaukee School District, Milwaukee, WI

The Milwaukee School District has 100 K-6 elementary schools
with a total enrollment of 57,000, 18 grade 7-8 middle schools with
a total enrollment of 10,000, and 15 grade 9-11 high schools with a
total enrollment of 22,500.

The School Effectiveness Coordinator, who is also a. district
curriculum specialist, leads the districtwide improvement activ-
ities on a day- to-daj basis. This leadership is only part of his
duties; he continues other duties as a curriculum specialist.

The District School Effectiveness Planning Committee consists
of the Deputy Superintendent, the Assiatant Superintendent for
Curriculum and Instruction, the Assistant Superintendent for School
Services, the three Administrative specialists for Elementary
Schools, the Administrative Speealist for Middle Schools, the
Administrative Specialist for High Schools, the Coordinator of
Educational Research, the Director of the. Stafi Development Academy,
nine elementary school principals, two middle school principals,
one high school principal, the Coordin&or of the Secondary School
Effectiveness Program, one Middle School Curriculum Specialist, and
one Secondary School Curriculum Specialist.

These persons are identified in the District Cvidelines by
their positions.
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This comlittee-annually evaluates and establishes systemwide

school effectiveness goals and communicates these goals throughout

the district, develops the annual district plan for school effec-

tiveness, reviews and evaluates the current year's district plan,

receives and reacts to the plans of all schools, and reviews and

evaluates the plans of selected schools in individual conferences

with the principals. The committee meets four times during the
school year.

The District School Effectiveness Advisory Committee includes

the three Elementary School Curriculum Specialists, the Middle
School Curriculum Specialist, the High School Curriculum Special-

ist, the Deputy Superintendent, and a representative from the
Division of Curriculum and Instruction, the Division of Human
Resources, the Divisiou of Exceptional Education and Supportive

Services, the Division of Planning and Long-Range Development, and

the Business Department. in addition, representatives are appoint-
ed by thi. Deputy Superintendent from elementary, middle, and high

schools to include one principal, a parent, and a teacher from one

school of each level. This Committee is chaired by the Deputy
Superintendent who is responsible for convening the meetings. The

Committee serves as a reaction group to district plans for school

effectiveness. provides advice regarding future plans, and communi-
cates district plans to the groups represented by the committee

members. The Committee has one scheduled meeting each year and may
meet more often.

District office personnel aid the schools in planning, imple-
menting, monitoring, and evaluating their school's effectiveness

activities as follows:

The Board of School Directors receives and reviews a yearly

report on school effectiveness activities.

The Superintendent and the Superintendent's Cabinet make

periodic school visits to discuss plan implementation and review
selected plans.

The Deputy Superintendent chairs the School Effectiveness

Planning Committee and convenes an annual meeting of the District

School Effectiveness Advisory Committee. In addition, the Deputy
Superintendent reviews selected school effectiveness plans.

The Assistant Suyerintendent for Curriculum and Instruction

coordinates effective school efforts with other priorities and
reviews selected local school plans.

The Executive Director of ElementaryiSecondaryslion
supports implementation through the assignment of curriculum

specialists and curriculum generalists and their supervisors to the

schools.
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The Curriculum Specialists examine literature on effective
instructional practices for application to their subject areas,
analyze subject area data and disseminate it to department chairs,
meet with principals regarding effective instructional practices,
involve department chairs in analyzing instructional practices,
discuss local school plans with department chairs for subject area
implications, provide information to department chairs to enable
them to contribute to school staff meetings, and assist in monitor-
ing the implementation of the school plan through contact with
department chairs.

The Curriculum and Instruction Generalists participate in
school committee meetings, participate in school staff meetings,
assist principals in examination of data, monitor implementation,
participate in planning day-to-day activities, review plan drafts
against a checklist, assist in preparing final plans for next year,
and participate in review sessions.

The Coordinator of Educational Research and Pro ram Assessment
provides student outcome data, grade analysis reports each grading
period, and a year-end school-by-school statistical report and a
system-wide summary of statistical information. In addition, the
director prepares a year-end summary and report to the Board of
School Directors.

The Director of the Staff Development Academy develops and
publicizes deadlines and schedules for inservice training grants,
receives and rates training proposals, advises recipients of

training grants, schedules and implements individual school train-
ing grants, provides team training in identified schools, and
provides suggested school effectiveness planning day activities.

The Assistant Superintendent for School Services coordinates
effective school efforts with other priorities and reviews selected
local school plans.

The
progress

Comment:

Administrative Specialists conduct school plan reviews and
sessions with principals and supervisors.

The Milwaukee School District required all principals to
submit their first school effectiveness plans in June of
1982 for the 1982-83 school year. In 1981-82, two half
days per month were given to providing inservice educa-
tion to the principals.

Many principals in the first year were opposed to the
Idea of planning. By the spring of 1984, most were
strongly supportive of it.
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Each successive year after 1982-83, the district office

received more input regarding the program from the

principals and provided more assistance to the schools.
Three truly significant changes emerged across the years
as the curriculum specialists and curriculum generalists
provided assistance to the schools-ka planning, implemen-
tation, end monitoring rather than in monitoring for the

district.

The Staff Development Academy provided inservice/staff
development activities tailored specifically to the

various schools' effectiveness activities.

The School Effectiveness Advisory Committee was formed.

Thus, leadership from the district moved from high assertive-
ness to supportive/facilitative. Despite this, and very properly,
the district's planning guidelines each successive year provided

more detailed information to each school regarding the school's
responsibilities and procedures and also regarding the district's

responsibilities and procedures.
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Chapter 3
Arranging Total Educational Programs for Students:

A Helping Hand

Rational*

Design Objectives

Preplanning Activities

Prototypic Plan

Improvement PlanRefining the Individual =ducational
Programming Strategy, 1984-85:
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Rationale

Query students in a typical high school. They will tell you

that someone assigns them to courses and extracurricular activities

without conferring with them individually. No one regularly

monitors their progress or discusses the appropriateness of their

programs with them.

Query students in a school in which the improvement strategy

of individual educational prograaming is implemented. They will

indicate that a teacher advisor or a counselor plans an appropriate

educational program of courses and other educational activities

with each student prior to or near the beginning of each semester,

then monitors the student's progress in each course on a regular

basis throughout the semester, and discusses the appropriateness

and value of the program for the student toward the end of the

semester. They will say that successively better programs are

arranged for them from one semester to the next, and that the

curriculum is changed to meet their educational needs more

effectively. Middle school students will respond in a similar

manner.

Both high school and middle school students will indicate that

someone really wants them to do well and gives them personal

attention. They like school and are doing well academically.

Schools implement the educational programming strategy in a

number of ways:

Through a teacher-advisor program.

Through a homeroom program.

Three to five teachers of an academic team implement the

strategy with the 75 to 125 students to whom they teach

English, mathematics, science,' and social studies.

Counselors are sometimes able to implement it.

These different approaches to educational programming are
discussed later in Chapter 11. The focus here is on implementing

the strategy, not on who implements it. We refer to the imple-

menters as advisors, whether teachers or counselors. We recognize,

too, that how well educational programming works iepends in part on

the school's pattern of instruction and lts curriculum. These are

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.

As is indicated in Chapter 2 of the textbook, individual

educational programming is very different for normally developing
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students than for students with handicapping conditions. The many

conferences and the large amount of paper work and reporting

required to meet the provisions of PL 94-142 are not included in

the present strategy. (See pp. 39-48 of the text for information
about the learning characteristics of middle school and high school

students and their educational programs.)

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

An individual educational program of course work and other activi-'

ties is arranged for each student each semester that satisfies the

student's developmental needs and characteristics and that also

meets district and state requirements.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

Each student's individual educational program which includes all

courses and other activities:

Is planned each semester or year by the student and the
student's advisor.

Takes into account the student's aptitude for learning

different subject matters, interests, motivation, learning

styles, career goals, and other personal and social

characteristics.

Provides for experiential learning, including work experience
in the community, for students who will benefit from it.

Is monitored cooperatively by the student and the student's

advisor throughout the semester.

Is chant5ed as necessary during the semester to assure high

quality education for the student.

Is evaluated for appropriateness and worthwhileness at the end

of each semester.



Preplanning Activities

Either the members of the Educational Improvement Committee or
a task force on arranging an appropriate educational program for
each student carry out preplanning activities such as the
following:

View and discuss the filmstrip "Educational Programming for
the Individual Student: Part I."

Listen to and discuss relevant sections of the audiocassette
"Experiences of Two Middle Schools and of Two Senior High
Schools with Educational Programming for the Individual

Student: Par* I."

Study the textbook chapters, filmstrips, and audiocassettes on
instructional programming, curriculum, evaluation, and
teacher-advising.

Visit schools that are implementing individual educational
programming, confer with other schools by, phone and mail, and
secure descriptions and other printed material on individual
educational programming.

Assess their school's present situation and identify how
individual educational programming will contribute to
improving the school's educative processes.

Outline possible means of implementing individual educational
programming, determine the inservice education that will be
needed and whether it will be conducted by the school staff or
secured from an external source, and estimate the costs of
planning and implementation.

Gain faculty and parent commitment to implementing individual
educational programming.

Prototypic Plan

The members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or
a task force on educational programming prepare the plan. Other

teachers, parents, students, and other persons are invited to

participate in relevant aspects of the planning process. A dis-
trict official serves as an ad hoc member of the task force or as
a consultant to it.
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I. Title

Implementing the Individual Educational Programming Strategy.

2. Need

A survey performed by the EIC showed that some students are
not being placed in appropriate courses. Also, the progress of
many students is not being monitored so as to avoid unnecessary
failures, and 'few students' programs are being evaluated. More
suitable educational programs for students, fewer failures, and
higher achievement are desired.

3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

100% of the students of each grade.

4. Persons Who Will Coordinate and Evaluate the Implementation of
the Strategy

A task force on educational programming consisting of the
principal, a counselor, and six teachers.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Strategy

Teachers and/or counselors.

6. Improvement Goals

General Goal

Each student, and accordingly the composite group of students
of each grade, will have an educational program that is appropriate
for the student in terms of the student's capability for learning
the material of each course, general interests, career goals, and
learning styles.

Performance Goals

All the courses of each student will be appropriate for
him or her.

100% of the students of each grade will have appropriate
total educational programs.

General Goal

Each student in terms of his or her entering achievement level
or his or her capability for learning the particular subject

matter, and thus the composite group of students of each grade,
will achieve high in the academic subjects as measured by the
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standardized achievement test battery; locally constructed,
criterion-referenced tests in language, mathematics, reading and
writing; and teacher grades.

Performance Goals

Each student of each grade will achieve as high as
expected in each academic subject as measured by an
achievement test battery'.

The percentage of students of each grade passing the
locally constructed, criterion-referenced test in language,
mathematics,' reading, and writing will increase by 5% or more.

The grade point average in each academic subject will be
2.9 or higher.

7. Preparatory Activities

Arrange the plan;ing group's teaching schedules and provide
substitute teachers so that the planning group can meet at
regularly scheduled times during the school day.

Arrange for the planning group to meet outside school hours as
necessary to attend workshops and carry out preparatory activities.

Develop a planning form and guidelines for planning,
monitoring, and evaluating each student's educational program.

Carry out the preparatory (inservice/ataff development activi-
ties) of the prospective advisors. (Some of the preplanning
activities given earlier are appropriate for the prospective
advisors.)

Ensure that the advisor gains competence (and confidence) in
(a) matching the student's educational needs and learning
characteristics with the available and potentially available
offerio and (b) conducting the planning conference and the
follow-up conferences with the student and his or her parents.

8. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

(The parallel section of Chapter 4 gives suggestions for

implementing each student's instructional program in each course
and for monitoring the student's progress in each course.)

Implementation Activities

Advisors meet in small groups at regularly scheduled times
throughout the year to plan and to increase their skill in conduct-
ing the individual conferences.
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Each advisor plans each of his or her advisee's program,
monitors the student's progress in all courses, and evaluates the
student's completed program.

a. Developig the student's educational plan.

Assess the student's learning characteristics. Examine the
student's educational record--achievement, attendance, and similar
information; mental ability scores; norm-referenced achievement
test scores; criterion-referenced test scores; self-concept;
attitudes toward peers, teachers, classes, learning; aptitude for
academic learning; interests; learning styles; family situation;
and any unusual gifts or learning problems.

Assess the student's educational needs. From records or in
the first planning conference, assess the student's needs in terns
of what will be helpful to the student while in school and, if
feasible, after high school graduation.

Acquaint all advisees with requirements and options. Meet

with advisees as a group to inform them of requirements and
options. Follow school procedures for getting the same information
to each student's parents.

Conduct first planning conference with each student. Student
and advisor outline a tentative plan that includes a schedule of
classes, extracurricular activities, and study periods andfor

homework schedule.

Conduct conference with student and parents. Modify initial
plan, if necessary. Student sets a goal for each course in terms
of the letter grade intended. The schedule of homework is final-
ized. This plan is signed by the student, the parents, and the
advisor and each receives a copy.

b. Monitoring the student's_progress in all courses and other
activities.

Informally monitor each student's progress in each course in
small-group discussions and individual sessions with the students
as part of the homeroom activities. Formally monitor each

student's progress by examining (a) grades assigned in relation to
goals set, (b) teachers' reports of any student experiencing

difficulty at any time before grades ara assigned, and

(c) volunteer reports of the student or the student's parents.

Confirm satisfactory programs with oral and written comments
and confer individually with the student and with the student's
teacher when a difficulty is experienced.
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Encourage and aid each student in self-monitoring of progress
and reporting any problems to the advisor.

c. the student's

Compare the semester grades and the teachers' comments of one
high-achiever, one middle-achiever, and one low-achiever, with the
goals set by the student. In a conference with each student and
the parents, discuss the appropriateness of each course and other
activity in relation to the student's learning characteristics and
the value of each course to the student in relation to the

student's educational needs.

Menitoring Im lementatlon of the Strate

A member of the task force monitors the schoolwide implementa-
tion of the strategy, using the following information-gathering,
feedback, and assistance procedures-

Information gatheringexamining students' educational plans,
meeting periodically with advisors, conferring with advisors,
and conferring with students and their parents.

Confirming exemplary practices and overcoming difficulties- -
conferring with-the advisors of a department or a grade as a
group, conferring with individual advisors, providing on-call
assistance to an advisor, involving individual advisors and
groups of advisors in sharing information regarding their
progress and problems, and securing assistance as needed from
task force members, central office staff, or other sources.

The task force establishes a recognition program for all
advisors who demonstrate excellence in implementing the individual
educational programming strategy.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of
Implementing the Strategy

The purposes of the evaluation are solely to improve students'
educational programs and the implementation of the educational
programming strategy, not to arrive at judgments that influence
teachers' salaries or job security in any way. Accordingly, a task
force member who is not responsible for evaluating teachers'
performances coordinates the activities.

Determinin the extent to which each student had an
appropriate educational program each semester.

Each advisor and the student will examine the student's
completed educational program and achievement based on letter
grades, test results, etc., to judge how appropriate and worthwhile
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each course was for the student in terms of the student's*capabil-

ity for learning the particular subject matter, interests, career

goals, learning styles, and other characteristics.

Each advisor's evaluations will be summarized and used in

determining the extent to which all the students had appropriate
and worthwhile educational programa. &teed on all the evaluations,

each advisor will make recommendations regarding changes in the
curriculum, instruction, and other aspects of schooling. These

recommendations will be reviewed and included in the annual report.

Determinin the effects of individual educational
on student achievement.

Each advisor will use teacher grades end test results to
determine the extent to which each advisee attained. his or her

achievement goals.

Test results, grade point average, and other information will

be examined for the couposite group of students of each grade to

ascertain the extent to which the students attained the achievement

goals set for each grade.

Determining how well the strategy was implemented.

In addition to the preceding information, advisors will
respond to a questionnaire that has items pertaining to advisors'

tell.% provided necessary information regarding curricular and

extracurricular offerings and requirements and each student's

educational needs and learning characteristics. Advisors will also

respond to items addressed to identifying effective practices and

problems that were experienced. A questionnaire will be adminis-

tered to students and to parents to gain their views.

A report will be prepared summarizing the implementation of

the individual educational programming strategy and possible

improvements to be made in it. The report will be prepared in such

a manner that the results cannot be related to individual students

or individual teachers.

10. Refinement and Renewal

Waded on the evaluation, ineffective practices and schooling

arrangements will be eliminated and effective practices and school-

ing arrangements will be maintained and strengthened. As the staff

continues to implement the strategy and as more sophisticated ?tuff

development continues, the school will strengthen its own improve-
ment capability and the staff will experience continuing renewal as

a social organization.



11. Time Schedule

See Chapter 1 for suggestions for developing a time schedule.

12. Budget

See Chapter 1 for suggestions for preparing a budget.

Improvement Pen-- Refining the individual Educational

Programming Strategy, 194445:
Webster Tansitional School, Cedarburg, Wl

(Enrollment 652 in grades 6-8 in 1983-84.)

1. Title

Refining the Implementation of the Individual Educational
Programming Strategy.

2. Need

In the first week of ,shoal, 70% of the grade 8 students
passed 80% or more of the subtests of the mathematics K-8 Perfor-
mance Based Education (PBE) objectives and 72% passed 80% or more
of the tests for the PBE reading objectives. 0 the California
Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) administered in grade 7, most of the
scores of each student in language arts, science, social studies,
and use of references were above expectations, based on iental
ability. However, 25% of the students had scores on one or more
tests below expectation. In general, the grade 7 teachers' judg-
ments about the entering grade 8 students supported the test
results. Accordingly, each grade 8 teacher, working with the other
teachers of the grade 8 team, will use the test results and grade 7
teachers' judgments iu planning an appropriate total academic
program in language skills, reading, mathematics, science, and
social studies for each student and in monitoring each student's
progress.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

100% of the students in grade 8.
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4. Persons Who Will Coordinate and Evaluate the Refinement

A task force consisting of the principal, instructional

consultant, reading consultant, and a teacher from each of the

three grade 8 academic teams.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

The teezhers of each of the grade 8 academic and instruction

units. Each teacher also serves as an advisor to part of the

students of the unit.

6. Improvement Goals

General Goal

Each grade 8 student will have an educational program that

will enable him or her to work on and complete all of the K-8 PBE

objectives in math and reading and to achieve at expectancy or

higher in each other academic subject.

Performance Goal

90% of more grade 8 students will complete all of the K-8

PBE math and reading objectives by the end of grade 8.

90! or mer. grade 8 students will be rated by their
teachers as having achicvPd at or above expectancy in each

ether academic subject.

7. Preparatory Activities

Examine each entering grade 8 student's cumulative record that

includes PBE scores for graces 6 and 7 and other informatior.

Examine the computer printout of the CTBS resulta to identify

each student's achievement in relation to expectancy on each

subtest.

Administer the PBE tests in mathematics and reading in the

first week of school and prepare each grade 8 student's profile of

teat scoles.

Examine how each grade 8 teacher arranged instruet!.on last .

year to take into account each grade 8 student's FRE scores

(grade 7 CTBS scores were not available).
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8. First-Year Implementation Activities end Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Place the students in four mathematics groups based on their
PBE math scores and in four reading groups based on their PBE
reading scores.

Inform each student and the student's parents of the math
objectives and the reading objectives that the student, should
master during grade 8.

Provide whole-group instruction for objectives that no
students have mastered and small -group and individual activities
for objectives that some students yet need to master.

Place the students in heterogeneous groups in social studies
and in four groups in language and in science according to their
achievement scores on the grade 7 CTBS and the grade 7 teacher
judgments.

Inform each student and the student's parents of the student's
status as being above or below expectancy in grade 7.

Carry out whole-group, small-group, and individual instruction
in language, science, and social studies as appropriate for each
student to attain his or her course objectives.

Change students' groupings depending upon their achievement at
the end of each nine weeks.

All grade 6-8 teachers of each department meat monthly to
share ideas regarding materials and technives pertaining to each
PBE objective.

Monitoring Progress

Formally check each student's progress in each subject every
four weeks, and share the information with other members of the
team.

Share information each four weeks with other team members
regarding succeasful teaching techniques and use of materials.

Inform parents at the end of the third quarter regarding their
child's progress. Indicate to the parents whether or not, based on
present progress, their child Will be recommended for summer salool
as a means of aiding the child in mastering all the PBE mathematics
objectives, reading objectives, or both.
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Indicate to parents the mathematics and reading objectives

their child has not mastered and indicate how long (one week to six

weeks) the child will probably need to master the remaining objec-

tives.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of

the Strategy

Administer the PBE mathematics and reading tests in June to

determine the number of objectives each grade 8 student mastered.

Secure the teachers' estimates of the extent to which each

student achieved up to expectancy in language, science, Social

studies, and study skills.

Review the educational programs of a sample of the high-

achieving, middle-achieving, and low-achieving boys and girls.

Confer with the students individually to identify the extent to

which their programs were appropriate for them in terms of their
learning characteristics and their educational needs. Use the

information in planning the incoming grade 8 students' programs.

10. Refinement

Task force members meet during the summer to relate the test

results and teacher ratings to the implementation of the educa-
tional programming strategy and to develop a plan for next year.

Conr4nue refinement of the planning, implementation, and monitoring

as appropriate.

11. Time Schedule

Preplanning Activities
Planning
Preparatory Activities
First-Year Implementation
Evaluation of First-Year

Implementation
Refinement and Renewal

Starting Date

March 1985
April 1985
August 1985
September 1985

October 1985
August 1986
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Ending Date

March 1985
September 1985
September 1985
Jure 1986

August 198u
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12. Budget

Planning and
Preparation

First-Year
Implementation/
Evaluation

Refinement/
Renewal

Substitute teachers $640.00 $320.00 $320.00
Summer employment $500.00 $500.00 $500.00
Consultants mm..
Workshops, seminars,

etc.
Materials, tests,

etc.
Travel
Other
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Chapter 4
Improving Instruction:

Teacher Involvement Is the Key

Focus on the individual Student

Conditions for Effective instruction

Design Objectives

Preplanning Activities

Prototypic Plan

improvement PionReading Vocabulary improvement, 1984-85:
Webster Tiansitional School, Cedarburg, WI

Improvement Plan
Using the Computer as a Teaching Tool, 1984-85-86:
Stevens Point Area High School, Stevens Point, WI
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Many teachers are providing excellent instruction to each
student enrolled in their courses. However, knowledge and technol-
ogy are increasing very rapidly, and the worlds of work and family
and social life are changing even more rapidly. Accordingly, we
recognize the need for continually improving instruction in order
to enable the present generation of students to succeed while in
school and to prepare themselves for fruitful living as adults.

Focus on the individual Student

Instructional programming for the individual student is a
major strategy for improving schooling. Its focus is on the
individual student rather than the classroom as a group. It is a
three-phase strategy (see Chapter 4 of text for a detailed explana-
tion). First, the teacher plans an instructional program with each
student enrolled in his or her courses during the first week of the
course. The student's instructional plan includes a list of the
course objectives the student will try to attain, an indication of
the type of activities and materials the student will use to attain
the objectives, and an indication of the assessment tools and
procedures that will'be employed. Other instructional activities
are carried out during this same time.

In the second phase of individual instructional programming,
the teacher provides learning activities that aid the student in
attaining his or her objectives and regularly monitors the
student's progress. Monitoring is done to provide feedback to the
student, to recognize and encourage the student for learning well,
to identify difficulties a student may be experiencing, and to aid
the student in overcoming the difficulties.

In the last week of each semester, the teacher implements the
third phase of the strategy. This involves the teacher and the
student in evaluating the appropriateness and value of the course
for' the student (see p. 176 of the text for a student opinionnaire
regarding course work). The teacher uses this information to
arrange better programs for incoming students and to improve the
course.

Individual instructional programming cannot be implemented
effectively if a student is placed in a course that is inappro-
priate, that is, if the individual educational programming strategy
(sec Chapter 3) is not implemented effectively. A student who is
tound to be placed in n' inapprcpriate course or unit is

reassigned.
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Individual instructional programming does not imply all

one-to-one instruction or only individual projects or assignments.

To the contrary, any student's instructional program in any given

course may include teacher-directed individual, small-group, and

whole-class activities and student-initiated individual, small-

group, and whole-class activities.

Conditions for Effective Instruction

Individual instructional programming is a global strategy for
improving instruction', nct a particular method of teaching. The

strategy implies that there is no one method of teaching that is

appropriate for all courses, all students, and all teachers.

Contrariwise, how the strategy is implemented varies greatly

according to the nature of the course being taught, the nature of

the students taking the course, the material resources for teaching

the particular course, and the philosophy and competencies of the

teacher.

Nature of the Course

The extent to which the students have different instructional

programs in any given course is dependent on three features of the

course:

Whether all or only some of the course objectives are

identical for all of the students.

Whether the students must attain the course objectives to a
mastery criterion or whether the student may proceed to the

next unit or course without attaining mastery.

Whether or not the students must meet a specified achievement

level to be enrolled in the course.

The students enrolled in a course will have instructional
programs most alike when the course objectives are identical for

all students and when the students must reach the same mastery
criterion and must have already met a specified achievement level

to be enrolled in the course. Courses arranged specifically to
enable students to reach specified minimum competency requirements

In mathematics, English, reading, and writing are representative of

this type of course. Although the instructional programs of all
the sturents are alike in terms of objectives and mastery criteria,

the learning activities should not be identical. Rather, different

learning paths, instructional materials, and learning activities

should be arranged to accommodate differences among the students in
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interests, learning styles, learning strategies, and other
characteristics.

Nature of the Students

A number of factors regarding the students influence the ease
and effectiveness of planning an appropriate instructional program
for each student, monitoring each student's progress, and
evaluating the student's programs:

The extent to which the students want to learn the course
content.

The extent to which the students are well behaved.

The extent to which students attend class regularly.

Teachers have a powerful influeace on student motivation,
conduct, .11d attendance. However, the differences between students
of differ'. -t high schools in the preceding characteristics are
probably as great as the differences among teachers in their
Influence on students. In a school where student motivation for
learning is high, conduct is good, and attendance is regular,
individual instructional programming is implemented readily. On
the other hand, in schools where studenr 1.nterest in academic
learning is low, undisciplined conduct is the typical behavior, and
attendance is poor, it is impossible to arrange appropriate
instructional programs for every student.

in all schools, teachers need leadership and support from the
principal, the district office, and parents in establisEing a
desirable learning environment. In a school such as the latter one
above, the leadership and support are prerequisite to effective
instructional programming.

Resources for Teaching

Arranging an excellent instructional program fo- each student
requires material resources for teaching and time arrangements,
including:

An adequate amount of space and flexible furniture.

An adequate amount of high quality equipment.

An adequate amount of high quality instructional materials and
supplies.

Appropriate facilities and time during school hours for
planning as an individual teacher and as a member of a mutual
interest croup of teachers.
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In general,'principals and teachers recognize the importance
of equipment, supplies, and materials. However, they often are
unaware of the amount of time that is needed for individual
planning and preparation and for small-group planning and
cooperative problem solving.

Philosophy and Competencies of thesTeacher

Employment of the instructional programming strategy as a
means of continually imvroving instruction is facilitated by the
teacher's:

Openness to new ideas.

Willingness to work with other teachers.

Recognition of each student's need to experience success on
learning tasks.

Ensuring that each student learns well rather than that all
students cover identical course content.

Competence in usingaclass time to plan students' instructional
programs, to monitor progress, and to aid students in over-
coming difficulties.

Competence in using the material resources of the school and
the intellectual resources of the students in arranging
appropriat2 instructional programs for the students.

Compeience in arranging more than one learning path for
students to attain the same objective.

Leadership and support by the principal and the district
office are essential for continually improving instruction. One
means of identifying the kind of leadership and support needed is
fol the principal to find out from teachers whether a desired
school and classroom learning environment in terms of the student
characteristics mentioned earlier is being arranged and whether the
resources for teaching are being supplied. In addition to these
essential conditions for effective instruction, a continuing
program of inservicc /staff development activities directed specifi-
cally toward meeting the teachers' expressed needs is essential.
These ideas are clarified later in this chapter.
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Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective

An individual instructional program that takes into account the
student's aptitudes, interests, motivation, learning styles, career
goals, and other personal and social characteristics is arranged
for the student in each course and in any other activity that is
part of the student's total educational program.

illustrative Enablin& Objectives

The instructional program of the student:

Is planned by the student and the teacher of the course at the
beginning of the course.

Includes course and unit objectives that are appropriate for
the student in terms of the student's aptitude, entering
achievement level, and career goals.

Provides an appropriate amount of time in class and during or
outside school hours to suit the student's rate of achieving
his or her objectives in the course.

Provides for appropriate individual attention by the teacher
to take into account the student's motivation and other
personality characteristics.

Provides for an appropriate amount of teacher-directed
individual, pair, small-group, and large-group activity to
take into account the student's need for structure and
preferences for mode of instruction.

Provides for an appropriate amount of student-initiated
individual, pair, small-group, and large-group activity to
take into account the student's need for independence and
preferences for mode of instruction.

Provides for appropriate use of printed materials, audiovisual
materials, and direct experiencing to take into account the
student's preferred styles of learning -- visual, auditory,
tactual, or kinesthetic.
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Preplanning Activities

Either the members of the Educational Improvement Committee or
a task force on arranging an appropriate instructional program for

each student carry out preplanning activities such as the

following:

View and discuss the filmstrip "Educational Programming for

the Individual Student in Secondary Schools: Part II."

Listen to and discuss relevant sections of the audiocassette
"Experiences of Two Middle Schools and Two Senior High Schools

with Individual Programming for the Individual Student:

Part II."

Read textbook Chapter 4, "Instructional Programming for the

Individual Student."

Visit schools that are implementing individual instructional

programming, confer with other schools by phone and mail, and

secure curriculum guides and other printed material on

indiVidual instructional programming.

Assess their school's present situation, identify possible

impiovements in instructional practices, outline possible

means of implementing the improvements, determine the

inservice education that will be needed and whether it will be

conducted by the school staff or secured from an external

source, and estimate the coats of planning, preparation, and

implementation.

Gain faculty and parent commitment to implementing individual

instructional programming.

Prototypic Plan

The members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or

a task force on instructional programming for the individual

student prepare the plan. Other teachers, parents, students, and
other persons are invited to participate in relevant aspects of the

planning process. A district official serves as an ad hoc member

of the task force or as a consultant to it.
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1. Title

Implementing the Individual Instructional Programming Strategy.

2. Need for Individual Instructional 1'r.:3gramming

A continuing instructional purvey shows that the instructional
programs of the students in soi- courses are uniformly excellent.
However, the instructional program s of some students are inappro-
priate in terms of the students' learning characteristics and their
educational needs. The progress of many students for whom a course
is appropriate is not being monitored in such a way that they are
learning as well'as they might, nor are they using the entire class
period to learn. Moreover, the instructional programs of the
students in some courses are not improving from one semester to the
next.

3. Percent of Students and Crudes Involved

100% of the students of each grade.

4. Persons Who Will Coordinate and Evaluate the Implementation of
the Strategy

The task force on individual instructional programming.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Strategy

All teachers.

6. Improvement Coals

General Goal

Each student, and accordingly the composite group of students
in each course, will have an instructional program that is appro-
priate for the student in terms of the student's educational needs
and learning characteristics--entering achievement level, motiva-
tion, general interests, career goals, and learning styles.

Performance Goals

Each student of each grade will have an appropriate
instructional program in each course in which he or she is
enroll2d.

1002 of kill the students in each grade will have appro-
priate tnstructional programs in each course in which they are
enro11.2d.
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General Goal

Each student, and accordingly the composite group of students

of each grade, will achieve high in the academic subjects in terms

of capability for learning the course material.

Performance Goals

Each student will achieve as high as expected in each

subject as measured by a norm-referenced test.

10% more students of each-grade this year than year

will meet the minimum requirement (criterion) for high school

graduation in English, mathematics, reading, and writing.

Each student who attends class regularly and makes a
reasonable effort to learn will be given a grade gf C or
higher.

7. Preparatory Activities

Arrange the planning group's teaching schedules and provide

substitute teachers as necessary so that the planning group can

meet at regul3rly scheduled times during the school day.

Arrange for the planning group to meet outside school hours as

necessary to attend workshops, to gain informaaon, and to plan.

Develop guidelines and forms for use by teachers and students

in planning each student's instructional program, monitoring the

s dent's progress, and evaluating the student's completed

instructional program.

Aid the teachers in preparing, to implement the individual

Instructional programming strategy by studying the WRISE and other

materials, visiting schools that have exemplary practices, and

arranging for inservice activities.

Prepare guideliL2s for teachers to use in selecting and

developing instructional materials and evaluation tools and

techniques.

Arrange for teachers to prepare some of their teaching aids

and evaluation procedures prior to starting to teach their courses.
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8.. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring the

implementation of the Strategy

Implementation Activities

Individual teachers and teachers with mutual interests meet at
a regularly scheduled time during school hours to plan, develop
materials, and increase their skills in all aspects of individual
instructional programming.

During the first week of chug.; each student and the teacher
plan the student's instructional program. The program specifies
course and unit objectives that are appropriate for the student in
terms of the student's learning characteristics, and educational
needs.

Each teacher aids each student' in attaining his or her
objectives using techniques such as the following:

Planning each lesson carefully.

Providing clear, focused instruction each day.

Arranging learning activities of an appropriate level of

difficulty for each student and expecting the student to learn
well.

Providing appropriate amounts of time during class or outside
school hours to suit each student's rate of achieving his or
her objectives.

Arranging for enrichment and acceleration for rapid learners
and reteaching and relearning for slow learners.

Providing for appropriate individual attention to take into
account differences among students in motivation and other
learning characteristics.

Providing for an appropriate amount of teacher-directed
individual,, pair, small-group, and large-group activity to
meet different co:a: objectives and to take into account
differences among students in their needs for structure and
preferences for mode of instruction.

Providing for an appropriate amount of student-initiated
individual, pair, small-group, and large-group activity to

meet aifferept course objectives and to take into account
differences among students in their needs for independence and
Preferences for mode of instruction.
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Providing for appropriate use of printed materials, audio-
visual materials, ant: direct experiencing to take into account

"ach student's pieferren :*yles of learning--visual, auditory,

tactual, (ir kinesthetic.

Maintaining positive personal interactions with each student.

Recognizing and rewarding each student for excellence in

attaining his or her objectives.

Maintaining .affective classroom management techniques:

The teacher formally and informally monitors each student's

progresa toward attaining his or her unit and course objectives

using various information gathering, feedback, and correction

procedures:

Information gathering -- observing the student's classroom

performances, rating work samples, administering teacher-

constructed tests, administering published norm-referenced and

criterion-referenced tests, involving the student in self-

testing.

Feedback and correctiouinformz1 classroom interaction with

the student, individual conferences with the student, corfer-

ences with the student and the student's parents, involving
the student in self-initiated feedback and correction.

Matching grading procedures with the primary goals of monitor-

ing, to ensure student success and to avoid student

failure,

Toward the ell of the seaester, the teacher measure each

student's attainment c.,f the teacher'3 course objectives and the

student's course goals, using relevant Information-gathering

technioues.

The teacher evaluates each student's completed instructional

program in terms of its appropriateness and value. Appropriateness

is based on the student's program hn4ing taken into account the

student's learning charactetisties. Value is based on he pi-ogram

having met the student's educational needs, now as a student and in

the future as a citizen, as perceived by the student and the

atudent'c parents.

Monitoriz 1221ementarien of the Strategy

A member of the task force mon:tors the school wide implementa-

tion of the strategy using the following information-gathering,

feedvack, and assistance procei'
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Information-gathering--examining student's instructional
plane; conferring with students and their parents; meeting
periodically with the teachers of a department or grade level;
examining grade reports, teachers' comments, test results, and
attendance recoeda; and oLaetvlag classrooms.

Confirming exemplary practices and overcoming difficulties--
ecnferriug informally with the teachers of a grade or a
department, conferring with individual teachers, making
available on-the-spot assistance upon teacher request, involv-
ing individual teachers and mutual-interest groups of teachers
in sharing information regarding their own progress and
problems, and securing assistance from task force members, the
district office, or other sources.

The task force establishes a recognition program for all
teachers who demonstrate excellence in implementing the
individual instructional programming strategy.

9. Evaluation

Comment: The purpose of evaluation (as of the preceding
monitoring) is solely to improve instruction, not to
arrive at judgments that influence teachers' salaries or
job security In any way. Accordingly, a task force
member who is hot responsible for evaluating teachers'
performances coorCnates the activities.

Ensuring that teachers have secured the information neeLed for
planning, and monitoring and that instructional conditions were
arranged so that the teachers could im lenient the instructional
programming strategy effectively.

Each teacher will complete a short checklist rating the extent
r which the student information was provided at the beginning of
each course and instructional conditions were arranged to
facilitate individual instructional programming. A task force
member will summarize the results of the ratings for each subject
field. This information will be used in ssessing tne
imOementation of the instructional programming strategy for the
current year and in setting golls and planning improvements for the
next year.

Determining the extent to which each student had an
lapi-o)riteinLpanipzlinstuctiolrli the course.

At the time of reporting the semester grade, each teacher will
provide a summary indicating the percentase ef students of each
course who had appropriate instructional programs. (See p. 175 of
the text for a student questionnaire regarding course appropriate-
ness.) A task force member will collate the teachers' summaries
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according to subject iield -ond grade of school. This information

will he used along with earlier monitoring data in assessing how

well the instructional programming strategy was implemented with

the students of each grade in each subject.

Determining the effects of instructional programming in terms

of student outcomes.

A task force member will examine relevant standardized and

criterion-referenced test results, grades, and other information to

ascertain the extent to which the students in each course and in

each subject field attained the achievement goals that were set.

This information will alto be used in setting goals, planning

related improvements, and refining the instructional programming

strategy.

A report will be prepared summarizing the effectiveness of

instruction and of the implementation of the individual instruc-

tional programming strategy. Possible improvements will be recom-

mended. The report will be prepared in such a manner that the

results cannot be related to individual students or individual

teachers.

10. Refinement and Renewal

Based on the evaluation, instruction and related schooling

arrangemenrg will he improved and the individual instructional

programming strategy will be refined. As tLe teachers continue to

implement the strategy and as more sophisticated staff development

COM inues, the school will strengthen its self-improvement capabil-

ity and the staff will experience continuing renewal as a social

organization.

11. Time Schedule

See Chapter 1 for developing a time schedule.

12. Budget

Sec Chapter 1 fat preparing a budget.
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Improvement PlanReading Vocabulary Improvement, 1984-85:
Webster Transitional School, Cedarburg, WI

Improvement Plan

1. Title

Reading Vocabulary improvement.

2. Need

A district curriculum committee identified vocabulary develop-
ment as a problem, elementary school into high school. The Webster
Instructional Improvement Committee examined the results of locally
constructed performance-based tests and the Gates-MaeCinitie
Reading Test and found vocabulary scores to be lower than desired.

3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

100% of all students in grades 6-8.

4. Persons Who Planned and Will Coordinate and Evaluate the
Pro ram

Principsil, reading consultant, instructional consultant, and
members of the Instructional improvement Committee.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Activities

All Webster faculty.

6. Improvement Goals

General Goal

Tht students of grades 6-8 will increase their vocabularies
and will integrate new and old vocabulary into their speaking,
listening, and writing vocabularies.

Performance Goal

The mean percentile of each quartile in mental ability of
each grade in the spring of 1985 will be the same as or higher
than it was in e spring of 1984 as measured by the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading
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7. Preparatory Activities

Teachers of each subject at inservice sessions:

sLa.,natc,rai

?review available computer software:

Software for increasing vocabulary.

Word processing for use in connection with increasing the

variety of words.

Examine available curriculum materials:

Scrabble, Password, Probe, Boggle, Crypto, and Bali.

Basic Thinking

Working with Analogies.

Readin1 and Thinking Skills.

Vocabulary Building in Young Adults.

ITV Wordsmith Videotapes.

Share teachermade activities and ideas:

Teacher developed games--dictionary, flashcards for

general words, Vocabulary Tournament (flash cards for

science, social studies, current events), IMC Word s Day.

Content areas--teach vocabulary related to specific

units, use thesaurus and Dictionary of Synonyms and

Antonyms, use the computer area for word processing, use

filmstrip or cassette on using thesaurus.

Participate in inservice session with consultant, Dr. Carl

Personke.

Meet as a total faculty at end of the inservice activities to

discuss activities.

Academic teams, allied arts team, and EEN teachers during

regular meeting times identify which ideas to implement and plan to

implement them.
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8. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Carry out the activities as planned.

Spend additional time Lit; necessary on instruction designed to
attain performance goals.

Insure that each student uses materials and gets instruction
in line with his or her interests.

Try to keep each student on task throughout the time allocated
for instruction.

Encourage students to read and talk outside of the regularly
scheduled class time.

Monitoring Progress

Each academic teacher will monitor the progress of assigned
students on a regular basis.

Each teacher will include a discussion of the student's

progress in the regularly scheduled student-parent-advisor
conferences.

Eacl academic team, i.he a111.2 -'..... ....--"...... ...._cliw,
..,..3 V17m .---,0,
....1.. .....k. w-4J...., .,

will discuss progress and problems in their regularly scheduled
meetings.

The principal and instructiomq coordinator will meet

periodically with each team to receive reporta of progress and to
aid the team in its implementation activities and in monitoring
progress.

The District Director of Instruction viii discuss progress as
time permits in his scheduled school visits and will aid the school
in its implementation activities and monitoring progress.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of
Activities

At the end of each grading period teachers will
systematically estimate the extent to which each student is making
progress toward increasing the size of his or her vocabulary and
toward integrating the new vocabulary into his or her speaking,
listening, and writing vocabulary.
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At the last grading period of the year, each academic team

will estimate the extent to which their students attained the above

goal.

The mean percentile score of each quartile of each grade and

each individual student's test score on the Gates-MacGinitie

Reading Test will be examined in the spring of 1985 to ascertain
whether it was as high as or higher than in the spring of 1984.

10. Refinement

Modifications based on the 1984-85 evaluation will be

incorporated into the 1985-86 activities.

11. Time Schedule

Preplanning
Planning
Preparatory Activities
Baseline-Year Evaluation
First-Year Implementation
Evaluation of First-Year

Implementation
Refinement and Renewal

12. Budget

Starting Date

August 27, 1984
September 5, 1984
October 1984
198384
October 1984

October 1984
1985-86

Ending Date

September 4, 1984
September 28, 1984
March 1985
1983-84
June 1985

Fall 1985

Money has been allocated for inservice. Money for computers

and software is provided for in the Block 'rant and in the computer

software budget.

Improvement Plan
Using the Computer as i Teaching Tool, 1984-8546:
Stevens Point Area High school, Stevens Foint, VIA

1. Area of Improv.ment

Using the Computer in High School as a Teaching Tool.

2. Need for Improvement

Computer literacy is taught in grades K- -s. Computer program-

ming is tzt;ght in grades 7-12, and CAI is used in some curriculum

areas in grades 7-12. This project is directed toward eacl- grade



10-12 teacher using the computer to provide more effective instruc-
tion for individual students enrolled in his or her courses, not to
provide whole-class instruction.

A survey of the high school teacher,: indicated a desire to use
microcomputers in this way. Approximately 25% of the teachers of
grade:3 10-i2 will make some use of cormputers in i984-85 dud 100%
will in 1985-86.

3. Percent of Students and Crades Involved

25% of the students in 1984-85, all who are enrolled in
classes of teachers who use the computer.

4. Persons Who Planned and Will Coordinate and Evaluate the
Project

A high school task force on computer utilization consisting of
an art teacher, an English teacher, a reading specialist Leacher,
the director the 1MC, the vocational education coordinator, and
the chairpersons of the mathematics, business education, computer
education, science, and social studies departments. Ad hoc members
include the high school principal, the district curriculum adminis-
trator, and the district administrator of media and technology.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Activities

In 1984-85, 25% of the teachers under the leadership of their
respective department chairpersons.

G. Improvement Goals

General Goal

All students who are enrolled in classes of the teachers using
the computer will attain course content mote readily and will show
higher interest in their course work.

Performirice Goals

Each student enrolled in a course in which the computer
is used will either acquire mcre course content in the same
time or acquire the same content in less time, as reported in
a teacher questionnaire and a student questionnaire.

Each student enrolled in a course in which the computer
is used will indicate higher interest in the course as
reported in a teacher questionnaire and a student
questionnaire.
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Each volunteer teacher will increase his or her

competence in use of the computer as a teaching tool as
reported in a teacher questionnaire and reflected in the

teacher's computer lesson summaries.

7. Preparatory Activities

Organize a task force on computer utilization; the task force

members attend a 2 1/2 day workshop (Wisconsin Program for the

Renewal and Improvement of Secondary Education) and meet bi-weekly

to plan and consider other committee tasks, including those that

follow:

Survey all instructional staff on the status sf computer needs

and the status of their personal competency and/or interest in

using computers.

Conduct district computer literacy inservice seminars for high

school teachers. Seminars involve 12 hours of instruction for

each participating teacher.

Involve all staff in selection of computer hardware and

software.

Recommend the purchase of the desired hardware and software.

8. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Volunteer teachers utilize the computer as a teaching tool in

lessons of each course. Each lesson is summarized and submitted to

the department chairperson. Lesson example:

Subject: Physics

Lesson: Measure the Mechanical Equivalent cf Heat

Lesson Summary: It is possible to measure the mechanical

equivalent of heat (i.e., the number of joules of mechanical energy

in a calorie of heat energy) by measuring the heat waned by lead

shot which has been dropped from a known height. In prior

semesters, this was done by measuring the initial and final

temperature of the lead with a thermometer. The greatest error of

the experiment was the heat radiated to the environment from the

lead. By using e temperature probe interfaced with an Apple

computer, the temperature is measured more accurately. In addition

the computer takes the measurements and constructs a graph of the

temperature vs. time which clearly illustrates the radiation of the

lead shot.
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Monitoring Progress

Department chairpersons review th lesson summaries that the
teachers of the respective departments provide. Department chair-
persons and other members of the task force confer periodically
with the teachers to confirm desired practices and to aid teachers
who wish assistance.

The principal observes teachers' classrooms and confers with
the teacher after the observation.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of
Activities

Administer a questionnaire to the computer-usage teachers in
May that addresses the performance goals regarding student achieve-
ment, student interest, and teacher competence in computer usage.

Administer a questionnaire to the students that addresses
student achievement and student interest.

Interview a random sample of teachers and A random sample of
students of these teachers' classes to gain more detailed informa-
tion about effective computer use.

Analyze all the lesson summaries to identify possible trends
in more frequent and/or more effective use of computers.

Collate all the data and summarize the results.

10. Refinement

The evaluation results will be shared with all teachers and
submitted to the Stevens Point District Improvement Committee. The
results will be used in developing the computer usage plan for
1986-87.

11. Time Schedule

Starting Date Ending Date

Preparatory Activities October 1983 December 1984
First-Year Partial

Implementation October 1984 June 1985
First-Year Evaluation August 1984 June 1985
First-Year Full

Implementation August 1985 June 1986
Refinement June 1986 Ongoing
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12. Budget

$17,000.00 for computer hardware from October 1, 1984, to

December 15, 1984.

$1,254.00 for initial software from January 1, 1985, to

April 1, 1985.

$6,084.00 for software from May 1, 1985, to December 15, 1985.
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Chapter 5
Updating the Curriculum: An Annual Priority

Curriculum Development Strategy

Middle School and High School Curriculum Patterns

Design Objectives

Preplanning Activities

Prototypic Plan

Improvement PlanCurriculum Improvement in English, 1984-85:
Steuben Middle School, Milwaukee, WI

Completed ProjectCurriculum Enrichment, 1984-85:
Phoenix Middle School, Delavan, WI



Curriculum improvement calls for a cooperative effort by
district office and local school staff. Curriculum improvement by
a local school staff is necessarily carried rv.a4 in the, context of
the district and state requirements and saidelinee.

Curriculum Development Strategy

Changing the school's curriculum is accomplished in different
ways. One approach employed by local school staff has major
phases:

I. Examine the school's statement of program goals in
relation to the district's goals and philosophy. Recon-
cile any differences between the two.

2. Examine the objectives of each course in relation to the
school's program goals and philosophy. Reconcile any
difference.) between the two.

3. Examine the content of each courne in relation to the
content of other courses of the same program (subject
field) and also of other programs. Identify omissions,
unintencional overlapping, and lack of continuity between
the courses of the same program area. Identify uninten-
tional overlapping among the courses of the various
program areas. filmed on the findings provide for better
continuity and wore integration as appropriate. Drop or
add courses as appropriate. Allocate more or less time
for instruction for the total program and for one or more
courses of the pr6gram. Develop or revise curriculum
guides as needed.

4. Ex mine the content of each course in terms of its
effe iveness in facilitating the attainment of the
course objectives. Identify omissions, overlapping, lack
of continuity, and irrelevant content. Provide for
better continuity and more integration among units of
study within each course as appropriate. Drop or add
units of study. Allocate more or less time for units.
Develop new unit outlines or update current ones.

5. Examine the content of each course in terms of its
providing an appropriate instructional program for each
student who typically enrolls in the course. Modify the
content as necessary so that it is neither too easy nor
too difficult for any student and so that the content
meets each srudent's educational needs.
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6. Examine the instructional arrangements, including the

methods and materials, iu terms of facilitating the

attainment of the course objectives and arranging an
appropriate instructional program for each student.

Consider the quantity, appropriateness, and variety of

the materials and the effectiveness of the methods. Make

revisions and changes as necessary.

Middle School and High School Curriculum Patterns

Curricula vary considerably from one school district to

another and from one state to another. To establish a common frame

of reference for considering curriculum improvement, a middle
school curriculum, grades 6 through 8, and a high school curric-

ulum, grades 9 through 12, are outlined. The remainder of the

chapter is based on these curriculum patterns.

About two-thirds of, the middlp school day in each of grades 6,

7, and 6 is given to language artts: reading, mathematics,. science,

and social studies. The remaindler of the time across the
grades is given to art, career education, foreign languages, music, ,

physcal education and health, and applied arts. However, instruc-

tion in no more than three of the last subject fields is provided

1.7 any grade during any given week of the, year and more instruction

is provided in certain areas than in others, e.g., mnre phynical

education Than career education.

.Concerning the high school curriculum, grades 9 through 12, 21

credits are r quired for graduation and students may take r.sore than

21 credits. Each student to be graduated with a diploma must
complete the following requirements, grades 9 Cirou6 12:

4 credits In Fnglish'communication skills and literature

credits in social studies

2 credits in liwthematics

2 credits in science

1/2 credits in the visual and performing arts

1 1/2 credits in health and physical education

1 1/2 credits in career/vocational education and applied arts

areas
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1/2 credit in computer literacy

S or more e'-etive credits; foreign language may be part of
the e ives.

The preceding permits the college preparatory student taking 21
credits to complete 4 credits in English, 3 in social studies, 3 in
mathematics,'3 in science, and 3 in a foreign language, a total of
16 credits;, it also requires the student to complete 5 credits in
the other four areas. The student taking 21 credits who will seek
employment upon high school graduation may complete 4 to 7 credits
in a vocational area, 11 to 13 1/2 in English, foreign languages,
mathematics, science, and social studies, and 3 1/2 to 6 in the
other three areas.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective

Each school's curriculum is based on the district's educational
philosophy and the school's program goals. Course goals, course
content, and instruction, including materials and methods, are in
accord with the district philosophy and the program goals. The
school's curriculum is structured to meet state and district
requirements but it can be adapted by the school and individual
teachers to take into account the differing educational needs of
students.

illustrative Enabling Objectives

The curriculum focuses on student acquisition of knowledge and
understanding, skill and competence, attitudes and values, and
action patterns in the following programmatic areas:

Communication skills, including reading, writing, speaking,
and listening.

Mathematical concepts and skills.

Scientific and technological concepts and skills, including
computer technology.

Social science concepts and skills.

The fine and smiled arts.

Foreign languages.
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Career education, including awareness, exploration, and

preparation.

Health education, both physical and mental.

Family and home membership.

Leisure education, including crafts, clubs, and extra-

curricular activities.

Related to the preceding areas, curriculum committees, teams
of teachers, and individual staff members:

Identify or prepare content outlines.

Identify or formulate course and unit objectives.

Identify or prepare instructional materials, including printed
and audiovisual materials, that individual students use to

attain their objectives.

Formulate instructional methods, including the use of time and

materials, that enable individual students to attain their
learning goals.

Ensure that the curriculum offerings and requirements are
neither too demanding nor too easy for any student.

Ensure that the course content, the teacher's methods, and the
teacher's assessment of student achievement are closely

related.

Establish procedures for reporting to the students and parents
(and for ensuring a just and fair system of grading if letter
grades ace reported).

Review and update curriculum content and requirements

annually.

Preplanning Activities

Members of the Educational Improvement Committee or of a

curriculum improvement task force carry out the following pre-
planning activities:

View and discuss the filmstrip "Curricular Patterns in

Secondary Schools."
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Listen to and discuss relevant sections of the audiocassette
"Experiences of a Middle School,' a Junior High School, and Two
Senior High Schools with Curricular Patterns."

Read textbook Chapter 4, "Curricular Arrangements."

Visit schools that have changed their curriculum; confer with
them by phone and mail; and secure_ curriculum guides, learning
guides for students, test manuals, and other printed material.

Assess their school's present curriculum; identify areas for
improvement; outline possible means of implementing the
improvements; determine the inservice education that will be
needed and whether it will be provided by the local school
staff or an external source; and estimate the costs of
planning, preparation, and implementation.

Prototypic Piaui

The members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or
a task force on curriculum improvement prepare the school's curric-
ulum improvement plan. Other teachers, parents, students, and
other persons are invited to participate in relevant aspects of the
planning process. A district official serves as an ad hoc member
of the task force or as a consultant to it. The school's plan is
based on the district's elementary-high school plan for curriculum
improvement.

1. Area of Improvement

Curriculum Improvement in English.

2. Need for Improvement

A needs assessment indicated that many students are taking
appropriate work in English and are achieving as high as expected.
However, the available English' offerings are not appropriate for
some students in terms of their entering achievement levels. Too
much time is being allocated for certain areas of English and too
little for others. Too many students are experi2ncfng failure in
English.

3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

1007 of the students of each grade.

4. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate, and Evaluate the Activities
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The school's Educational Improvement Committee or its task
force on English curriculum improvement.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Activities

All teachers of English and other teachers who require
reading, speaking, listening, or writing activities of their
students.

6. Improvement Goals

General Goal

The English curriculum offerings will be appropriate for each
student, and accordingly for the composite group of students of
eacn grade and the entire school.

Performance Goals

Each student will have appropriate English content and an
appropriate amount of time allocated for English instruction.

The English course content and allocated time will be
appropriate for 90% or more of the students of each grade.

General Goal

High student achievement in English as determined by norm-
referenced or criterion-referenced testing or by teacher grades
will be maintained and low achievement will be raised.

Performance Goals

The mean English achievement of students of each grade
will equal or exceed the 60th percentile.

90% or more of the students of each grade will meet the
desired competency level in English.

Students who attend class regularly and try hard will
receive grades of A, B,'or C in English.

7. Prepatatory Activities

To enable the planning group to develop the improvement plan,
arrange the planning groWs teaching schedules and provide substi-
tute teachers as necessary so that the planning group can meet at
regularly scheduled times during school hours. As necessary,
arrange for the planning group to meet outside of school hours to
gain information and to plan. In developing the plan, the planning
group carries out the six steps given earlier in this chapter and
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implements relevant design objectives given earlier. The improve-
ment plan will include preparing an English curriculum guide that
indicates (a) modifications in the content and/or objectives of
existing units and courses, (b) any new units or courses, and
(c) an indication of any unit or course to be dropped.

8. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

English teachers and other teachers affected by the r:urricnlum
changes meet at regularly scheduled times during school hours, and
outside of school hours as necessary, to incorporate the
recommendations and materials into their courses.

Inservice/staff development is provided as necessary so that
teachers understand and implement the revised curriculum.

Teachers relate the new course content and objectives,.their
teaching methods and use of materials, and their evaluation devices
and procedures.

Teachers aid the students enrolled in their courses in under-
standing the curriculum goals and objectives.

Teachers adjust the revised curriculum to meet the entering
achievement level of each student enrolled in their courses.

Teachers incorporate the curriculum revisions in the instruc-
tional programs (see Chapter 4) of the students enrolled in their
courses.

Advisors incorporate the curricular revisions in the advisees'
educational programs (see Chapter 3) by selecting more appropriate
units and/or Courses for the students.

Monitoring Progress

Each English teacher monitors the progress of each of the
students enrolled in his or her class and at each grading period
identifies any student not progressing as well as desired.
Students experiencing difficulty are aided in overcoming their
problems. Students making excellent progress receive recognition
from the teacher.

i member ci Uie tusk fuit.c examines tie grades assigned in
English. Students making grades lower than desired are identified.
The task force member meets with the English teachers whose
students are not progressing satisfactorily and works out plans
with them for correcting the problem.
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A .task force member observes English and other teachers'
classes and examines the instructional materials and tests they
use. If a teacher is experiencing difficulty and desires help, the
task force member provides it directly or has other school or
district persons provide it.

A task force member secures information from teachers,
advisors, and Counselors toward the end of the first semester to
identify the extent to which the curricular revisions enabled them
to arrange more appropriate educational and instructional programs
,tor more students.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of
Activities

The purpose of the evaluation (as of the preceding monitoring)
is solely to determine the effects of the curriculum changes, not
to arrive at any judgments that influence teachers' salaries or job
security in any way. Accordingly, a task force member who is not
responsible for evaluating teachers' performances coordinates the
activities.

Afxertainin the extent to which more students had .appropriate
English course work in their educational programs.

Administer a student checklist and an advisor checklist for
this year and last year to identity the appropriateness of the
English curriculum for each student. Compare the results. Inter-

view a random sample of the students.

Determining the extent to iialreachicliihEnlish
achievement was maintained or low achievement was raised.

Compare norm-referenced and criterion- referenced test results
and grade-point averages for this year and last year.

AssessingL the usability and effectiveness of the curriculum
guides and other materials that were developed.

Administer a teacher checklist; interview teachers.

A report will be prepared sizing the results of the

curriculum changes. The report wn) be prepared in such a ulanrr
that results cannot be related to individual students or to

individual teachers.

10. Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of assessing the current situation, selecting

curriculum elements for improvement, planning, goal setting,

implementing, and evaluating improvements to attain the goals will
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continue on an annual basis. As the staff continues to engage in
this cycle of activities and as more sophisticated staff develop-
ment continues, the school will experience renewal as a social
organization.

11. Time Schedule

See Chapter 1 for instructions for developing a time schedule.

12. Budget

See Chapter 1 for instructions tar preparing a budget.

Improvement Ptan--Curriculum Improvement in English, 1984-85:
Steuben Middle School, Milwaukee, WI

Steuben Middle School enrolls about 900 students in grades 7
and 8.

1. Area of Improvement

Curriculum Improvement in Writing Skills.

2. Need for Improvement

A large percentage of the students who take the district,

mandated writing competency test in grade 9 fail to exhibit
adequate writing skills in the testing situation and therefore must
be assigned to a remedial class at the high school level. There is
a need to identify these students prior to the 9th grade and
provide a curriculum which emphasizes the improvement of writing
skills.

3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

Approximately 15% of the grade 7 students and 25% of the
grate 8 students in 1984-85.

4. Persons Who Will Flan, Coordinate, and Evaluate the Activities

The central ottice's Chapter I coordinators with input from
the school's principal and learning coordinator will do the initial
planning and proposal development. When tentative approval of the
proposal is received, English teachers will assist in developing
the implementation plan, monitoring student progress, and evaluat-
ing the project.
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5. Persons Who Will Implement the Activities

One English teacher will teach the students. Support to the
teacher will be provided by a central office supervisor, the learn-
ing-Coordinator, and the other English teachers.

6. Improvement Coals

General Goal

Low-achieving grade 7 and grade 8 students will be provided an
English curriculum and related instruction designed to enable them
to meet the minimum criterion in writing for high school gradua-
tion.

Performance Goals

80% of the students will be able to explain the writing,
editing, and rewriting process.

80% of the students involved will be able to write an
acceptable five-paragraph theme.

90% of the students will exhibit E. more positive attitude
toward the writing process.

7. Preparatory Activities

Identify the writing teacher and provide training in the de-
sired writing procedures and use of computer for word processing.

The writing teacher and the English teachers identLfy the
students who will be involved in the provaM.

Identify appropriate space and materials for housing the

computers and conducting the class.

Revise the selected students' schedules so that they can take
the class.

8. First-year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Ongoing operation of the program will be the responsibility of
the assigned teacher. Support for and monitoring of the program
will be provided by the Chapter I supervisor, principal, learning
coordinator, and English teachers. The teachers and support
personnel will devote sufficient time and energy to insure success
of the program.



9. Evaluation in Terms of Coal Attainment and Effectiveness of
the Activities

Five types of information will be gathered relating to the
writing program:

A writing pretest, administered in September.

Periodic student writing samples.

A writing posttest, administered in late May.

End-of-year student opinions.

End-of-year teacher opinions.

Student's writing samples will be evaluated on the criteria
established system-wide for n five-paragraph theme. The holistic
scoring methods which are used for the writing competency test will
be applied to the student writing samples.

The data gathered will be used to evaluate the goals estab-
lished fur the program for the first year.

Data to be reeolted to the staff will include the degree of
improvement demonstrated by individual students, the average
improvement of all students, and the judgments and opinions of the
students and English teachers in relation to student attitudes
toward writing and the development of writing skills.

10. Refinement

At the end of each year, the writing teacher, Chapter 1

supervisor, principal, learning coordinator, and English teachers
will review the results of the writing samples and opinions
gathered. From this review new and/or revised goals and procedures
will be developed for the following year.

11. Time Schedule

Initial planning--Semester 2, 1983-84, to develop the proposal
for funding.

PlanningSemester I. 1984-85. rn identify ._rd order aporifio

equipment and materials; to develop a system of operation; and to
both develop criteria for student involvement in the program and
identify the specific students who will be involved.

ImplementationSemester 2, 1984-85. Students will be
assigned to classes and instruction will start.
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Evaluation--Semester 2, 1984-85. Opinions of the English

teachers will be secured related to student improvement. Refine-

ments for the 1985-86 school year will be based on these opinions.

Pre- and posttests vil. be developed and administered during the

1985-86 school year. Future refinements will be based on the
results of these tests and teacher opinions.

12. Budget

Initial funding will be provided through the federal govern-
ment Chapter I program. Local school system funds will not be
utilized except for the time involved for the support personnel's

involvement in the program. Startl-up costs will be high because of

the large amount of equipment which must be purchased initially.

On-going costs will be less and will continue to be provided from

federal funding. Should the federal funds be reduced or eliminated,
the local system will assume the expense of operating the program.

Year 1

Equipment:
15 Apple computers $12,750

15 cards 1,500

3 printers 1,000

1 25" monitor 800

Software, consumables, etc. 3,000

Total equipment $19,050

Salary and fringe benefits for
one full-time teacher $32,500

Total estimated cost Year I $51,550

Year 2

Salary and fringe benefits for
one full-time teacher $34,000

Software, consumables, etc. $ 2,000

Total estimated cost Year 2 $36,000

Completed ProjectCurriculum Enrichment, 1984-85:
Phoenix Middle School, Delavan, WI

Phoenix Middle School enrolls 503 students in grades 5-8.

Persons Who Planned .Wt_._.,LIonitOredthe Project

Education improvement Committee (EIC) consisting of the

principal, one guidance counselor, three academic teachers, two
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allied arts teachers, and one oxeeptional education teacher.

Coal a

Provide more time for instruction in the academic subjects in
grades 6-8 and continue a student activity program.

Activities

The Saturday Enrichment Program at Phoenix School was imple-
mented through the action of the Phoenix School EIC and the Phoenix
School teachers. The Phoenix. School has had activity clubs for the
past several years that met during the school day. However, the
pressure for more time on task led the Phoenix teachers and admin-
istration to feel that there must be '`a better time to provide
enrichment activities to our students than during basic skill

instruction time. Once the need was established by the Phoenix
School EIC, questionnaires were sent to other districts finding out
how they carried out activities. Teachers going to conventions and
seminars were asked to discuss the concern with fellow attendees to
see if we could find a better way of serving our students. The
principal found a possible solution at the Middle School Convention
in Columbus, Ohio, in November 1984. Two schools represented at
that conference described their Saturday Enrichment Program. The

Saturday Enrichment Program concept was brought back to the Phoenix
School EIC and was received with enthusiasm. The EIC presented the'

concept to the faculty for their approval. After much discussion,
the Saturday Enrichment Program was implemented for the months of
March and April 1985. Eleven programs were offered on Saturday
mornings, not only for the middle school students of grades 6-8 but
also for interested students of grades 9 and 10. The programs were

well attended.

Ref inewent

In the 1985-86 school year these and other enrichment programs
will be held on Saturdays during the winter months. There will be
a fee of $3.00 to $6.00 to cover administrative costs.

5ample. Materials

The following paragraphs are from the program announcement for
Winter 1985.

The Phoenix Middle School, Delavan, Wisconsin, is sponsoring a
series of courses in a community Saturday Enrichment Program for
students in grades 6-10. The classes vary from three to six weeks
In length, depending upon the instructors' wishes. In general, the

Saturday Enrichment Program begins on March 16 and ends on

April 27, 1985.
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Registration for the Saturday Enrichment Program will take
place from 9:00-11:00 A.M. on Saturday, March 2, 1985. The regis-

tration will take place in the Phoenix Middle School lobby.

Students suet appear in person to register. During the registra-
tion process students will be asked to put their name, address, and
other important information on the registration sheet for the
particular class they desire to participate in. It is advisable
that students have more than one class in mind, as there will bQ a
maximum number of students allowed in each class. Classes will be
filled on a first come, first served basis.

Please note that there is a small fee for registration in the
Saturday Enrichment Program; The program is a cemmunity program,
so expenses must be met through registration fees: Please be
prepared to pay your registration fee in cash. Fee refunds will
only be given for cancelled classes. If you have any questions
regarding the Saturday 'Enrichment Program, please call Phoenix
School (728-6366) so'th4t your questions may be answered as soon as
possible.

Donald J. Carpenter, Program Coordinator
DELAVAN-DARIEN SATURDAY ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

A description of one of 11 courses offered in Winter 1985
follows:

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Saturdays (3) - April 13, 20, 27 (9:00 - 11:00 A.M.)
Open to students in grades 6-10'
Instructor - David Austin
Fee $3.00 Room: Phoenix 212

This course will teach the basic principles of photography.
Students will learn what makes photography work--the technique and
composition of photography and how photography can give you some-
thing valuable for yrur lifetime. Photography can'be a useful
skill and fun at the same time.

The instructor, David Austin, has operated a photography
studio for many years in Delavan. Photography has been his life-
long interest.
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Chapter 6
Student Decision-Making Arrangements,

Self-Discipline, and Citizenship:
Democracy Includes Students, Too

Rationale

Design Objectives

Preplanning Activities

Prototypic Plan

Activities Planned To Improve School Climate, 1983-84:
Jahn Burroughs Middle School, Milwaukee WI

Completed ProjectIncreasing Attendance
by Use of Computer 1984-85:

Wm. Horlick High School, Racine, WI



Rationale

Making wise decisions and accepting the responsibility for
one's own actions are essential for self-realization as an indi-
vidual and for making progress as a group. Wise decision making is

learned. Students who do not learn decision-making skills while in
school will probably never learn the skills. Similarly, students

who are given no opportunity in school for making important deci-

sions and for exercising self-discipline and demonstrating other

aspects of good citizenship are unlikely to be ready for meeting

these demands successfully upon completing high school.

Some teachers as well as entire faculties hesitate to encour-
age any student decision making because the school environment is

not safe and discipline problems are experienced in most classes.
In these situations, corrective actions precede extending student

deci^ion making to all students. However, extending student

decision making and responsibility to some of the students may be a

key element of the corrective program.

Most schools are safe, and discipline, attendance, and other

aspects of good citizenship are not problems for teachers or

students. In this kind of school, the large majority of students
are capable of exercising considerable independence in making
decisions regarding their education and conduct without continual

supervision and external control.

Improving student decision-making skills and encouraging good

citizenship are proposed as a means of fostering a favorable

environment for learning and teaching. The administration,

faculty, students, and parents formulate the rules governing

discipline, grooming, and other student behaviors democratically;
aad they are all involved in enforcing the rules fairly and justly.

Similarly, developing self-disciplined conduct through reasoning,
counseling, and modeling is emphasized rather than establishing
control over students through a system of rewards aid punishments.

These propositions are based on the fact that self-disciplined

conduct, as well as misconduct, results from the combined effects

of the student's home and neighborhood situation, the student's
interactions with the school staff and other students, and the

student's own values regarding self and schooling.



Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

Students progressively assume more responsibility for learning

well, self-disciplined conduct, and good citizenship.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

Students in their classes and in meetings with their advisors are

taught:.

Decision-making skills that help them to make educational
decisions as individuals.

Concepts and skills that. enable them to participate in shared

decision making with other students, the school staff, and

parents.

The individual student exercises increasing initiative for making

decisions and accepting the related consequences of the decisions

regarding:

The student's instructional program in each course and his or

her total educational program.

The student's conduct, attendance, and other aspects of good

citizenship.

Students as members of groups take increasing initiative fur making

decisions 4nd accepting the responsibility for the decisions

regarding:

The objectives and activities 'in the course in which the group

is enrolled and the extracurricular activity in which the
group participates.

The governance of the group.

The school's guidelines regarding attendance, conduct, and
other aspects of good citizenship.

Responsible students are encouraged to serve:

As officers and members of student-governing groups.

As student representatives on the school's standing and ad hoc

committees, councils, and task forces.



Preplanning Activities

Members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or a
task force on student decision making rind citizenship carry out the

following preplanning activities:

View and discuss the filmstrip "Student Decision Making in
Secondary Schools."

Listen to and discuss relevant sections of the audiocassette
"Experiences of a Middle School, a Junior High School, and Two
Senior High Schools with Student Decision Making."

Read textbook Chapter 6, "Student Decision-Making Arrange-
ments."

Study the materials of three other components that have direct

implications for student decision making: Individual Educa-

tional Programming, Individual Instructional Programming, and,

Career Education and Experiential Learning.

Visit schools that have effective programs, confer with other
schools by phone and mail, and secure student conduct guide-
lines and other materials.

Assess' their school's present situation; identify areas of
improvement; outline means of implementing the improvements;
determine the kind of inservice education that will be needed
and whether it will be conducted by the local staff or secured
from an external source; knd .estimate the cost of preparing

for, implementing, and continuing the improvements.

Prototypic Plan

The members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or
a task force on responsible student decision making and citizenship,

prepare the improvement plan. Other teachers, parents, students,
and other persons are invited to participate in relevant aspects of

the planning process. A district official serves as an ad hoc
member of the task force or as a consultant to it. The school's

plan is based on the district guidelines on and

conduct.
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1. Area of Improvement

Student Decision-Making Arrangements.

2. Need for Improvement

A carefully conducted assessment showed that many students.are
developing indtsrlduai and group decision-making skills in a desir-
aule manner. They are exercising good citizenship in terms of
attendance, punctuality, self-disciplined conduct, interest in.

academic learning, and positive peer relationships. However, other
students are not developing as desired; hence, the climate for
learning and teaching is not as positive as desired.

3. Feicent of Students and Grades Involved

100% of the students of each grade.

4. !ersons Who Will Coordinate and Evaluate the Activities

The Education.( Improvement Committee or the task force on
student decision making.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Activities

Administrators, all counselors, all teachers, and selected
students.

6. Improvement Goals

General Coal

Students with each successive year of schooling will improve
their skills in making decisions regarding their education

Performance Goals

752 of the grade 7 students and 902 of the grade 11
students will be able to apply, when appropriate, a convergent
problem - solving model or a divergent (creative) problem-
solving model of decision making to problems they experience
at school.

80% of the grade 7 students and 90% of the grade 11

students will take responsibility for planning, monitoring,
and evaluating their own instructional programs and their own
educational programs with a minimum amount of teacher and
advisor guidance.
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75% of the grade 7 students and 90% of the grade 11

students will be able to identify instructional materials and
'activities that are appropriate for them in terms of their
ability to read, their interests, and their learning styles,
using the list of unit materials and activities presented and
discussed by the teacher.

,60% of the grade 7 students and 80% of the grade 11
students will be able to select appropriate required and
elective_ units or courses and extracurricular activities when
aided by an advisor in an individual conference.

General Goal

Students as members of small groups with each successive year
of schooling will take more initiative and assume greater respon-
sibility for conducting the group's learning activities and govern-
ing their extracurricular and student activity programs.

Performance Goals

80% of the grade 7 students and 90% of the grade 11
students will learn effectively in small groups of four to six
when guided and monitored by a teacher.

60% of the grade 7 students and 95% of the grade 11

students will participate effectively in extracurricular and
student activity programs.

General Coal

More students of each successive grade will serve on student
and faculty-student committees with increasing effectiveness.

Performance Goals

More student-only committees will function effectively.

More Students will serve on faculty-student committees,
including improvement committees and task forces.

General Goal

Student citizenship will become more responsible and the
resulting school climate will b'come more positive.

Performance Goals

Tardiness will decrease by 5% and attendance will
increase by 2%.



The number of students referred by teachers for dis-
cipline reasons will decrease by 10% and the number given
in-house and other suspensions will -:ecrease by 20%.

The percentage of dropouts will eecrease by 1%.

The number of positive peer relationships outside the
classroom will increase by 50%.

The number of students recognized for self-disciplined
conduct will increase by 5%.

7. Preparatory Activities

Arrange the planning group's teaching schedule and provide
substitute teachers as necessary so that the planning group can
meet during regular school hours to develop the improvement plan.
As necessary, arrange for the planning group to mar' outside school

hours to gain information and to plan.

Prepare guidelines pertaining to student decision making,

citizenship, and school climate.

Aid the school staff in preparing to use the guidelines and to
implement the improvement activities by studying the WRISE mater-
ials used earlier as a preplanning activity, arranging for the

staff to visit schools that have exemplary practices, making

available instructional materials, and arranging for consultants to
conduct inservice activities.

8. First-year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Responsible student decision makihg is increased.

The school offers one or more units of study on decision-
making skills.

Counselors and teacher advisors use part of their individual
conference sessions with students to encourage the students to make

decisions and to teach the students decision-making skills. (See

Chapter 5 of the textbook where methods and materials are presented
for teaching decision-making skills as part of a program of career

education.)

Teachers arrange for pairs and small groups of students to
select and manage some group learning activities.

Advisors of extracurricular activities, the student council,
and other student activities arrange for students to assume in-
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creasing initiative and responsibility for the
activities and for student self-governance.

Student representatives are placed on
faculty-student committees and task forces.

conduct of these

student-only and

Attendance is increased by more effective instructional
programming for atudents with a history of absenteeism, counseling
absentees, conferring with parents, monitoring attendance at each
class by computer and immediate follow-up of absentees with tele-
phone calls to the home, and recognizing good attendance. Punc-
tuality is increased by similar techniques.

Self-disciplined conduct is increased by more effective
instructional programming for the individual student; counseling
misbehaving students; contacting parents, teachers, counselors, and
the administrative team; making clear to students rules of conduct
and enforcing the rules; supervision of out-of-class activities and
spaces; clearly defined referral procedures; establishment of an
in-house detention program for misbehaving students; and recogni-
tion of well-behaving students.

The dropout rate is decreased by more effective educational
programming and instructional-programming that gives attention to a
greatcr range of individual educational needs and learning charac-
teristics; arranging course work and assignments designed specific-
ally to promote academic success; counseling, conferring with
parents, 'Doer counseling, and small-group interaction; and programs
recognizing the values of completing high school.

Students are recognized for punctuality, regular attendance,
self-disciplined conduct, prosocial interactions with peers, and
good care of materials and school property by means of PA announce-
ments, letters to parents, display of the student's picture, going
on field trips, attending recognition luncheons, personal notes of
commendation, on-the-spot reinforcement, and group awards.

Monitoring Progress

Teachers monitor student citizenship daily and prepare a

summary report at the end of each grading period. Desired student
actions are recognized. The teachers, with assistance of a task
force member, work out corrective programs for students with
undesirable records. Students with. acute or chronic problems are
referred to a counselor or other school or district official.

A task force member obserVes classes, individual conferences,
and extracurricular and other student activities; confers with
staff, students, and parents; and examines records. Effective
teacher and advisor practices are reinforced and plans are worked
out to correct the ineffective.
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A task force member observes classes and individual confer-

ences, examines records, and observes group meetings of students

and teachers or advisors. If a staff member is experiencing

difficulty and desires assistance, the task force member provides

it directly or has other school or district persons provide it.

Teachers discuss their progress and concerns with a task force

member.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of

Improvement Activities

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow, and also

of the preceding monitoring, is solely to improve student decision

making and citizenship, not to arrive at judgments that influence

teachers' salaries or job security in any way. Accordingly, a task

force member who is not responsible for evaluating teachers'

performances coordinates the activities.

Determinin the extent to which students learn decision-makin

skills and take responsibil.it for pplaanni monitoring,

evaluating their own instructional and total educational programs.

A checklist for students, a checklist for teachers, and a

checklist for advisors will be administered.

Determinin the extent to which students in airs and small

groups take responsibility for planning and implementlaLlialt
classroom learning activities; ascertalglag the extent to which

students take responsibility for governing their extracurricular

and student activity programs effectively.

Same checklist as above with items for these areas added.

Determinin the extent to which student membershi on school

committees increases.

compare records of committee membership for this year and last

year.

Determinin: the extent to which punctualit and attendance

increase and discipline referrals, suspensions, and dropouts

decrease; ascertaining the extent to which recognition of desired

citizenship behaviors increases.

Compare school records for this year and last year.

A report will be prepared summarizing the results of this

improvement program. The report will be prepared in such a manner

that results cannot be related to individual students or to indi-

vidual teachers.
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10. Refinement and Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal-setting, planning, and imple-
menting improvements to attain the goals will continue on an annual

basis. Ineffective practices will be eliminated and effective
practices Will be maintained and strengthened. As the staff

continues to engage in this cycle of activities and as more sophis-
ticated staff development continues, the school will strengthen its
improvement capability and experience renewal as a social organiza-

tion.

11. Time Schedule

See Chapter 1 for suggestions on developing a time schedule.

12. Budget

See Chapter 1 for suggestions on preparing a budget.

Activities Planned To Improve School Climate, 1983-84:
John Burroughs Middle School, Milwaukee WI

Burroughs enrolls approximately 1,100 students in grades 7

and 8.

Tntroduction

At Burroughs, school discipline will emphasize a counseling

approach rather than the punishment of misbehavior. Student

misconduct will be viewed as the result not only of the student's

own misinclination but as a whole combination of environmental,

institutional, and individual causes. The role of the coordinator

of discipline will evolve from policeman to ombudsman. All

teachers will be involved in encouraging acceptable behavior on the

part of their students who will also be their advisees.

Rules governing the school environment and rules about proce-

dures, grooming, and discipline will remain, but they will be
democratically developed by all interested parties (administration,

faculty, parents, students).
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Goal: Maintain attendance at 90% or above.

Activities:

Student recognition through PA announcements.
Letters to parents.
Award to homebase for best attendance during marking

period.
Orientation program for all students.
Display student pictures for perfect attendance.

Coal: Recognize students for excellent achievement.

Activities:

Picture displayed on wall in corridor.
Fieldtxip.
Luncheon.
Formal letters to parents from counselor,

principal.
Homebase teacher to display names and

earned.
Generate achievement reports.

zeachers, and

grade points

Coal: Ensure security and safety of staff and students.

Activities:

Prevent outsiders from entering and loitering in building.
Schedule hall and door supervision as needed.
Post all entries with large signs stating loitering

ordinance.
Encourage students not to invite relatives and friends

from outside without authorization.
Maintain clean, attractive building.

Report all graffiti in restrooms and hallways to
engineering staff for immediate removal.

Strengthen building security and safety fdr students and
staff.

Purchase additional Walkie-talkie equipment identical to
that used at the high schools and currently in use.

Coal: Recognize students for acts of good citizenship.

Activities:

Provide on-the-spot recognition for:
Return of lost items.
Actions of assistance of one student to another in

hallways or class which is unsolicited but observed
by others.
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:irking up litter without being told.
Keeping school cafeteria in order after each setting.

Cont.:.nue PA announcements reinforcing those who have won
an award for the previous daY.

eclincileted Projectirscreasing Attendance
Sy Use of Computer 198445:

Wm. Hor lick High School, Racine, WI

Horlick enrolls approximately 2,000 students in

___________e_dapcPersonsWhoPlansionitoredtheProect:
force consisting of the principal, an assistant
teacher project coorcanator, and a district official.

grades 9-12.

Truancy task
principal, a

Primary Implementation Activities: Each teacher reports the
absentees Isom .each class. The absentees' names are inpdt to the
computes hourly. By means of a computer-managed calling machine,
each absentee's parents are called in the evening of the same day
or the next morning. They are informed of the student's absence.

In addition to initiating the calls, the computer is
programmed to perform the following:

Post daily ,absences, which eliminates the manual use of cards.

Provide a printout of student absences, hour by hour.

Provide a printout of a dialing record which is ,a report of
the homes that were contacted.

Provide a grid which is displayed on the monitor for reference
to an individual student's record of absences.

Produce an administrative profile. which is a printout of all
students and their truancy patterns by day or week, for the
entire school.

This new approach has replaced the use of expensive forms,
stamps, and cover letters that took hours of teacher and clerical
time to prepare and three to seven days to reach parents. It has
encouraged students to attend class because they know the computer
knows when they miss a class. They also know that the computer
will call home every time a class is missed but they do not know
when it is going to call. The daily number of truancies, which are
tallied hourly, has dropped by two-thirds, from a range of 588-645
to a range of 181-220. The weekly total has dropped from 2,360 to
1,050.
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Chapter 7
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Preplanning Activities
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Improvement Plan Standardized Achievement
and Mental Ability Testing, 1983-84:

Cectaiturg School District Cedarburg, WI
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Rationale

Many school districts are spending large sums of money on
testing but are not using the information to improve the education
of either individual students or groups of students, such as ell of
those enrolled in middle school or high school. Hwever, the
schools of other districts are using the information very effec-
tively in implementing each phase of the following gener.i improve-
ment strategy:

1. Identifying student outcomes that are already excellent
and educative processes that are effective and that,
therefore, are to be maintained, and identifying others
that are not completely satisfactory.

2. Developing an improvement plan for each unsatisfactory
area.

3. Implementing the planned improvement activities and
monitoring progress carefully to ensure success.

4. Determining the extent to which the improvement activ-
ities were effective.

Norm - referenced and criterion-referenced test scores ane

teachers' grades and ratings may be regarded in the same way as
matches. They can be used very constructively, very destructively,
or not at all. Effective schools use test scores very construc-
tively; however, some schools haven't made as much progress in
using teachers' grades.

Recommended Program of Testing
and Other Data Gathering

Information .must be gathered on a systematic basis from year
to year in order to implement the preceding general strategy. A
recommended program of testing and other information gathering
follows:

1. Teacher-constructed paper-and-pencil tests, performance
tests, work samples, and observations for measuring
student progress during the course and final achievement
at the end of the course.

2. Standardized achievement tests in the academic subjects
administered at least in every other grade in either the
fall or the spring.
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3. .Criterion-referenced tests including mluimum competency
tests in various skill areas administered in the fall and

spriug of each grade.
4. Grade point average in each subject for each student and

for the composite group of students of each grade.
5. A mental'ability test at each schnol level preferably at

the same time that the first standardized achievement
testing Is done.

6. Other measures of student outcomes in the cognitive

domain, e.g., creativity, writing skills, thinking

skills, etc., as desired by the *whoa.
7. AVerage daily attendance (annual).

8. Incidence of discipline referrals (ann,A1).
9. Incidence of suspensions (annual).
10. Incidence of dropouts (annual).
11. An inventory of student learning styles administered at

least once at each schonl level.
12. An inventory or questicanaire to secure student opinion

regarding learning, school, teachers, peers, and other
elements of schooling, administered at least once at each

school level.
13. A student self-concept inventory administered at least

once at each school level.
14. Opinions of teachers, students, and parents as necessary

to evaluate the effectiveness of an improvement program:.

The preceding kinds of information may be used in assessing
the performances and learning characteristics of individual

students and group of students. However, no information should be
gathered unless it will be used to facilitate student learning or
to improve instructional, advising, or other schooling processes.

In this regard evaluation that is conducted without gathering

and analyzing quantitative information is not to be overlooked.

For example, the English teachers getting together at the end of

the first grading period to share their opinions regarding how well

their courses are meeting the educational needs of the students can
be as useful in improving English instruction as studying the

students' test scores and letter grades. Similarly, the social
studies teacher may use part of the last class of the semester to
secure each student's opinion of how worthwhile or how appropriate

the course was for him or her.

This chapter focuses both on improving evaluation practices
and on using evaluative information to improve schooling through

implementing the assessment, planning, implementation, monitoring,
evaluation strategy, also referred to as the goal-setting strategy,
outlined in Chapter 1.
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Design Objectives

Comprehensive Obiectives:

A districtwide program of testing and other data gathering is
maintained to ascertain the, extent to which the school's program
goals and the district's goals are attained annually. The individ-
ual student's progress toward attaining his or her course objec-
tives, the student's instructional program in each course, the
student's total educational program, and the school's total educa-
tional program are evaluated systematically; and the results of the
evaluation are used in improving the educative processes of the
school. (Evaluation is interpreted to include pre-assessment,
ongoing assessment, and post-assessment.)

Illustrative ectives:

Appropriate measurement and evaluation techniques are used in:

Monitoring each student's progress toward attaining his or her
learning goals in each course and evaluating each student's
instructional program toward the end of each course.

Monitoring each student's total educational program and
evaluating the program toward the end of each semester.

Evaluating each student's total educational program toward the
end of each school level.

Monitoring attainment of the school's improvement goals and
ascertaining the extent to which goals are attained.

The results of post-evaluations are used by:

Teachers and teaching teams to arrange better instructional
programs for individual students.

Advisors to arrange better total educational programs for
individual students.

The school improvement committee in identifying areas for
improvement and In setting related improvement goals.

The district improvement committee in identifying areas for
districtwide improvement and in setting related improvement
goals.
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Preplanning Activities

Members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or a
task force on evaluation carry out the following preplanning

activities:

View and discuss_ the filmstrip "Evaluating Student Learning
and Educational Programs in Secondary Schools."

Listen to and discuss relevant sections of the audiocassette

"Experiences of a Middle School and a Senior High School with
Evaluating Student Learning and Educational Programs."

Study textbook CLapter 7, "Evaluation and Improvement

Strategies."

Study the materials related to individual educational pro-
gramming, individual instructional programming, and curricular

arrangements.

Visit schools that have effective evaluation practices; confer

with other schools by phone and mail, and secure measurement
instruments, test manuals, and other printed material.

Assess their school's present situation; identify improvements

in evaluation practices; outline means of implementing the
improvements; determine the inservice education that will be

needed and whether it will be conducted by the local school

staff or secured from an external source; and estimate the

cost of preparing for, implementing, and continuing the

improvements.

Prototypic Plan

The members of either, the Educational Improvement Committee or

a task force on evaluation of student learnieg prepare the improve-

ment plan. Other teachers, parents, stuients, and other persons
are invited to participate in relevant aspects of the planning

process. A district official serves as an ad hoc member of the

task force or es a consultant to it. The school's plan is based on

the district guidelines for testing and evaluation.
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1. Area of Improvement

Using assessment information in implementing the goal-based
improvement strategy, with particular emphasis on goal-setting.

2. Need for Improvement

A norm-referenced educational achievement test battery is
administcced in April to the students grades 7, 9, and 11. The
results are examined by principals and counselors but not by
teachers. The district office publishes the mean scores annually
in the local newspaper. A mental ability test is administered at
the same time in grades 7, 9, and 11, but the results are not used
by anyone. An inventory that measures students' attitudes about
schooling and their self-concepts is administered in September in
grades 6, 8, and 10, but these results are not used by teachers,
counselors, or atudents. Teacher letter grades and grade point
averages in the subject fields and ratings of other student out-
comes, such as writing skills, are not used regularly in planning
students' educational program or in improving instruction.

3. Percent of Students and Grades involved

1002 of the students of grades 7-12.

4. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate, and Evaluate the Program

The Educational Improvement Committee or the evaluation task
force.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

The task force members and all teachers.

6. Improvement Goals

(The use of evaluation information( in implementing the
individual educational programming strategy and the instructional
programming strategy were presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Here the
use of the available data given in [2] in setting Measurable goals
is illustrated. The goals assume that the school staff judges the
standardized achievement test results for grades 7, 9, and 11 to
reflect students' actual achievement of curriculum objectives quite
reliably.)

General Goal--Mathematics

rhe students of each grade 8, 10, and 12 will achieve higher
in mathematics, the subject field in which the mean score was
lowest on the standardized test in grades 7, 9, and 11; and the
grade 8, 10, and 12 students whose mathematics achievement
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percentile ranks were far below their mental ability percentile
ranks will be aided in performing better in mathematics.

Performance Goals

The mean percentile_ rank of the students of grades 7, 9,
and 11 will equal or exceed the 70th percentile on the stan-
dardized test, roughly equivalent to their mean percentile
rank on the mental ability test.

Each student of grades 8, 10, and 12 whose achievement
percentile rank in grades 7, 9, and 11 was markedly lower than
his orlier mental ability percentile rank will be aided in
achieving higher; other students will be aided in at least
maintaining their satisfactory or above level of achievement
in relation to mental ability.

The grade-point average in mathematics of the students of
each grade will be at or above 3.2, with 4.0 being A.

General Goal--Writing Skills

Low-achieving students of each grade 7-12 will demonstrate
higher achievement in writing skills.

Performance Goals

The mean rating of each .student of each grade on a
writing sample will be 3.0 or higher on a 4.0 scale.

The average grade-point average of the students of each
grade in writing will be 3.0 or higher with 4.0 being A.

General Goal--Student Attitudes and Self-Conce ts

The attitudes of the students of all grades to' -d schooling

and toward self will become more positive.

Performance Coals

The mean attitude ratings of the students cf grades 6, 8,
and 10 toward learning, school authority and control, peers,
and teachers as measured by the attitude inventory will equal
or exceed 3.4 on a 4.0 scale.

The mean academic self-concept rating of the students of
grades 6, 8, and 10 as measured by the attitude inventory will
equal or exceed 3.4 on a 4.0 scale.

The attitudes toward school and self of the students of
grades 7, 9, and 12 as estimated by the teachers will be
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equivalent to those of the students of grades 8, 10, and 12 as
measured by the attitude inventory.

7. Preparatory Activities

Arrange the teaching schedules of the task force members and
provide substitute teachers as necessary so that the committee can
meet durinl regular school hours for planning, group problem solv-
ing, and b.. 'ar activities. As necessary, arrange for them to
meet outside school hours to gain information and to plan.

Aid the teachers in extending their understanding of the eval-
uation, goal-setting, planning, "and implementation sequence by
leading the study of the correlated WRISE materials on evaluation,
individual instructional programming, and individual educational
programming; by arranging for school visits, consultants, etc.; and
by examining evaluation materials used in other schools.

With respect to each of the preceding' performance goals, make
clear to the teachers:

What is being measured and why it is, for example,
student achievement, student attitudes, teacher opinion.

How the results of the measurements of last year were
used in identifying areas of improvement for the current year,
setting the preceding goals, and developing related improve-
ment plans.

How the teachers and members. of the task force will use
the performance goals, lust year's measurements, and this
year's ongoing measurements of student performance in monitor-
ing progress during the current year.

How the results of the two Successive annual measurements
(tests, inventories, grade-point averages, other _teacher
estimates) will be used in evaluating this year's goal attain-
ment and the effectiveness of the improvement activities.

8. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Mathematics

A task force member will:

Summarize the computer printout of the standardized test
results in mathematics for each grade 7, 9, and 11 for the
prior year and also the mental ability test scores.
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Indicate to the teachers of each grade 8, 10, and 12 how
much the mean mathematics achievement of each grade 7, 9, and

11 was below the mean mental ability.

Provide teachers the achievement percentile, mental
ability percentile, and letter grades in mathematics for each
of their students.

Interpret the measurement error of the tests to the

teachers and invite each teacher to use the information in
trying to get higher achievement from students whose test
scores and/or grades are well below their mental ability.

Each teacher will determine the extent to which his or
her judgments are in accord with the test results, indicate
the judgments to the task force member, and then attempt to
keep satisfactory student achievement high and raise that of
low achievers.

The mathematics teachers of grades 7, 9, and 11 will
implement the planned improvement activities.for grades 7, 9,
and 11 that are designed to raise the mean achievement of the
students of these grades.

Writing Skills

The English teachers of grades 7-12 will:

Provide instruction in writing as planned.

Give a different writing assignment toward the end of
each grading period.

Rate each student's performance.

Use the results to recognize and maintain students'

satisfactory performances and to improve unsatisfactory

performances.

Student Attitudes and Self-Concepts

(Note: Students do not enter their names on the attitude
inventory to insure honesty in responding, but they do indi-
cate their grade in school; and they may indicate. the classes

in which they are enrolled.) Task force members and the
teachers of grades 7-12 proceed in interpreting the inventory
results and in implementing the planned activities for

developing more favorable student attitudes and more positive
self-concepts. They follow procedures similar to those given
earlier for mathematics.
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Monitoring Pro &ress

With respect to the performance goals in mathematics
attitudes toward schooling, and self-concepts:

Teachers monitor toe progress of the students
classes.

writing,

in their

Teachers discuss their progress and concerns with one
another and with a task force member.

A task force member observes the teachers' classes,
examines che_t-tatn and other measurement devices the teachers
construct, examines graden assigned to students, and observes
group meetings of teachers for the purpose of aiding the
teachers implement the improvement activities and monitor
student progress. If a teacher is experiencing difficulty and
desires assistance, the task force member provides it directly
or has other school or district persons provide it.

9. Evaluation of the Implementation Activities

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow, and also
of the preceding monitoring, is solely to improve evaluation prac-
tices, not to arrive at judgments that influence teachers' salaries
or job security in any way. Accordingly, a task force member who
is not responsible for evaluating teachers' performances
coordinates the activities.

Accuracy and use of standardized test scores, inventory
scores, teacher ratings of students' writing, and teacher-assigned
grades.

To determine accuracy, the task force performs reliability
estimates for each kind of measure for each grade or for smaller
subgroups of each grade, such as classes. (Universities and test
publishers have computer programs that can aerate these estimates
very quickly and at very low cost.)

To determine how well the various measures were used to aid
students learn, the task force secures opinioAs of teachers and
students.

The tusk force summarizea
recommends satisfactory measuring
to be maintained and any found
modified, or replaced.

the preceding information and
devices and uses of test scores
Unsatisfactory to be dropped,

Use of the measurement results in setting goals, planning,
implementing planned activities, and monitoring progress.
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The task force;

Summarizes the data its members have gathered during the

year by observing classes, participating in meetings with

teachers,, and examining grades and ratings assigned by

teachers.

Meets with groups of teachers to secure their opinions.

Combines the preceding information and proposes satis-

factory practices to be maintained and others to be dropped,

improved, or replaced.

Use of two consecutive sets of measurements in evaluating goal

attainment, effectiveness of the planned improvement activities,

and need for refinement.

The task force:

Prepares an evaluation report covering the above items,

based on a comparison of the two successive measurements- -

,mathematics, writing, and student attitude and self-concept.

Interprets the findings to groups of teachers and secures
their opinions regarding possible changes or modifications.

Recommends continuing satisfactory uses and changing,

modifying, or replacing any found to be unsatisfactory.

A report is prepared summarizing the results of this

improvement ,program. The report is prepared in such a manner that

results cannot be related to individual students or to individual

teachers.

10. Refinement

The cycle of evaluation, goal-setting, planning, implementing

improvements, and monitoring to attain the goals will continue on

an annual basis. Ineffective practices will be eliminated and
effective practices will be maintained and strengthened, based on

the findings from [9] above.

11. Time Schedule

See Chapter 1 for suggestions on developing a time schedule.

12. Budget

See Chapter 1 for suggestions on preparing a budget.
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Improvement PlanStandardized Achievement
and Mental Ability lbstingt 198344:

Cedarburg School District, Codad.aupg, WI

(The Cedarburg School District includes three elementary
schools, one middle school, and one high school.)

1. Area of Improvement

Standardized achievement and mental ability tasting.

2. Neod for improvement

At present, three different standardized achievement tests are
used. One test battery is used in grades 3 and 5; a standardized
reading test only is used in middle school grades 6, 7, and 8; and
a third test battery is used in high school grades 9 and 11. A
mental ability test produced by the respective test publishers is
administered in grades 3 and 5 and grades 9 and 11; it different
mental ability test is used in grade 7.

This program of testing does not provide comparable informa-
tion across the three levels of schooling that can be used effec-
tively in assessing the achievement. of individual students or
groups of students in the English language arts, mathematics,
science, or social studies.

3. Percent of Students and Oradea Involved

100% of the students in grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11.

4. Persons Who Will Select and Evaluate the Tests

The District Director of Instruction, the District Test
Committee, and teachers and the principal of each school.

5. Persons Who Will Use the Tests

Each school staff.

6. Improvement Goals

Genera. Goal

The achievement test battery selected will measure student
achievement in grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 in language arts, mathe-
matics, science, social studies, and work study skills (a science
test is not essential at grade 3). The mental ability test
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selected will measure the ability of students of grades 3, 5, 7, 9,

and 11 to learn the subject matter measured by the test battery.

Performance Goals

Each main test of the achievement test battery will have

subtests and/or sets of items that measure the main curriculum

objectives of grades 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11. While the number of

items of each test may not be proportional to the amount of
content actually taught, there will be at least one or two

items relevant to each main curriculum objective.

The manual for the achievement battery selected will
indicate high test reliability for each test and high

predictive validity from one grade to the next.

The _manual for the mental ability test selected will

indicate high test reliability and high validity for

predicting the achievement measured by each test of the

achievement hattery.

The f:ests will be easy to administer and competitive in

price w1.:h similar tests.

The test publisher will score the test and return the

results within a short period of time after receiving the

answer sheets.

The test publisher will provide a computer printout that

is easily interpreted in terms of the individual student's

scores and the mean scores of groups of students.

The test publisher will provide a clear explanation of

how to use the test results.

The test publisher will provide consultation regarding
any aspect of the test administration and test results.

7. Preparatory Activities

The test committee will select several achievement and mental

ability tests from which to choose. EXamination copies will be

go ten from these companies and circulated at the appropriate grade

le Is. Teachers of these grades will examine the various tests in

light of the General and Performance Goals given in M.

The teachers of each school will evaluate the tests in terms

of acceptability, particularly in terms of cane first, performance

goal. (The District Test Committee selected only tests that met

the other criteria.) The Test Committee will receive each school's

evaluations and discuss any discrepancies among the schools. The
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Committee will then select an achievement test battery and a mental
ability test.

After the test is selected, the consultant of the selected
test company will be asked to provide appropriate inservice activ-
ities for administrators, specialists, and teachers. Areas to be
included'are testing students with exceptional educational needs,
use of the data for district and building improvement activities,
and use of the date in planning and counseling with individual
students. The consultant will also provide general information
regarding normative testing and relate this to the technical
characteristics of the selected tests.

8. First-Year Implementation Activities

Administer the tests in the spring to each grade 3, 5, 7, 9,
and 11 according to the instructions provided in the test manual.

The District Director of Instruction and principals in the
summer examine the computer printouts provided by the test pub-
lisher and outline a general procedure for explaining the test
results and their uses to each school staff. The high school will
proceed as follows:

Test data returned in the summer will be examined by the
principal and instructional coordinator to identify the academic
area(s) which might need intervention in the fall. (The mastery
portion of the test pertaining to the stated test objectives must
be used to identify the skill areas in which students are low.)
Based on the objective mastery portion of the individual student's
reports, the skill areas at the non-mastery level (less than 502
correct) will be recorded, by student, on cumulative lists. These
lists will be used to identify subject areas and individuals with
deficiencies.

Area deficiencies will be used to formulate improvement plans
in content areas, e.g., English or mathematics. Individual defi-
ciencies will be recorded and used for instructional intervention
purposes and for teacher/advisor, parent, and student conferences.
The conference will involve explaining the test results to the
parents in terms of real and expected achievement as well as local
and national percentile rankings.

To prepare for this detailed explanation of the test and its
uses, the teacher/advisors will meet with the instructional
coordinator several times during the month which precedes the fall
advisement conferences. After initially reviewing the test, the
teacher/ advisor will take part in a role-playing exercise in which
he or she will explain the test results to other teacher/advisors
playing the roles of parents. This exercise can be done with
actual advisees' interpretive reports by using an opaque projector.
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9. Evaluation of the Tests and Uses of the Test Results

Each school will evaluate how well the achievement test

l:qttery measured the main curriculum objectives and how well the

mental ability test estimated the ability of the students to learn

the content measured by the test. Each school will ulao evaluate

how well the test results are being used in the improvement of

instruction. and advising. To illustrate, the high school instruc-.
tional coordinator will secure teachers' opinions regarding the

characteristics of the tests. The high school Academic Improvement

:Committee will prepare and administer teacher,,parent, and student

questionnaires to evaluate the effectiveness of theuses being made

of the test results.

10. Refinement

After the first-year evaluation, a decision will be made about

whether the commitment of further tite.7 and resources is timely and

purposeful.

11. Time Schedule

Starting Data Ending Date

Preparatory activities Fall 1982 Spring 1983

First-year implementation Spring 1983 Spring 1984

First-year evaluation Spring 1983 Spring 1984

Refinement 1984-85 1985-87

12. Budget

$1,500 - Test Materials.
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4

Rational%

How teachers and students are organized for instruction and
advising greatly affects the frequency and the constructiveness of
the communications among the school staff. In sensibly organized
schools, the chronic complaining in the teachers' lounge about
students, parents, low vay, and intolerable working conditions had
teen replaced with constructive communication and, cooperative
small-group problem,adlving. Even more important, the imperson-
ality of typical teacher-student and hose- school communications is
Changed to personalizkd, caring interactions. In making these
c4nges, schools depart from the departmental organization and
counselors being responsible for all advising.

This chapter focuses on the organization of-teachers and
students fur instruction. Chapter 9 presents information regarding
teacher-advising.

Organizational Patterns

In many middle schools the academic teachers and students are
organized into instructional and advisory units. Each unit has
three five academic teachers and 75 tt 125 students. A special
education teacher and special education students are often part of
an academic unit. The foreign language, allied arts, and other
teachers are also organized into teams but they teach all the
students rather than a particular group of students.

In this organizational pattern, the academic teachers have the
students for a block of t. -! equivalent to about two-thirds of the
time that is allocated da ' for instruction. The team teaches the
students English, mathematics, reading, science, and social studies.
The teachers also serve formally or informally as educatioaal
advisors to 15 to 25 students of the unit, and one or more allied
arts and other teachers also advise some of the students of each
unit.

Some high schools follow the middle school interdisciplinary
pattern with respect to their organizatioa for instruction, partic-
ularly 1n gradeE 9 and 10 if all or most of the students of these
grades take English, mathematics, science, and social. studies.
Other high schools organize their teachers and students into
disciplinary units. In Milwaukee high schools, each having one to
three career specialty programs such as computer technology or
health services, teams with as many as 10 members provide all
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C. Ot:e

the required academic and specialty courses to 200 or more students

of grades 11 and 12 enrolled in the specialty program. Essen-

tially, this career specialty program is a school within the larger

school. Some small alternative high schools have the entire

teaching staff organized into an instructional team. Two- teacher

interdisciplinary teams are also common, such as English and social

studies or mathematics and science.

Figure 8.1 shows how the school day is organized into approxi-

mate blocks of time when groups of students and interdisciplinary

teams of English, mathematics, science, and social studies teachers

are organized into units in either the middle school or the high

school. Although the difference is not sheon in Figure 8.1, about

two-thirds of the middle school day and half of the high school day

typically is allocated to the four required subjects. Also not
apparent is the fact that there are fewer required subjects and
more electives in grades 11 and 12 than in grades 9 and 10.

Benefits of Teaming

We see that with teaming and scheduling as shown in Figure

8.1, some time is available daily for each academic team to meet
together for planning and other activities. Also, time can be
arranged weekly for the Educational Improvement Committee to meet,
including a representative of each team.

There are many benefits from organizing academic teachers and

students into small instructional units. It facilitates the

establishment of an effectively functioning educational improvement

committee. This time arrangement also enables the principal to
exercise the effective educational leadership that be or she is

capable of. The principal\ involves all the teachers in the

improvement process since a block of time is available daily during

regular school hours for cooperative preparation, planning, and

ether activities by groups of teachers with mutual imprevement

interests. If the teachers also serve as advisors to the students,
this organization makes it possible for the school to gain parental

support as each teacher establishes and maintains good working

relationships with the parents of his or her advisees (see

Chapter 9). Since the academic teams have a block of time during

each school day, district office persons as well as the school's

1u.,raing coordinator, principal, resource teachers, and others can
provide many types of support to the teams in small groups, rather

than having to reach individual teachers outside of the regular

school day.
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7:30

3:30

INSTAICTIONAL CONIUDICZ Alg) FLAMM ILO=
uI

Interdisciplinary

Instructional
Block A

Other required or

elective courses,
study periods,
extracurricular
activities, etc.

Other required or
elective courses,
study periods,
extracurricular
activities, etc,

Interdisciplinary
Instructional

Block II

Other required or
elective courses,
study periods,
extracurricular
activities, etc.

Other required or
elective courses,
study periods,
extracurricular
activities, etc.

Interdisciplinary
Instructional

Block C

Other required or
elective courses,
study .periods,

extracurricular
`activities, etc.

Other require., or
elective couress,
study periods,
extracurricular
activities, etc.

Interdisciplinary
Instructional

Block D

INSTRUCTIONAL. CONFERENCE AND PLANNING BLOCK

Figure 8.1. General time schedule for secondary schools where about
120 students and English, mathematics, science, and
social studies teachers are organised into instructional
units. Depending on the enrollment of the school, lunch
is for one to three short periods.
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Related to the implementation of the three improvement strate-
gies, this organization makes it possible for each academic team to

participate directly iu the implementation of the goal-based im-

provement strategy:

Identify areas of improvement for individual students and the

entire group of students of the unit.

Set realistic goals and develop plans to achieve the goals.

Implement the planned activities.

Monitor each student's progress.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the improvement activities.

The teacher advisor is able to implement the individual

educational programming strategy:

Plan the total educational program of each student of the unit

with the student and parents.

Monitor the student's progress systematically El three-veek

intervals or more often.

Evaluate the appropriateness and value of the program for the

student toward the end of the year.

Similarly, each teacher is able to implement the individual
instructional programming strategy with each student enrolled in

each of his or her coursel:

Plan an instructional program with each student.

Implement the program and monitor the student's progress.

Evaluate the appropriateness and value of the program for the

student.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective

The faculty and students are organized into small groups that
permit instruction and advising to be personalized.
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Illustrative Enabling Objectives

A teacher of each instructional group:

Chairs the meetings of the group.

Serves on the school's Educational Improvement Committee and
participates in the Committee's planning and other activities.

Transmits idformation, decisions, and plans from the teaching
staff to the Educational Improvement Committee.

Transmits information, decisions, and plans to the teaching
staff.

Related to instruction, each group of teachers, such as an inter-
disciplinary teaching team, cooperatively:

Develops the procedures for planning, monitoring, and evaluat-
ing each student's instructional program in each course taught
by the group.

Plans and evaluates the group's instructional strategies.

Related to the group's instructional functions, each teacher:

Outlines the content of his or her courses.

Develops the learning guides that students use in the courses.

Plans the instructional methods that are employed in the
courses, including the use of time, materials, and modes of
instruction.

Participates in all aspects of the group's planning and
evaluation ..ctfvities.

Carries out his or her instructional activities in accordance
with the group's plans.

Preplanning Activities

The members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or
a task force on organization for instruction lead the preplanning
and prepare the improvement plan. Other teachers, parents, stu-
dents, and other persons are invited to participate in relevant
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.177 77 '''' "7.

aspects of the planning process. A district official serves as an

ad hoc maker of the task force or as a consultant to it. The

school's plan is based on the district's planning guidelines.

Study textbook Chapter 9, "Organization for Instruction and

Student Advising."

View and discuss the filmstrip "Instruction and Advisory

Arrangements in Secondary Schools."

Listen to and discuss relevant sections of the audiocassette

"Experiences of Two Middle Schools and Two Senior High Schools

with Instruction and Advisory Arrangements."

Study the closely related materials on "Teacher-Advisor

Programs," "Educational Programming for the Individual

Student," "Instructional Programming for the Individual

Student," and "Administrative Arrangements and Processes."

Visit schools that have desired organizational arrangements,

confer with other schools by phone and mail, and secure
descriptions of effectively functioning organizations.

Assess the school's present organization for instruction,

identify how changes in the organization will contribute to

improving the school's educative processes, outline possible

means of implementing the changes, determine the kind of
inservice education that will be needed and whether it will be

conducted by the local staff or secured from an external

source, and estimate the costs of preparing for and implement-

ing the changed organization for instruction.

Develop an awareness program to gain faculty, parent, and

student understanding and support for changing to the new

organization for instruction.

Prototypic Plan

I. Area of Improvement

Organization for Instruction.

2. Need for Improvement

A teacher task fork_e found that the present departmentalized

organization for instruction isolates teachers from one another and
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inhibits interdisciplinary cooperation among teachers. It also
discourages planning a welibalanced educational program for each
student and monitoring the student's progress. It promotes imper-
sonal relations between teachers and their students, resulting in
some teachers failing many students and encouraging them to with-
draw from the class or even from school.

3. -Percent of Students and Grades Involved

100% of the students.

4. Persons Who Will Plan. Coordinate, and Evaluate the Program

The Educational Improvement Committee or task force on organiz-
ing for instruction.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

All teachers, counselors, and administrators.

6. Improvement Goals

General Goal--Instructional Improvement

Each student taught by a team member will receive excellent
instruction.

Performance Goals

The number of teachers implementing the individual
instructional programming strategy effectively will increase
from 0 to the total number of teachers of each team (see
Chapter 4).

The number of students who attain most of their learning
goals will increase from 50% to 80%.

General Goal--Communication

Communication and cooperation among teachers, and also among
teachers, administrators, and other school staff will increase.

Performance Goals

During a typical school week, the amount of time that
members of each team engage in constructive face-to-face
communication with other teachers will increase from two to
six hours.

During any given month of school, the amount of time that
at least one member of each team engages in constructive face-
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to-face communication with a member of the administrative team
and with some other teachers, counselors, and other certifi-
cated staff of the school will increase from 30 minutes to two
hours.

General Goal -- Improvement Capability.

The school's improvement capability will be strengthened.

Performance Goals

dr

During a typical week and without an increase in the
hours of work, the amount of time that each teacher spends on
improvement activities will increase from 0 to 5 hours.

During a typical month and without a decrease in contact
hours with students, the amount of time that representative
teachers on the EIC spend on schoolwide improvement activities
will increase from 0 to 4 hours.

The mean rating of teachers' job satisfaction will
increase from 7.5 to 8.5 on a 10-point scale.

7. Preparatory ACtivities

Arrange the teaching schedules of the task force members and
provide substitute teachers as necessary so that the planning group
can meet during regular school hours. As necessary, arrange for
the planning group to meet outside school hours to gain information
and to plan.

Assist the school staff in preparing to implement the organ-
ization for instruction by lcading the study of the correlated
WRISE materials used earlier as a preplanning activity, by arrang-
ing for the staff to visit schools that have exemplary practices,
by making available descriptive materials from schools with exem-
plary practices, and, if necessary, by arranging for consultants to
conduct inservice activities.

Carry out an awAreness-commitment program with students,
parents, and other citizens to ensure that the proposed organiza-
tion is understood and supported.

S. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Instructional Improvement

Each team of teacherq meets regularly to:

Share progress and effective practices.
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is.

Solve instructional problems cooperatively.

Facilitate each teacher's implementation of the individual
instructional programming strategy.

Monitor each student's progress in each course taught by the
teacher.

Participate in staff development activitif.:s arranged by the
school or the district office.

Communication

Each interdisciplinary or disciplinary team of teachers:

Meets at least _three hours weekly to discuss progress and
concern"; plan, prepare for instruction, and participate in
staff development activities conducted by a staff member
outside the team.

Meets with school or district office persons for the
equivalent of at least one hour weekly to exchange information
and to engage in staff development activities directed toward
the iuprovement of schooling.

Improvement Capability

Each team meets regularly for the purpose of contributing to
schoolwide improvement activities that relate to their instruc-
tional group.

A teacher representative of each team participates in the
meeting of the Educational Improvement Committee, transmits
information from the team to the Committee and from the Committee
to the team, and performs other Committee work. One or more
teachers of the team serve on relevant improvement task forces.

Monitoring Progress

A task force member will periodically interuiew selected
teachers, counselors, students, and parents to determine their
perceptions regarding the effectiveness of the new organization for
instruction. These individuals will indicate acute unresolved
problems, if any, and the task force member or a school or district
person will provide immediate assistance in resolving the problems.

9. Evaluation of the Implementation Activities

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow, and also
of the preceding monitoring 'activities, is solely to strengthen the
school's organization for instruction, not to arrive at judgments
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that influence teachers' or administrators' salaries or job secur-

ity in any way. Accordingly, a task force member who is not

responsible for evaluating staff performances coordinates the

evaluation activities.

Instructional Improvement

In May administer a questionnaire, not to be signed, that has

items to ascertain for last year and this year whether the teacher

(a) planned an instructional program with each student, (b) moni-

tored each student's progress in each course, and (c) evaluated the

appropriateness of each student's instructional program in each

course. Include another item to get the teacher's estimate of the

number of his or her students who attained their learning goals.

Interview a sample of the teachers and students if time

permits.

Communication

Include items in the preceding questionnaire that call for
teachers to indicate for last year and this year the number of
minutes spent individually and/or in small - group,meetings working

with (a) other teachers and (b) administrators, counselors, and

other staff on school matters that the teacher regards as signi-

ficant, not on managerial concerns such as distributing materials,

getting grades out, and scheduling field trips.

If time permits, interview a sample of the teachers to secure

more detailed information.

Improvement Capability

Include an item in the prior questionnaire to ascertain the

number of minutes that the teacher last year and this year spent on
schoolwide improvement activities, including the implementation of

the new organization for instruction.

Include an item in the prior questionnaire to get at job

satisfaction; have a 1 rating mean highly dissatisfied and 10

highly satisfied.

As time permits, interview a sample of the teachers.

A report is prepared summarizing the results from 4plementing

the organization for instruction.
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10, Refinement and Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal setting, planning, and implemen-
tation will continue on an annual basis. Ineffective practices and
activities will be discontinued, while effective practices and
activities will be maintained and strengthened. As the staff
continues to engage in this cycle of activities and as more sophis-
ticated staff development continues, the school will refine its
improvement capability and will experience renewal as a social
organization.

11. Time Schedule

See Chapter 1 for suggestions on developing a time schedule.

12. Budget

See Chapter 1 for suggestions on preparing a budget.
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Chapter 9
Personalizing Educational Advising:

How To Combat the 250:1 Ratio

Rationale

Ways of Implementing Teacher-Advisor Programs

Determining Whether To Start a Teacher-Advisor Program

Design Objectives

Preplanning Activities

Preparing To Start a Teacher-Advisor Program, 1983-84:
Parkview High School, Orfordvilla, WI

Basic Considerations When Planning and Starting
a Teacher-Advisor Program, 1982.83:

Cedarburg High School, Cedarburg, WI

impmriment Plan
Starting a Teacher-Advisor Program, 1984-85:
Ashwaubenon High School, Groan Say, WI

Improvement Plan
Refinement of the Teacher-Advisor Program, 1983-85:

Webster Tiansitional School, Cedarburg, WI

Completed Projact
increasing Teacher-Student Communication, 1984-85:

Franklin High School, Franklin, WI
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Rationale

Professor John Rothney of UW-Madison studied dropouts of the
195Cs. He found that the dropouts, almost without exception, were
filled with remorse that they had not graduated. He asked them
what might have prevented their dropping out. Almost without
exception the dropouts said that they would not have quit school if
there had been one person in high school--e teacher, a counselor,
anybody--who had shown interest in themp'encouraged them to con-
tinue, and given them help when they most needed it before quit-
ting.

More recently, Harold Shane of Indiana University reported the
results of his interviews with students of the 1970s regarding what
they thought would improve secondary schooling. The students made
two suggestions repeatedly. First, they recommended personalized,
caring guidance that would help them build inner security and the
ability to cope with a harsh and often frightening social world as
represented in their hose situations, neighborhoods, and more
broadly in national and international affairs. The second recom-
mendation was better preparation for satisfying and useful lives as
adults. Caring, coping, and more open communication between
students and Leachers--these were the three big recurrent ideas
coming from the students.

The typical counselor cannot provide the needed personalized
guidance to each student because he or she has far too many student
advisees. However, some schools have established teacher-advisor
programs in which, working together, the counselors and teacher
advisors meet most students' educational, social, and personal
needs.

Ways of Implementing TeacherAdvisor Programs

Teacher advising is implemented in many different ways. In
some schools four teachers of English, mathematics, science, and
social studies and about 120'students are organized into an in-
struction and advisory, unit. Each teacher serves formally or
informally as an advisor to part of the students and does most of
the individual conferring and small-group guidance during the block
of time allocated to instruction and advising. In other school°
the students are not organized into units. In these situations,
(a) teachers of an interdisciplinary team serve as advisors to the
students of each grade, (b) teachers of an interdisciplinary team
serve as advisors to a group of students from all grades, or
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(c) there is no teaming and individual teachers serve as advisors.

Some schools have modified and extended their homeroom arrangements

to include teacher advising; others have replaced most of the
homeroom activities with individual, conferences and small-group

advising activities.

;-

Determining Whether To Start
Teacher-Advisor Program

When deciding whether to start teacher advising, eight basic
issues most be addressed:

I. How much planning of the program and preparation of the

staff are required?
2. What will be the role of the counselOrs in planning and

implementing the teacher-advisor program?
3. Which grade levels will be included in each advisor

group?
4. glow will students be selected for each advisor group?

5. Which staff members will serve as advisors?
6. When, how often, and for how long will the advisor and

his or her advisees meet as a group in a homeroom or
other setting?

7. How much staff tile will be required for advising?
8. How much will implementation of the program cost?

No two schools seem to resolve the preceding issues in the

same way. A very large difference is found on the last two issues.

In some schools no additional teacher time but some change in
teacher duties is required for advising; in other schools as much

time as the equivalent of a daily class period is given for advis-

ing. When no additional time is required, the cost of implementa-

tion is negligible. On the other hand, the cost is considerable
when the teacher-advisors' teaching lead is reduced by the equiva-

lent of a class period.

Most schools fall between the extzemes of no,additional time

and a daily class period required for advising. How much time is

needed depends on the comprehensiveness of the advising process.

It is not very time consuming to plan a student's total educational

program once or twice a year, particularly if most of the informa-'

tion about curricular and extracurricular offerings can be provided

to small groups. It is very time consuming, however, to conduct
six individual conferences with each of 25 advisees and to carry

out a comprehensive program of group guidance activities.
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4

Malan Objectives

Comprehensive Objective

The faculty and students are organized into small groups that
permit advising to be personalized.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives

Each team of teachers implements the first advisement activity that
follows and it may implement any or all of the other three:

Promoting the educational development of each student.

Enhancing the personal and social development of each student.

Improving schoolwide communication.

Improving home-sLhool-community relations.

Each teacher of the team, vith the assistance of a guidance
counselor:

Serves as an advisor to a group of students.

Assumes responsibility for planning, monitoring, and evaluat-
ing each advisee's educational program and for attaining any
other objectives of the advising program assumed by the teaill,

Preplanning Activities

Either the members of the Educational Improvement Committee or
a task fora: on arranging an appropriate instructional program for
each student carry out prerlanning activities such as the
following:

View and discuss the filmstrip "Teacher-Advisor Programs in
Secondary Schools."

Listen to and discuss relevant sections of the audiocassette
"Experiences of a Middle School and a Junior High School with
Teacher-Advisor Programs, and Experiences of Two Senior High
Schools with Teachex-Advisor Programs."
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Read textbook Chapter ID, "Teacher-Advisor Programs."

Study the filmstrip and other correlated materials related to

individual educational programming, curricular arrangements,
and student decision making.

Visit schools that have teacher-advisor progiams. confer with

other schools by phone and mail, and secure printed material

on teacher-advising.

Assess their school's present situation, identify possible

improvements in advising and counseling, outline possible

means of implementini, a teacher-advisor program, determine the

inservice education that will be needed and whether it will be

conducted by ac school stuff or secured from an external

source, and estimate the costs of planning, preparation, and

implementation.

Cain faculty and parent commitment to implementing a teacher-

advisor program.

Preparing To Start a Teacher-Advisor Program, 193344:
Parkview High School, Orfordville, WI

Parkview High School enrolls 684 students in grades 7-12.

Persons Wbu Planned and Monitored the Project: Parkview

Improvement Council consisting of the principal, one counselor, and

five teachers.

Coal: To determine feasibility of starting a teacher-advisor
program and, if feasible, to prepare for starting it.

Primary Implementation Activities: Our superintendent encour-

aged us to get involved in the WRISE program. So the principal,

our MO counselors, and four faculty members attended the October

WRISE workshop in Lake Geneva. We were very impressed with the
school improvement experiences of Lae practitioner staff of the
workshop and the results of the advisor /advisee programs in their

schools.

After the workshop, the Parkview Improvement Council visited

the Cedarburg School System. We were so impressed with the irpact

and results of their advisor/advisee prt,gram that approximately

halt of our 7-12 faculty have spent a school day visiting their

middle school and high school. Our superintendent as well as four

of seven school board members also spent a day visiting Cedarburg.
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For staff development, we have shown our; faculty the WRISE
filmstrip on advisement. We also delayed school one morning and
had the coordinator for the Cedarburg advisor/advisee program meet
with our 7-12 faculty to explain how this program works and to
answer questions.

After visiting Cedarburg, the Parkview Improvement Council
surveyed the faculty and the school board for goal setting. The
survey focuued on student academic ,and behavior improvements for
next year and over the next five-year period: We found that the
immediate (next year) and long term (next five years) student
improvement goals from the faculty and the school board paralleled
one another. The fcculty and school board also recognize now that.
most of our improvement goals can be attained through a well-
structured student advisement program.

We now have a unified effort for a 7-12 student advisement
program and are planning for phasing in advisement starting with
the 1985-86 school year.

Parkview Coal Setting Survey

Survey directions:

The Parkview ImproVement Council would like to have your help
in setting some short-term and long-term goals for students. Below
is a liut of goals. We would like to have you respond by indicat-
ing what you feel is an attainable percentage rate for each item
within one year and -within five years. Next, please select the
three goals you feel need our more immediate attention by circling
their item numbers.
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N

CIRCLING

B T

Responses of School Board Members (8) and Teachers (T)

ITEM

3 9 1. Graduates continuing
education (Voc/Tech)
Completion record

1 11

0 2

0 4

6 20

2. Graduates continuing
education (College)
Completion record

3. CUBS Achievement
Score

4. 1984 ACT Composite
Scores (Wis. State
Average 20.4; maximum
possible score 33)

5. Student failure
semester rata (1 or
more classes)

1 2 6. Dropout rate

1 18

0 0 8. Student daily
attendance

7. Parent/teacher con-
ference attendance

2 10 9. Student discipline
referrals/semester

0 5 10. Student suspensions/
semester

4 2 11. Gifted and talented
program

3 15 12. Student pride and
attitude

PARKVIEW
PRESENT
RATE

GOAL FOR
NEXT YEAR

GOAL FOR
5 YEARS
FROM NOW

25.02 29.02 32.0% 41.0% 40.0%
90.0% 91.0% 92.0% 93.0% 94.0%

33.0% 38.0% 37.0% 47.02 44.0%
50.02 62.0% 60.0% 80.0% 70.0%

59 61.3 64 68 71

19.3 20.2 20.2 22.5 22

24.02 18.0% 19.0% 12.02 14.02

2.6.2 2.3% 2.1% 1.82 1.62

37.0% 47.02 52.0% 84.0% 74.0%

94.4.2 94.8% 95.3% 95.52 96.6%

832

93

B T

67% 782
33% 222

83% 1002
17% 0%

750 674 530 506

79 75 41 53

Improvement needed
Okay as is

Improvement needed
Okay as is
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Basic Considerations When Planning and Starting
a Teacher-Advisor Program, 114243:

Codarburg High School, Cedarburg, WI

(Enrollment 1,117 in grades 9-12 in 182-83.)

Comment: Only-the most important considerations follow in outline
form and only the individual conference schedule for
grade 9 advisees i. given.

Preplanning, Planning, and Start-Up Activities

Clarify and articulate the district and school educational
philosophy.

Establish a teacher-advisor committee consisting of represen-
tative students, counselors, teachers, and others; the committee
reviews relevant literature, visits schools which have such pro-
grams, and synthesizes the information.

Assess staff and student needs.

Relate present homeroom program to proposed teacher-advisor
program.

Develop the plan and submit it for approval by the entire
staff.

Conduct staff development activities.

Plan strategies and develop materials necessary for the
program.

Allocate adequate staff time for advising.

Implement the program.

Evaluate progress annually and make adjustments where
necessary.

Advisor-Advisee Considerations

Form the advisor groups.

Determine the frequency and
the meeting schedule.

Decide who will serve as the
student of each group.

length of the group meetings and

advisor of each group and of each
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Teacher-Advisors' Duties and ?rocedures

Advisors are responsible for planning each advisee's educa-

tional program for the ensuing year in the second semester of the

current year (see Chapter 3 of this Guide), monitoring the

advisee's progress in each course duringh current year, and
encouraging positive advisee attitudes toward schooling, including

the advising process.

Long -Ran :e Educational Pro_rammi and Goal Setti

Long-range goal setting involves identifying appropriate

curricular and extracurricular offerings for all the high school

years, taking into account the advisee's general interests, career

interests, and learning characteristics. Advisors are responsible

for working with the counselor, advisee, and parents in helping the

advisee set long-range goals in terms of identifying courses and

extracurricular activities for the remainder of the high school

years and specifying how well the student will achieve in each one.

The advisor will:

Meet with the counselor to identify the long-range goals of

the advisee.

Meet with the advisee concerning long-range goals and provide

needed assistance in trying to reach these goals.

Meet with the parents concerning long-range goals as they are

perceived by the advisee and the parents.

Monitoring Student Achievement and Attitudes

Advisors are responsible for:

Monitoring each advisee's achievement, based on teacher

referrals to the teacher-advisor, use of teachers' midquarter

narrative report regarding each student, advisee self-referral,

and parent referral. (Parents are encouraged to make initial

contact with a counselor.)

Monitoring each advisee's attendance and providing homework

when the parents request it.

Holding at least six individual conferences with each advisee

annually.
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Regularly Scheduled Advisor-Advisee-Parent Cot.ferences in Grade 9

1. First Advisor-Advisee Conference (September).

Discuss the advisee's educational program for current
semester.

Discuss advisor's, counselor's, parent's, and advisee's roles
in advisor-advisee-parent conferences.

Discuss extracurricular opportunities.

Set advisee's achievement goals for each course in light of
information supplied by middle school. (The advisee sets
goals for each course in terms of the midquarter grade,
quarter grade, and semester grade that he or she will make.
The goals can be changed in subsequent conferences.)

Follow-up: Enter additional biographical data in the
advisee's folder.

Contact the advisee's parent(s) by phone and briefly outline
the roles of the advisor, counselor, parent, and advisee.

2. First Pre-parent Conference with Advisee (midquarter).

Review advisee's achievement (midquarter grades and teachers'
narrative reports) as close to conference as possible and
compare them with the advisee's achievement goals.

Discuis advisee's work samples.

Discuss advisee's study habits. Discuss possible failures and
necessity for make-up.

Discuss advisee's interests, hobbies, potential career inter-
ests, etc. (See Student Information Sheet.)

Preview parent conference and outline advisee's responsibility
during that conference. (See Student Responsibility Sheet.)

3. First Advisor-Advisee-Parent Conference.

Review advisee achievement and how it relates to achievement
goals using report sheets and up-to-date teacher reports
Discuss final exams coming at end of semester.

Explain computerized grade cards.

Clarify role of advisor and counselor in planning Student's
educational program for next year.
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Discuss grade 10 course offerings and how they retlate to the

advisee's high school plans.

Discuss nature of sophomore conference (see/ 4). Stress

present achievement as indicator of future per ormance, also

sophomore year as a year for more electives.

Co over graduation requirements and credit 19ad of advisee,
using course offering sheets. Give copy to pa/ents. _

4. Advisee Conference To Outline Grade 10 Edulational Program

(late January, February).

Review options and obtain recommendation from advisee's
counselor.

Obtain recommendations from English and magi teachers.

Advisor - Advisee Conference

Begin discussion of long-range goals/

Using information gathered from /counselor, teachers,

students, and parents, discuss grade 10 schedule and
write down tentative educational program. Signatures

required.

Review advisee's semester grades and narrative reports,
compare accomplishments with ac4evement goals.

5. Midquarter Conference.

Review advisee achievement and how
i

t relates tu achievement
goals.

Review grade
choices.

Discuss grade

10 course aelectiois and rationale for these

9 standardized achievement test results.

Preview parent conference. Re ew student responsibilities.

6. Second Advisor-Advisee-Parent/Conference (April, before spring

break).

Review advisee's achievemeqs and compare them with advisee's

achievement goals using reioort sheets and up-to-date teacher
reports.

Review proposed grade 10ieducational program and relate it to
long-range goals.
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Discuss upcoming grade 9 standardized achievement test. Pre-
sent information regarding the test and the student interpre-
tive report, and indicate that the results will be discussed
again in detail in first conference next fall).

Preview upcoming General Aptitude Test Battery and describe
how the results will be used in conferring about a career and
working out long-range goals.

Enter a summary of each conference in the student's cumulative
folder immediately after each conference.

hmimmAmment Flan
Martina leacherAivisorftwann, 198445:
Alishhatiberom High School, Green ft, VW

(Enrollment 1,093 in grades 9-12 in 1983-84.)

1. Area of Improvement

Student Advising.

2. Need for Improvement

An assessment by a teacher-advisor committee showed that the
school's counselors have sufficient time to schedule students'
classes, confer with some students experiencing academic failure
and acute personal and social problems, and confer with most
students regarding career planning. They do not have time to plan
each advisee's educational program in one or more individual
conferences, monitor each advisee's progress, and evaluate the
appropriateness and worthwhileness of each advisee's educational
program.

3. Percentage of Students and Grades Involved

100% of freshmen in the 1985-86 school year.

4. Persons Who Planned and Will Coordinate and Evaluate the
Program (First Year)

T-A Council consisting of the assistant principal, one coun-
selor, and a teat:17,er representative from each of three newly formed
interdisciplinary multigrade units. (Each unit has a T-A as
chairperson, one counselor, and four T-As from each grade 9-12, a
total of 18 members.)
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S. Perions Who Will Implement the Program

All grade 9 teacher - advisors and counselors. (See inf ."rmation

that follows after the Budget regarding Teacher-Advisor and Coun-

selor duties.)

6. Improvement Coals

All students will be assisted in:

Realization and discovery of their potential.

Achieving high in relation to ability as reflected in their

grades.

Developing a good educational program with less direction from

a T-A or a counselor.

7. Preparatory Activities

Carry out inservice/staff development activities starting in

February 1985.

Develop the forms necessary for, the operation of the program

by September 1985 through a summer writing project.

Develop a strategy to evaluate the T-A program prior to its

introduction in September 1985.

8. First-Year implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Set up support groups to aid in the sharing of ideas and

assisting in the dissemination of information to the grade 9 T-As,

the students, and their parents.

Conduct inservice/staff development activities.

9. Evaluation of Implementation Activities in Terms of Goal

Attainment

For all three goals in (6), administer questionnaires to the

grade 9 T-As; other grade 9 teachers, students, and parents; and

the administrative team.

Student Achievement

Compare individual grade 9 students' letter grades and grade-

point average in each subject field from one grading period to the

next.
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Students' Educational Program

From one semester to the next, compare the educational pro-
grams of all the grade 9 students, or n representative group of
high, average, and low achieving girls and an equal sample of boys.

Determine how many grade 9 students' educational programs were
better, equally good, and poorer, taking into account (a) each
student's educational needs and goals and (b) each student's
learning characteristics.

10. Refinement and Renewal

Refinement of the program will be ongoing while the program is
being extended from 1986-87 through 1988-89 to the students of the
successively higher grades.

11. Time Schedule

Preplanning
Planning
Tnservice Activities
Baseline Year Evaluation
First-Year Grade 9

Implementation
Evaluation of First -Year

Implementation
Implementation of Grade 10

T-A Program
Implementation of Grade 11

T-A Program
Implementation of Grade 12

T-A Program

12. Budget

Starting Date Ending Date

October 1984 November 1984
November 1984 February 1985
February 1985 May 1986
1984-1985 1984-1985

1985-1986 1985-1986-

1985-1986 1985-1986

1986-1987 1986-1987

1987-1988. 1987-1988

1988-1989 1988-1989

1984-1985 Planning, materials
and inservice

1985-1986 Planning, materials

1986-1989

development,
$2,750

development,
amd inservice $4,000

(Budgets for each successive year
to be prepared annually.)
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Counselor Duties Relative to Grade 9 Students

Continuing duties:

Provide crisis-oriented counseling to help modify

of a student beginning to disfunction in school.

Cain more diagnostic information for students who

' needs.

Provide guidance to those students interested

school careers or schooling.

the behavior

have special

in post-high

Leadership as a member of one of the three newly formed T-A groups:

Help facilitate T-A group interactions and productivity in the

group's meetings.

Work /with T-As as a group during a ccuuon planning time as

deemed necessary to aid them in developing or refining individual-

conferenCing and small-group guidance activities.

New activities:

Plan small-group guidance activities with input from T-As.

Act on referrals from staff, parents, administrators, T-As,

and outside agencies.

Assist 'I -As in registration and schedule changes.

Provide on-the-spot assistance to the T-A regarding TA func-

tions.

nary.

Provide on-going communication between T-A and counselor.

Participate in student-parent-teacher conferences when neces-

Teacher-Advisor Duties Relative to Grade 9 Students

Hold individual conferences with advisees a minimum of four

times per year during school hours when both have free time, after

school, or in the evening.
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Monitor the academic progress of the advisee and inform
advisee and parent/guardian if problems arise. Advisors will also
help to find a solution to the problem iif possible.

Be a contact person for the advisee and his or her parent or
guardian to communicate about school and other concerns as they
arise.

Help each advisee plan his or her 'program of course work to
match the advisee's interests and vocational goals and talents.

Develop a file folder for each advisee consisting of:

Student information sheet.

Student records.

Student's four-year program (actual and projected).

Reports of conferences.

Miscellaneous reports and information as needed and collected
from various sources.

Annual Allotment of Teacher-Advisor's Time
for Serving as an Advisor to 20 Students

Individual conferences with
each advisee

T-A student monitoring (com-
munication with teachers about
advisees)

Conducting T-A related homeroom
meetings

Conducting other homeroom
meetings

Report card pick-up by pareRts

159

2 per quarter,
30 min. per session
spread over year

Total .

Hours

80

32

9 per quarter, 15 min. 9

each

10 per year, 15 min. 2

each

2 per year, 2 hours 8

per quarter

(continued)
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T-A Prugra* meetings per year

T-A/Parent/Student Individual
Conferences

T-A Coordinator/Teacher

Total
flours

1 per quarter, 30 min. 2

each

2 per year, 20 min. 20

each

2 per qua-ter, 30 min. 4

Confarences each

Recording and preparing reports

TOTAL for year

3"hours per quarter 12
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Imnpumment Plan
Refinement of the Teacher Advisor Progt*m, 198421-85:

Webster IVansitional School, Cedarburg, WI

(Enrollment 652 in grades 6-8 in 1983-84.)

1. Area of Improvement

Refinement of the Teacher-Advisor Program.

2. Need for improvement

A needs ideatifiCation conducted by the Faculty Advisory

Council (Educational Improvement Committee) indicated that the

teacher-advisor program was functioning reasonably well with

respect to educational advisement and home-school cooperation.

However, it w no functioning as well as it had in the past in

terms of des red a dent outcomes in the affective domain or

desired teache enthus sm.'

3. Percent o Students and Grades Involved

100% of all studeilts.

4. Persons Who Planned and Will Coordinate and Evaluate the

Program

The school's Faculty Advisory Council consisting of the

principal, instructional coordinator, dean of students, two
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counselors, ten teacher representatives (one
team, two from the fine arts and applied arts
director. (The students and academic teachers
instructional and advisory units.)

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

from each academic
team), and the IMC
are organi:;ed into

All teacher advisors and counselors.

6. Improwsrment Goals

General Goal--Advisors

More advisors will have clearly stated objectives and long-
range goals for conducting the activities of their advisees as a
group.

Performance Coal -- Advisors

All of the academie teams will make use of the group-
advisee activities for encouraging students' social and
emotional development and will allocate time to advisement to
ensure continuity in their advisement throughout the school
year. The advisors of each academic team will adhere to 952
c'r more of the plans developed by their team.

General Goal--Sf-acienrs

St' :aents will understand the goals of the program and feel
that the goals relative to their attitudes toward schooling, their
ppeni, and themselves have been attained.

Performance Coal -- Students

The students of each academic team will show an average
increase of .5 (on a scale from 1 to 4) on the S'ilool Senti-
ment Index.

7. Preparatqly (Staff Development/Inservice) Activities

The Faculty Advisory Council will conduct an inservice program
on November 15, 1983, to increase the ability of advisors to work
effectively with their advisee groups in the affective area.

The academic team members will share the activities which they
have found to be effective with their advisee groups.

A committee formed by the Faculty Advisory Council will revise
the T/A booklet to make it more relevant to Ole Webster T/A program
as it has evolved since 1973 and more functional for each advisor's
use. The first use of the revised T/A book will occur in the 1984-
85 school year.
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8. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

The ideas gained from the inservice will be implemented on a

trial basis during the remainder of the 1983-24 school year. Imple-

mentation will be monitored through the weekly minutes of each

academic team and informal meetings and observations of advisors

and advisees by the principal.

9. Evaluation

The Irogram will be evaluated by members of the Faculty

Advisory Committee through the use of the School Sentiment Index,

advisor and advisee questionnaires, and observations by the prin-

cipal.

10. Refinement

Evaluation of the program in general and of newly developed

ideas will be done on an annual basis. A needs assessment will be

conducted bi-annually to identify :elements of the program that need

to be improved.

11. Time Schedule

Preplanning
Planning
Preparatory Activities
Baseline Year Evaluation
First-Year Implementation
Evaluation of First -Year

Implementation
Refinement

r2. Budget

Starting Date Ending Date

September 1983
October 1983
October 1983
1982-1983
1983-1984

November 1983
March 1984
March 1984
1982-1983
1983-1984

1983-1984 1983-1984

1984-1985 Lngoing

1983-84 Consultants $25n_nn; T A Manual writing $850.00.

Completed Project- -

Increasing Teacher-Student Communication, 1984-85:
Franklin High School, Franklin, WE

(Enrollment 780 in grades 9-12.)

Persons Who Planned and Monitored the Project: Franklin High

School Improvement Task Force--principal, vice principal, counselor,
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department coordinators, director of instruction, representative
teachers, and special service personnel.

Coal: To help students with their educational, social, and
personal problems and concerns.

Primary Implementation Activities: A "Let's Talk" program was
started. In this program seven teachers are available for one
period each day, a total of 35 hours per week, to talk with any
student about anything the student wishes. Between 50 and 60
students per week talk with the teacheri, about half of the total
enrollment each semester.

Kinds of student concerns pertain to school rules and proce-
dures, next semester's schedule of courses, participation in
extracurricular activities and social events, academic problems,
study skills, personal concerns, and peer relations. The teacher's
primary task Is to be available, to listen, to provide accurate
information, and to help the student interpret situations objec-
tively. Any serious problem beyond the skill or time schedule of
the teacher is referred

.
to a guidance counselor.

This program is an extension of the school's guidance program.
The members of the task force regard it as highly successful and
plan to continue it.
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Chaptor 10
Strengthening Home-School-Community Relations:

Parents, Business, and Labor Participate

Rationale

Design Objectives

Preplanning Activities

Prototypic Plan

School-Community Activities, 1985-85:
John Audubon (Humanities/Fine Arts Middle School), Milwaukee, Wi

Community Persons Coming To School, 1984-85:
More Middle School (Gifted and Talented Specialty Program),

Milwaukee, WI

Field THps Into Community, 1984-85:
Eighth Street Middle School, Milwaukee, Wi

Community Participation in Energy. Environment, and
Electronics Career Specialty Program, 1984-85:

James Madison High tu.hool, Milwaukee, WI

Community Participation
In Computer Career Specialty Program, 1975-85:

Washington High School, Milwaukee, WI



Rationale

Parents' attitudes toward school and education, their expecta-
tions about how much their child will profit from schooling, their
supervision of the child's education-related activities, and the
intellectual climate of the home are all related to how well the
child achieves. The quality of the interactions between the
parents and the school is another important consideration. Clearly,
it is advantageous for the school to attempt to influence these
factors in a positive way. An effective program of home-school
relations accomplishes this.

Cood home-school relations are especially important when any
major educational improvement program is undertaken. The program
is more successful when parents understand the program--its main
features and how it is expected to better the education of their
child.

One of the most reliable ways of influencing parents' atti-
tudes favorably toward schooling is through their participation in
individual conferences directed toward planning the child's educa-
tional program and discussing the child's progress and strengths.
Another is through small-group meetings in which a teacher and
parents discuss some facet of the educational program. A third is
through parent membership on school committees. All of these are
accomplished through an effective teacher-advisor program, a well-
organized parent advisory committee, or both.

Effective schools establish good working relations, not only
with the home but also between the school and the larger surround-
ing community. Individual teachers, counselors, and administrators
bring community persons into the achool and extend the school's
educationai activities into many community organizations and
businesses.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective

Effective communication and cooperative educational efforts between
the school and the community are carried out as part of a program
of home-school-community relations.
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Illustrative Enabling Objectives

A comprehensive program of home-school-community relations:

Is formulated and monitored by a school committee composed of

representative school staff, parents, and students.

Provides for frequent and effective communication between the

school and community.

Encourages the school staff to become fully aware of the home

and neighborhood conditions of their students.

Encourages parents and other community persons to participate

in in-school educational activities and to provide suggestions

to sid in decision making.

Involves parents in planning the educational program of their

child and in monitoring the child's progress.

Involves parents in responding to school requests for their

assistance in solving problems associated with their child's

performances, such as learning problems, attendance, conduct,

and the use of alcohol or other drugs.
---

Stimulates parents to encourage their child to attend school

regularly, behave well, and try hard.

Provides for the child's progress to be reported to the

parents regularly and meaningfully.

Preplanning Activities

The members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or

a task force on home-school-community relations carry out the pre-

planning activities and develop the improvement plan. Other

teachers, parents, students, and other persons are invited to

participaol in relevant aspects of the planning process. A dis-

trict official serves as an ad hoc member of the task force or as a

consultant to it. The preplanning activities take into account the

district guidelines on home-school-community relations.

Members of either the Educational Improvement Committee or the

task force carry out the following preplanning activities:

Study textbook Chapter 11, "Home-School-Community Relations."
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Study other Materials on "Career Education and Experiential
Learning."

Assess the school's present situation, identify how improve-
ments in the school's approach to home-school-community
relations will contribute to improving the school's educative
processes, outline possible means of implementing improvements
in the home-school-community relations program, determine the
kind of inservice education that will be needed, and estimate
the costs of preparing for and implementing the proposed
improvements.

Prototypic Plan

To enable the planning group to develop the improvement plan
expeditiously, arrange the planning group's teaching schedules and
provide substitute teachers as necessary so that the planning group
can meet during regular school hours. As necessary, arrange for
the idanuing group to meet outside school hours to gain information
and to plan.

I. Area of Improvement

Increasing Parental Involvement and Support and Extending
Educational Activities into the Community.

2. Need for Improvement

A needs assessment indicated that the parent advisory commit-
tee (PAC) is functioning quite effectively. However, only half of
the parents are participating in activities that the PAC has
recommended. Community persons are not participating as much as
desired in educational activities in the school, and students are
not participating in school-sponsored experiential learning activ-
ities in the community.

3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

100% of the staff and students, and selected parents and other
citizens.

4. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate, and Evaluate the Program

A task force on home-school-community relations.
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5. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

All teachers, all counselors, all administrators.

6. Improvement Coals

General Goal--Parent-School Communication

Parent-school communication will become more positive as more

parents participate in the activities for parents recommended by

the PAC. (The PAC annually will develop a list of activities in

which parents should participate. All parents will become aware of

the year's activities designed for the particular parents by being

sent a printed schedule early in the school year; their participa-

tion will be reinforced with a phone call from the PAC or the

school early each semester.)

Performance Goals

90% or more of the parents will come to the school when

L,quested and work constructively with the school on a problem

that their child is experiencing and that the school cannot

resolve withot parental support.

75% or more of the parents who are not presently encour-

aging their child to attend schoe regularly, to behave well,

and to try to learn will participate in a program designed to

aid them in understanding the school's goals and requirements

and the benefits of a good education for their child.

702 or more of the parents will attend group activities

that are designated for them and will interact poteLtively with

the school staff.

90% or more of the parents will attend a teacher-student-

parent conference each semester and will confer constructively

with the teacher and their child.

90% of the parents will resolve qu..:stions or concerns
they have by phone or in individual conferences.

General Goal--School-Community Relations

School-community relations will become more positive as more
community persons come to the school as resource persons and as

more students go into the community for programs of experiential

learning.
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Performance Goals

At least once per month a resource person or group will
provide a program to each clans that the class regards as
worthwhile.

All students will participate in at least one experien-
tial learning activity in the community at least once per
sea- r and will regard the activity as worthwhile.

7. Prepgratory Activities

Aid the school staff and PAC members in preparing to implement
the in-school and out-of-school programs by leading the study of
part or all of the correlated WRISE materials that the task force
used earlier as a preplanning activity, arranging for the staff and
representative parents to visit other schools and school districts
that have exemplary practices, securing materials from schools and
districts with effective programs, and arranging for other
information-gaining activities.

Analyze last year's parent activities in terms of attaining
desired goals. Modify, add, and drop activities bused on the
analysis. Prepare this year's schedule.

identify the parents who last year did not attend scheduled
events. Develop techniques for increasing their participation,
starting with identifying schedule conflicts associated with
parents' work or travel, single-parent conditions, and others.
Adjust this year's time arrangements accordingly.

Analyze last year's involvement of community persons in
in- school activities and of students' participation in volunteer,
school-sponsored, expeAiential learning activities in the commun-
ity. Modify or drop any that were not satisfactory. Identify
opportunities for additional involvement of community persons in
the school and of opportunities for students to participate in
community programs. Develop this year's program in as nearly final
form as possible.

S. First-Near Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

More Constructive Parent-School Communication

Activities involving parents are tarried out as scheduled.
Teachers, counselors, administrators, and PAC members use available
means -- telephone, mail, relic), TV--of informing and encouraging
parents to attend their scheduled individual conferences and group
meetings; absentee parents are followed up promptly. School staff
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responsible for the activities ensure that parents who attend any

activity are well received by the school and are encouraged to
interact constructively with the staff and students.

More Positive School-Community Relations

Community persons participate in in-school activities as

scheduled; students participate in community organizations jnd

businesses as scheduled. The community persons, the students, and

the responsible school staff carry out the activities in a mutually

supportive manner.

Monitoring Progress

Once or more per semester, assess whether the scheduled parent

participation and school-community programs are being attended as

desired and whether the positive interactions are occurring as

desired. Provide confirming information to persons for progress

toward attaining the goals, and follow up with school persons,

parents, students, and community persons who are not progressing as

needed to attain the goals.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of

Activities

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow, and also

of the preceding monitoring, is solely to improve home-school-

community relations, not to arrive at judgments that influence
teachers' or administrators' salaries or job security in any way.
Accordingly, a task force member who is not responsible for eval-

uating teachers' performances coordinates the activities.

More Constructive Parent-School Communication

A record of the parents who participate in the scheduled

activities and the frequency of their participation is kept. A

questionnaire is administered to the parents au= school staff to

secure their perceptions of the worthwhileness and other aspects of

the activities.

More Positive School- Community Relations

A record of the community persons who come into the school and

of the students who participate in community activities is kept. A

questionnaire is administered to the participating school persons,

community persons, and students to get their perceptions of the
worthwhileness and other aspects of the in-school and out-of-school

activities.
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10. Refinement and Renewal

A report is prepared summarizing the results of this improve-
ment program. The report is prepared in such a manner that the
results pertaining to any individual cannot be identified.

The cycle of goal setting, planning, implementatirn and eval-
uation will continue on an annual basis. Ineffective practices and
activities will be discontinued while effective practices and
activities will be maintained and strengthened. As the staff,
parents, and community continue to engage in this cycle of activ-
ities and as more sophisticated staff development continues, the
school will refine its capability for improving the education of
its students and will experience renewal as a social organization.

II. Time Schedule

Chapter 1 has suggestions on developing a time schedule.

12. Budget

Chapter 1 has directions for budget planning.

School-Community Activities, 1985-85:
John Audubon (Humanities/Fine Arts Middle School), Milwaukee, WI

Community Representatives Coming To Audubon

Auditorium Programs and Related School Programs

Friends Mime Theatre--fine arts/humanities
Commander-in-Chief's Guard--humanities, history
Robbie Clement -- humanities, social studies, fine arts, music
Hamilton High School--fine arts, music, band and orchestra
Pulaski High School--fine arts, music, band and orchestra
North Division High School --humanities /fine arts, black

history, chorus, dance, and music
Mr. James Cameron (author, historian) -- humanities,

history/literature
Mr. Gerald Wallace (author, musician)--humanities/fine arts
Reading Olympics--humanities, literature and "concern for the

human codition"
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Alverno College

December 1985

Planning session with deans and Audubon personnel for
increased cooperative efforts between the two institu-
tions

January 1985

Half-day joint faculty planning session for increased
involvement of both faculties and facilities in the areas
of critical thinking skills; dance, drama, music, and
art; nursing; and community service, tutoring, and

classroom aide

Second Semester

Ongoing contacts between both schools: nursing students
working with exceptional education classes; college
students tutoring Audubon students; planning for use Of
Alverno's stage and drama facilities for joint rehearsals
and productions; and use of Alverno's conference facil-
ities for Critical Thinking Inservice Workshops

Artist-in-Residence Programs

Muralist, stained glass artist, choreographer, and actors
visiting and working in classes and both large- and small-group
settings.

Other Resources

Project Business--community representatives from Wisconsin
Bell. Telephone, Delco Electronics, A/C Spark Plugs, etc. working
with 8th grade classes discussing future careers and education
requirements and explaining what the "world of work" is really

like.

Parent Tutors

Parents tutor AvAubon students in small groups or individual
settings.

Project Upward Bound

Marquette University counselors visit Audubon students and
counsel students for a program of pre-collegiate studies.
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Guest Speakers

Mr. Gerald Saffold explains business opportunities to Audubon
students.

John Cruhike speaks in health classes regarding planned
parent400d.

Norman Gill speaks on elections.

Barbara Bechtel shows slides on Russia.

Jim Cesar, Milwaukee Police Department, makes a presentation
to the Drug Advisory Committee.

Lloyd Hudson, a reformed prisoner, speaks en social improve -
went of the humanities.

Annual Open House

Parents,. relatives, and the community visit Audubon- (1983 Open
House was a Mardi Gras theme; 1984 was a Humanities Fair).

Annual Sports Night

Display of student athletic accomplishments and
(student/faculty games and student all-star games,
demonstrations, aerobic dance demonstrations, pep band,

Annual Winter Concert and Annual Spring Concert

Parents, relatives,
of all levels of

orchestra, chorus, swing

Annual Awards Day

competition
gymnastics

etc.).

friends, and the community attend concerts
students' musical activity (band,

choir, dance groups, etc.).

In honor of all levels of achievement within the Audubon
student body (includes fine arts/musical productions).

Annual Completion Day Ceremonies

Parents, relatives, friends, and community honor our departing
8th grade students.

Annual Special Olympics Pep Rally

In honor of our competitors from exceptional education classes
prior to their annual participation in 'the Special Olympics in
Whitefish Day.
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Special 25th Anniversary Breakfast

Former faculty, students, and friends of Audubon commemorate
the 25th anniversary of our opening.

Periodic Special Breakfasts

To recognize Honor Roll and other special achieving students.

Hoatin4 the City-Wide Forensics Tournament

/'
Over 500 participants in a secondary school city-wide tourna-

meet.

Audubon Going Into The Community

Fine Arts

Ensemble Noon Concerts presented in Alverno College cafeteria.

Band and orchestra trips to the Performing Arts Center's
school concerts performed by the Milwaukee Symphony

Orchestra
Annual Halloween Concerts--Audubon band and pompom squad

perform in neighboring elementary schools.
"Nutcracker Ballet"--Audubon students go to the Milwaukee

Ballet Company's annual production of "The Nutcracker."
Christmas Carol- -8th grade classes go the Pabst Theatre for

the Milwaukee Repertory's annual production during the
Christmas season.

Milwaukee Ballet--7th grade students go the PAC for the

pLrformance of "CarmLna Burana" and "Billy the Kid."
Audubon performing. groups--band, orchestra, chorus, swing

choir--visit neighboring elementary schools (Spanish -

class groups and aerobic dance groups also participated
in these visits).

Chorus groups perform during the holiday season at the Grand
Avenue, Southridge, and the main'Milwaukee Post Offices.

Woodwind ensembles participate with the holiday groups.
Band and Orchestra participate in the Wisconsin State Music

Association Contest.
Music students participate in the Milwaukee.Jazz Experience at

Alverno College.

Principal Avery Goodrich hosts parent-community meetings at
the Vel Phillips Community Center.
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Band and orchestra director Robert Davies and Learning
Coordinator Patrick Doyle visit elementary schools throughout the
cV....y for evening PTA meetings, usually presenting an .ensemble group
(flute and harpYand then a slide show presentation of Audubon.

Guidance counselcrs Jerry Polgcheck and Margaret McGinn visit
elementary schools in ti:e spring to counsel incoming students.

Audubon physical education teachers and exceptional education
teachers annually coach, ofticiate and actively participate in the
spring Special 01Impics held for vaccpLional education students.
Audubon students each year also field a competitive aeam for these
events.

Community Persons Coming To School, 1984-85:
Morse Middle School (Gifted and Talented Specialty Program),

Milwaukee, Wi

Ministers of the Community--awareness activity.
WITI Weatharman--science project.
Firemen--lectures and slides, fire prevention (safety) week.
Minority Prc;essionals--community awareness.
Adana Si--presentation on African culture and dance.
Community inner City Arts Group--presented play "The Bagman,"

educatAmal drama.
Morse Parent and Community Organization--human relations

activities, multicultural activities, Science Fair.
S'nator Mordecai Lee--kickoff for student participation in prcject

to restore the Statue of Liberty.
Hunger Project representatives--workahop for students on awareness

of hunger through= the world.
fotary Club members, representatives of Cle Chamber of Commerce,

Milrpukee School of Engineering -- judges and coaches for
Giympics of the Mind activities.

U.S. Navy representatives--caraer awareness.
Sheriff's Department representatives--caree awareness.
Mrs. Marlene cumminge-black family life.
Ms. Sharon Durtka--information. on China for 7ih-grade unit atudying

China.
Hazel Weatherall (cosmetalogist)--makeup demonstrations, hcwe

economics.
her.4.ion Modelsfashion, home economics.
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Field Trips Into Community, 198445:
Eighth Street Middle School, Milwaukee, Viii

Milwaukee Common Council--civic awareness.
Milwaukee Museum--research.
Central Library -- research.
Milwaukee Safety Building--civic awareness.
Milwaukee Journalcareer education.
Marquette Universitycommunity awareness.
Wisconsin Clubcommunity relations.
War Memorial Centercommunity relations.

Grand Avenue Mallcommunity relations.
Jr. Academy of Medicine, UWM--career education.

Inroads -- career education.
Upward Bound Programcareer education.
Marquette University-- career education.

Good Samaritan Hospital--peer counseling research.

Planned Parenthood -- health education.
Wisconsin Electric Power Co.-- science education.

NASA Space Exhibit -- science education.

Oriental Theatercultural awareness.
Ice Show--cultural awareness.
Tumble Brook Country Clubcommunity awareness.
Shrine Circus--recreation.
Hamilton High School Planetariumscience education.

Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago--science education.

Kettle Moraine Nature Preserve--science education.

Pabst Theater--cultural awareness.
Centennial nailcultural awareness. 4

Riverside Theaterculturrl awareness.
JMCF Radio Station--career education.

Mitchell Park Domes--career education.
ratH-inders--peer support counseling researea.

Numerous field trips associated with extra-evrricular clubs, teams,

and groups.

Community Participation in Energy, Environment, and
Electronics Career Specialty Program, 1984-85:

James Madison High School, Milwaukee, WI

The Career Speciality Program (CSP) has an advisory committee.

This Technical Advisory Committee is made up of individuals from

companies that donate time, effort, and material toward the success

of our program:
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Mr. Taylor Benson, Marquette Electronics
Mrs. Rose Daitsman, UWM. College of Engineering
Mr. Dan Folkaan, UW Extension
Dr. William Gentry, Johnson Controls, Iac.
Mr. William Heugel, _Milwaukee Council of Engineering and

Science
Mr. Tom Kavanaugh, Square "D" Company
Mr. George Kupfer, Milwaukee Health Department
Mr. Richard Meyer, Wisconsin Gas Company
Mr. Bruce Rubin, SE Wisconsin Regulatory Planning Committee
Mr. Al Stenstrup, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Mr. Greg Vogt, SCience, Economic, & Technology Center
Ms. Alice Wettstein, Wisconsin .Electric Power
Mr. Bill Zabriskie, GE Medical Systems

This committee meets 3-4 times annually.

Our high school business partners are Johnson Controls, Inc.,
and GE Medical Systems. They have both provided many services to
the school.

Printed brochures for Career Specialty Programs (CSP)--JCI
and GE

Revised out slide-cassette series for the CSP program--JCI.
Provided a $50,000 grant to Milwaukee Public Schools of which

a great part was spent at Madison for equipment for our
electronics program.

Shadowing pLograw--teachers were cent to JCI.ro ARP in perRon
the job of a counterpart in industry.

Consultant and speaker service--experts from JCI visited
Madison classes and shared their experience in our
classrooms.

GE provided rulers for our recruitment campaign.
CE has provided a parttime secretary for the CSP during the

busy recruiting and signup period.
JCI provided the staff at Madison a breakfast at the beginning_

of the school year.
JCI is providing incentives to students to be in school and on

time.

JC1 has provided summer jobs for the teachers over a six-week
period.

JCI has provided an internship opportunity for a CSP student
in their Quality Assurance Laboratory.

JCI has provided co-or opportunity for the business education
students.

JCI is providing teachers 70% reimbursement for workshops
taLen successfully.

GE provided a workshop for a faculty group that is involved in
supporting the students in the CSP.

GE provided a Youth Technology Award for students.
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GE provided a plaque to the outstanding CSP student in

electronics for the 9th and 10th grades.

GE and JCI have provided field trip opportunities for our

students.

Numerous other businesses, in addition to our partners, con-
tribute to our needs when they arc aoked,

Wisconsin Electric Power Company--booklets, films, field

trips, speakers, financial support, etc.
Wisconsin Gas Companybooklets, field trips, speakers, films,

etc.
Marquette Savings & Loan--field trip.
Industrial Towel and Uniform--field trip.
Central Methodist Church--field trip.
Plus others.

Community Participation
in Computer Career Specialty Program, 197545:

Washington High School, Milwaukee, WI

Twenty Milwaukee area businesses and educational leaders in

the field of data processing developed the Computer Data Processing

Career Specialty program at Washington High School in 1975 as one

of the career options for students in the Milwaukee Public Schools.

Two major objectives of the specialty program are to provide

students with an opportunity to explore computer related career

opportunities and to provide beginning training experiences which

are consistent with industry expectations for students where that

caroor area is compatible.

The Board of Directors of the Milwaukee Public Schools insti-

tuted the specialty school program to give all students the oppor-
tunity to experience training in their chosen career area.

Business leaders participate on the Technical Advisory Commit-

tee of the Washington High School Computer Specialty program

without students being aware of their involvement. This committee

guides, directs, and helps mold the program into one that trains

students for tomorrow's employment.

Introductw-y computer specialty students participate in a

career workshop .hat includes representatives from the businesses

throughout the M.I.lwaukee area. The students interview data

processing professionals to learn specific information about

training, duties, responsibilities, fringe benefits, and work
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atmosphere of computer businesses in the areas of programming,
operations, sales, technics support, engineering, and field
service. This workshop generally provides students with an
incentive to continue in their career explorations in data
processing.

After the first year! in the program, the students can be
belecLed fut.- liffeLeaL fied eApeKiences. Digital Equipment Corp.
and Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co. provide field experience
sessions for students to participate in data processing as it
applies. to their particul.r companies. The students visit the
companies, learn about employment opportunities and requirements,
tour the computer facilities, and participate in stimulating
discussions with data processing professionals.

As students approach their senior year, they are given the
opportunity to w'rk in area businesses in the computer operations
and computer programming departments. In 1984-85, 14 students were
employed in Milwaukee at A.O. Smith, Northwestern Mutual Life, J.C.
Penny, Wisconsin fell, Master Lock, and Marine Bank. The business
community has supported the specialty through these jobs since the
program's inception. Some of the students who were employed as
student interns during the seventies are supervisors of current
student interns.

Most teachers iny,..lveJ with the specialty program ...te

certified in mathematics /computer science or business/computer
science. Since all of our teachers teach in two curricular areas,
there are presently 15 staff members who provide a total of 38
daily classroom hours of computer related instruction. To date,
eight of these teachers have been trained by private industry in
the area of computer data processing. The training sessions for
the teachers last from 11 to IS weeks and provide the individuals
with knrwledge of today's technology. The Technical Advisory
Committee, mentioned above, has been instrumental in obtaining
placement for teachers in the training positions.
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Chapter 11
Guiding Improvement Through Locally Conducted

Research: Effective Schools Are Doing It

Rationale

Design Objectives

Improvement Research Method

Developing a Self-improvement Capability Aided by Research,
Burroughs Middle School, Milws.lIcee, WI

Developing a Self-Improvement Capability Aided by Research,
Ashwaubenon High School, Green Bay, WI



Rationale

Progress comes through research. Through research we find
solutions to current problems and also new means of advancing
knowledge and pr &ctice. We improve the quality of education
through rPsenrch.

A school staff that carries out its own improvement research
is telling parents and the public in general that, although we are
doing many things well, we want to do better. We ourselves have
good ideas regarding what might be better; we would like to try
them out. We welcome expertise dud cooperation from the district
office and the uni"ersity in conducting the research. But we want
it to focus on our problems and interests, not on their questions
or hypotheses.

Pause momentarily and recall the goal-based improvement
strategy--assess current status, identify areas of improvement, set
goals to be attained, plan to attain them, implement the planned
activities, monitor progress, and evaluate the outcomes. This
strategy is, in fact, a very powerful research method. Imple-
menting it involves scientific inquiry, or research, of the highest
significance for bettering the education of the particular children
who attend a particular school--the children of your school.

This chapter gives information about improvemen.; research, the
goal-based improvement strategy. The dramatic gains made by
iurrourhs Middle School and Ashwaubenon High School in two years of
implementing it are highlighted. Gains of these and eight other
schools are given in a r- earch monograph by H. J. Klausmeier,
Developing and Institutionalizing a Self-Improvement Capability
(see Appendix A).

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective

Knowledge ij extended regarding learning, instruction, school
structures and placesses, and utner factors related to schooling
through research conducted by school personnel and cooperating
individuals and agencies.



Illustrative Enabling Objectives

The school staff:

Develops the capability for carrying out its own improvement

research.

Participates With peraonnel and other individuals and
agencies in research specifically directed toward educational
improvement in its school.

Participates with individuals and agencies in research

directed toward extending knowledge concerning schooling.

Improvement Research Method

Improvement research was conducted cooperatively with schools
and dist:ict offices in the late 1950s, and it has continued since.
The method employed by the cooperating schools follows:

Assess your school's present status, its strengths and weak-
nesses, and briefly describe its educative processes. Retain

the assessment information (test scores, teacher ratings,

attendance, etc.) and the account of the educative processes
before starting any new improvement project. These first data
become the baseline year data againit which to compare out
comes (and educative processes) each year thereafter. Thus,

the data for each grade, for example, grade 7 or grade 10, of

the baseline year are compared annually with the data of the
same: grade, grade 7 or grade 10, for each year thereafter.
Changes in the data from year to year are related to the

improvement activities that were implemented.

Bas.:d upon the interpretation of the data, identify areas for
improvement and develop an improvement plan for each area,
including measurable goals, activities for achieving the

goals, and evaluation procedures for determining the extent to
which each goal was attained and the effectiveness of the

improvement activities.

Implement the activities and monitor progress toward achieving
the goals.

Carry out procedures to detrmine the extent to which the
goals were attained and to assess the effectiveness of the

improvement activities.
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As we saw in earlier chapters. the method is being employed
successfully by many schools in attaining goals stated in terms of
desired student outcomes, desired teacher outcomes, and improved
administrative, advising, instructional, curriculum, and evaluation
processes.

Developing a Self-Improvement Capability Aided by Research,
Burroughs Middle School, Milwaukee, 11111

(Enrollment 1,000 in grades 7*and 8 in 1983-84.)

Burroughs Middle School is one of 18 middle schools of the
Milwaukee School District. The racial composition of the students
in 1983-84 was 482 black and 522 white, incluoing some Hispanic and
native American.

Burroughs Middle School prepared its first school effective-
ness plan for the 1982-83 school year and delivered it to the
district office in May of 1982. The plan proposed improvements in
(a) student achievement as measured by a norm-referenced test and a
published criterion-referenced test, (b) implementation of the
district curriculum guides, (c) school climate, and (d) home-
school-community relations.

Achievement

Burroughs made dramatic gains in student achievement from the
baseline year of 1981-82 to 1983-84:

MEDIAN PERCENTILE RANKS FOR GRADE 7 EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT AND MENTAL ABILITY

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84

Subtest
1

N MDPR N MDPR N MDPR

Reading vocabulary 390 46.2 494 48.7 429 48.4
Reading comprehension 390 45.6 494 50.1 429 50.4

Mathematics concepts 389 58.3 489 64.3 421 64.1
Problem solving 389 57.8 488 58.2 417 58.2
Computation 390 65.1 489 65.5 419 65.9

Mathematics total 389 62.1 487 62.6 412 62.5

(continued)
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1981-82. 1982-83 1983-84

Subtest
1

N MDPR N MDPR N MDPR

Spelling 374 57.2 492 58.6 415 62.6

Capitalization 372 57.5 NA 414 62.9

Punctuation 372 56.9 NA 412 51.2

Language usage 372 51.6 NA 413 56.0

Language total 370 56.9 NA 411 61.5

Composite 350 55.6 NS NS

Mental ability 342 52.8 443 54.5 NS

1 Median achievement is based on May administration of Iowa Tests of

Basic Skills, Form 7, Level 13, 1978. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.

Mental ability is based on grade 5 administration of Otis-Lennon

Mental Ability Test, Elementary Ley 2, Form 3, 1967. New York:

Psychological Corporation.

NA: Test was not administered.

NS: Score was not provided.

We observe that the median percentile ranks were higher in

1983-84 than in 1981-82 in the 11 subtests of the Iowa Tests of

Basic Skills that were administered both years. Six of the 11

percentile ranks were above the 60th percentile in 1983-84; four

more were above the 50th percentile; and one, reading vocabulary,

was at the 48th percentile rank. These percentile ranks, except

reading, were above the median percentile rank in mental ability of

the 1982-83 students when in grade 5. It should.be recognized that

the mental ability of the 1983-84 students was probably lower than

that indicated for 1982-83. Only those students who were present

on the day of testing in grade 5 and who continued in the school

district from grade 5 into grade 7 are included in th,2 group on

whom the 1982-83 mental ability percentile rank is based.

The results based on the grade 7 standardized test may be

examined in relation to the grade 8 minimum competency test

results:
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NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS MEETING MINIMUM COMPETENCY
REQUIRENENTS FOR GRADUATION FRO HIGH SCHOOL

IN APRIL OF GRADE 8

9B1-82 1982-83 1933-84

Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math

Percent meeting 56.1 40.0 76.1 48.1 77.7 50.5

N met 231 165 305 193 384 249

N didn't meet 181 247 96 208 110 244

Total 412 412 401 401 494 493

1

Percentages meeting minimum competency are based on the students
who in April had taken the Basic Skills Assessment, Forms A, B,
and C, 1977. Reading, MA: Addison Wesley.

There was a large increase from 1981-82 to 1982-83 in the
percentage of students meeting the high school minimum competency
criterion in both reading and mathematics based on the Basic Skills
Assessment. The percentage increased from 1982-83 to 1983-84 but
not as much. However, if Burroughs continues the three-year trend,
the large majority of grade 8 students will meet the minimum
requirements in reading and the majority will meet the mathematics
minimum.

Indicators of School Climate

Information follows regarding indicators of school climate:

AVERAGE ATTENDANCE, SUSPENSIONS, ANT) FAILURES

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84

Z. Student attendance 92 92 93

% Students suspended 21 22 21

% Failures 10 8 11
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The average daily attendance increased from 92% to 93% from

1981-82 to 1983-84. This is excellent for a school in which the

majority of the students are from minority groups. The percentage,

of students suspended remained constant; and the percentage receiv-

ing failing grades increased slightly. Hopefully, the percentage

receiving failing grades wIll decrease sharply as achievement and

attendance contiaue upward.

Other Indicators of Institutionalizing An Improvement Capability

The improvement committee of Burroughs Middle School responded

to a questionnaire that included 34 items pertaining to the present

design for developing and institutionalizing a self-improvement

capability. The items were checked from 1 to 10 with 1 being the

lowest possible rating and 10 the highest.

The committee completed the questionnaire in the spring of

1984 and responded for both 1981-82 and 1983-84. All of the items

with a mean rating of 9.0 or higher for 1983-84 follow. The first

number at the end of the item is the 1981-82 rating; the second is

fur 1983-84; and the third is the difference between the two years.

How many teachers of academic courses presented clearly stated

instructional objectives to students? 8.50,9.00, +0.50.

For how many students were the curriculum offerings and

requirements appropriate (neither too demanding nor too

flexible)? 8.87, 9.25, +0.38.

In how many academic courses were curriculum content, instruc-

tion, and assessment closely related? 9.]1, 9.44, +0.33.

To what extent did the large majority of students receive

instruction in each of their academic courses suited to their

educational needs? 8.55, 9.00, +0.45.

On a typical day how many students were actively engaged in
learning activities for nearly all of their class time? 9.11,

9.55, +0.44.

To what extent did the large majority of teachers and counse-

lors aid students in assuming increasing responsibility for

learning well, disciplined conduct, and governance of student

activities? 9.22, 9.55, +0.33.

To what extent were school and/or district guidelines regard-

ing student conduct made clear to students and implemented

effectively by the school administration, teachers, and

counselors? 9.00, 9.22, +0.22.
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How often were students rewarded and recognized for exemplary
performances such as high achievement, regular attendance; and
trying hard? 9.00, 9.11, +0.11'.

To what extent did the principal provide effective leadership
by aiding the teachers in providing effective instruction, in
securing good student conduct, in working effectively with
parents, in gaining new knowledge and skills by participating
in staff development activities, etc.? 8.66, 9.11, +0.45.

To what extent were you veil satisfied with your job activ-
ities and interpersonal relations with other school staff,
students, and parents? 9.66, 10.00, +0.34. (NOTF: Every
respondent gave the highest possible rating.)

How many faculty members expected the students to achieve
well? 8.75, 9.3Y, +0.62.

To what extent did the principal involve either a new or an
existing group of teachers, counselors, and other persons in
planning and coordinating the school's improvement program(s)?
8.55, 9.11, +0.56.

To what extent did the academic teachers use assessment infor-
mation effectively to monitor student progress and to aid
students achieve well in each course taught by the teacher?
8.33, 9.33, +1.00.

To what extent was acoesement information of the current year
used effectively in setting the school's improvement goals for
the ensuing year and in preparing plans to attain the goals?
8.66, 9.33, +0.67.

To what extent did the pribcipal arrange teachers' class
schedules to enable groups of teachers and other staff with
mutual improvement interests to have a common tine during
school hours for carrying out their preparation, planning,
evaluation, and other activities? 8.00, 9.22, +1.22.

Based on all of the preceding information we see that
Burroughs Middle School made remarkable progress from 1981-82 to
1983-84 in institutionalizing its self-improvement capability. Its
organizational and support arrangements were already in place in
1981-82, and it made remarkable gains in student outcomes from
1981-82 to 1982-83. Continuing but smaller gains were made from
1982-83 to 1983-84 as student performances reached levels as ,high
as could be reasonably expected, based on their entering
achievement levels in grade 7.
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Related to the organizational structures and support arrange-
ments, Burroughs Middle School had a school coordinating council
that functioned effectively during all three years. This council
consisted of the principal, the learning coordinator, a counselor,

and representative teachers. Nearly all of the academic teachers
provided input to the council in the annual goal-setting/planning
process that atattcd in all schools of the Milwaukee School Dis-

trict in the second semester of 1981-82. During all three years,
the academic teachers and the students were organized into instruc-
tion and advisory groups that included a team of'academic teachers

and about 120 students. The principal arranged these teachers'
class schedules so that they, as well as the school coordinating
council, had a common time each day during school hours for carry-
ing out their preparation, planning, evaluation, and other activ-
ities. More than an equivalent of 20 half days were used each year
for inservice/staff development activities, including part of the
common planning period.

Burroughs Middle School implemented the goal setting-planning-
implementation-monitoring-evaluatiOn strategy very effectively the

last two years. Having the students and academic teachers organized
into instruction and advisory units enabled the teachers to imple-

ment the individual educational prOgrammi g strategy informally but

quite effectively, and to uae assessmen information regulirlyto
monitor each student's progress and t encourage each stuck', to
achieve well, attend school regularly, and demonstrate disciplined
conduct. It also permitted the teachers to implement the individual
instructional programming strategy reasonably effectively with all
st,,,dPnta and exceptionally well with those scol-ing at or below the
39th percentile in reading or in mathematics on the grade norm-

referent ea test.

DieweloWng a Self-Improvement Capability Aided by Research,
Ashwaubenon.High School, Green Bay, WI

( a.ollmcnt 1,093 in 1983-84 in,grades 9-12.)

AUhwaubenon high School is the only high school in the sub-
urban district. The racial composition of the-students is pri-
marily white and thc socioecenouzic level of the parents is average
and above averagc.

Achievement

This high school started to develop an improvement capability
in t981-o2 and foied its' Educational Improvement Committee in
1982-83. The first comprehensire plans regording achievement were
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developed in 1982-83 for the 1983-84 school year. The results from
1982-83 to 1983-84 are dramatic.

MEAN PERCENTILE RANKS FOR GRADE 10 STUDENT
ACHIEVFMENT AND MENTAL ABILITY

Subtest
1

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84

Vocabulary 63 57 71
Comprehension 69 64 72
Reading Total 69 62 74

Mathematics concepts 68 65 77
Problem solving '76 71 81
Mathematics total 73 71 80

Language mechanics 70 50 74
Spelling 54 50 61
Language arts total 63 64 68

Reference materials 68 66 80

Survey of applied skills 74 68 76

Social studies 64 57 74

Science 71 62 79

Composite 68 64 75

Mental ability 69 64 74

Number of students 270 265 288

1
Mean achievement is based on Science Research Associates Achieve-
ment Series, Level H for grades 9-12, 1978. Chicago: Science
Research Associates. Mental ability is based on Educational
Ability Series, Level 11, 1978. Chicago: Science Research Asso-*
castes. Teats were administered annually in January.

Mental ability and achievement in all except one area were
lower in 1982-83 than in 1981-82; however, they were much higher in
1983 -84 "than in 1982-83. 'In 1983-84 the achievement battery And
the mental ability test were administered in a mare personalized
manner, and the students were instructed in test-taking skills. A
small part of the higher mean achievement may be attributed to
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these factors. However, the large part of the increase in achieve-

ment is attributed to the plauned improvements that were made in

the content of the various academic subjects and in the instruc-

tional methods and materials that were employed.

Indicators of School Climate

Ashwaubenon focused on improving attendance and decreasing
discipline referrals starting to 1982-83, and it continued these

efforts in 1983-84. The results follow:

AVERAGE ATTENDANCE AND NUMBER OF DISCIPLINE REFERRALS,
SUSPENSIONS, AND DROPOUTS

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84

Average tinily attendance 902 94% 962

Number of discipline referrals 3,000 2,118 2,150

Number of suspensions 260 152 135

Number of dropouts 25 25 18

Daily attendance increased from 902 in 1981-82 to 94% in

1982-83 and then to 962 in 1983-84, a truly remarkabL: gain.

Despite this large increase in attendance, the number of discipline

referrals, susperisions, and dropouts decreased markedly across the

three years. These results are due to the planned improvements
that were implemented in these areas. With respect to these

results, the nuulber of discipline referrals, suspensions, and

dropouts might have been expected to increase rather than to

decrease, inasmuch as the increased attendance was due in part to

more regular attendance by misbehaving students and other students
who were having difficulty in the academic aubjects.

Other Indicators of Developing an Improvement Capability,

Members of the improvement committee of Ashwaubenon High
School responded to a questionnaire that included 34 items pertain-

ing to the present design for improving schooling. The items were

checked from 1 to 10 with 1 being the lowest possible rating and 10

the highest that could be assigned.
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The committee completed .Lhe questionnaire in the spring of
1984 and responded for both 1981 82 and 1983-84. All the items
with a mean rating of 7.75 or higher for 1983-84 follow. The first
number at the end of the item is the 1981-82 rating, the second is
for 1983-84, and the third is the difference between the two years.

To what extent 'lid the large majority of students receive
instruction in each of their academic courses suited to their
educational needu? 7.62, 7.75, +0.13.

To what extent were the school environment safe and the
classrooms free of discipline problems? 8.50, 8.87, +0A7.

To what extent did teacher education institutions offer credit
courses and noncredit programs tailored specifically to meet
the needs of the school staff for participatinc effectively in
educational improvement activities? 7.75, 8.37, +0.62.

To what extent were you well satisfied with your job activ-
ities and interpersonal relations with other school staff,
students, and parents? 7.87, 8.62, +0.75.

To what extent were school and/or district guidelines regard-
ing student conduct made clear to students and implemented
effectively by the school administration, teachers, and
counselors? 7.00, 8.25, +1.25.

To what extent did the principal provide effective leadership
by aiding the teachers in providing effective instruction, in
securing good student conduct, in working effectively with
parents, in gaining new knowledge and skills by participating
in staff development activities, etc.? 7.12, 8.:75, +1.13.

To what extent did the administrators and teachers share
professional and personal interests and concerns and convey a
spirit of enthusiasm and togetherness to the students and the
community? 7.00,, 8.37, +1.37.

To what extent did district officials verbally support the
school's programs, and activities to the school board,
citizens, etc.; arrange for consultant and other personnel
assistance; provide for essential inservice education; and
ensure essential monetary support? 6.37, 7.75, +1.38.

To what extent did the aciu:smic teachers use assessment infor-
mation effectively to monitor student progress and to aid
students achieve well in each course taught by the teacher?
5.87, 7.75, +1.8C.
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To what extent was assessment information of the current year

used effectively in setting the school's improvement goals for

the ensuing year and in preparing plans to attain the goals?

5.37. 8.37, +3.00.

How often were students rewarded and recognized for exemplary

performances such as high achievement, regular attendance, and

trying card? 3.62, 8.25, +4.63.

To what extent did the principal arrange teachers' class

schedules to enable groups of teachers and other staff with

mutual- improvement interests to have a common time during

school hours for carrying out their preparation, planning,

evaluation, and other activities? 4.37, 9.12, +4.75.

The preceding results are self-explanatory. However, each

item should be examined carefully and related to the goal-based
improvement strategy, the educational and the instructional improve-

ment strategies, and the support arrangements. The items with

changes in ratings above 1.0 are especially interesting.

Ashwaubenon High School had developed a functioning self-

improvement capability in 1983-84. It formed an educational

improvement committee for the first time in 1982-83. An executive

committee from this larger group was formed late in 1982-83. This

executive committee planned, led, and coordinated the improvement

activities in 1983-84, and it developed the 1984-85 plans. Most of

the academic teachers provided input to the plan for both years.

The faculty of Ashwaubenon High School continued to be organized in

academic departments, and it did not have a teacher-advisor program.

(Note in Chapter 9 that it started one in 1984-85.) Starting in

1982-83 and extending into 1983-84, teachers' class schedules were

arranged very effectively so that those with mutual improvement

interests had a common time during school hcurs for carrying out
their preparation, planning, and other activities. The equivalent

of 10 half days were used, including during the school day, for

teachers to participate in inservice/staff development activities

focused on attaining the school's improvement goals.

The goal setting-planning-implementation-monitoring-evaluation
process was led and coordinated with moderately high effectiveness

by the Executive Committee of the Educational Improvement Committee

for the first time in 1983-84. The Committee used available
assessment iniutwation effectively in setting the goals. Neither

the individual instructional programming strategy nor the individ-

ual educational programming strategy were fully implemented in

1983-84. However, the counselors attempted to arrange appropriate

educational programs for each student, and they used assessment

information to monitor the progress of students who were experienc-

ing difficulty.
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The gains made by Ashwaubenon High School from 1982-83 to
1983-84 in all areas are as high as can be expected. However, it
is possible that it will continue to make small gains in 1984-85 in
all areas except attendance, which is about as high as possible.
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Chapter 12
Implementing Improvement Processes

In Elementary Schools:
Successful Schooling Begins Here

Components of Effectively Functioning Elementary Schools

Improvement Plan
improvement of Mathematics Cwnputation, 198445:

Parkview Elementary School, Cedarburg, WI

improvement Plan---Improvirmant in Cc rposition, 198344:
Thorson Element/my School, Cooarburg, Wi

Improvement PlanStaff Renewal, 198384:
Paricview Elementary School, Cedarburg, WI

Activities Planned To Increase School Eff ectiveness, 1984-85:
Auer Avenue Elementary School, kWh rutee, WI

Activities Planned To Increase School Effectivene4s, 1984-85:
Richard Kluge Elementary School, Milveaulare, WI
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Chapters 2-11 of this Guide are written for persons interested
more in the improvement of secondary schooling than in elementary
schooling. This chapter is for persons more interested in the
improvement of elementary schooling. Chapter 1 is for both.

The first part of this chapter outlines the seven major
components of an effectively functioning elementary school. All of
these components must be considered in starting and institutional-
izing a school's self-improvement-capability. The next part of the
chapter gives illustrative improvement plans--improving mathematics
computation, improving written composition, and staff renewal. The
last part of the chapter outlines activities planned by two schools
to increase their effectiveness in several different areas of
schooling.

Persons interested in elementary schooling should study
Chapter 1 and then this chapter. Next, they should examine any of
Chapters 2-11 to identify ideas that will help them with any area
of improvement they may wish to undertake., Iz is important to
recognize that much of the information in Chapters 2-11 regarding
middle schooling is entirely relevant for elementary schooling.
Also, the seven components of schooling and related concepts and
practices given in this chapter are treated in detail in the
earlier chapters having the same title as the components.

Chapter 1 is to be studied in detail because it presents an
overview of a basic improvement strategy that is being implemented
at all levels of schooling, a detailed description and an illustra-
tion of a 12-step planning process being used at all school levels,
illustrative school district admisistrati structures and pro-
cesses, district guidelines that are pert ent to all the schools
of a district, and support for improveme.t at any school level.
These critical processes, concepts, practices, and support arrange-
ments are only mentioned in this chapter but are not discussed in
any detail.

Just as it is well for those interested in improving elemen-
tary education to examine Chapters 2-11 for helpful ideas, so also
is it instructive for those interested in secondary schooling to
study this chapter. Continuity in curriculum and instruction and
cooperation among the staff across school levels is a very important
improvement consideration. Moreover, it is much easier for any
school of a district to develop and institutionalize a self-
istproveiseue capability if all the schools of the district are
stimulated and aided in doing so by the district office, supported
by the school board.

Looking forward to the components of elementaty schooling,
recognize that the discuseon focuses on improvement but that the
improvement idea includes identifying and maintaining practices
that are already effective.
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Components of Effectively Functioning Elementary Schools

Administrative Arrangements

The elementary school principal, with input from the faculty,
organizes the school's educational improvement committee (EIC).

This committee is the key organizational structure for educational
improvement. In some schools, it is an existing committy: that
adds educational improvement to its other activities, whllc in

others it is a newly formed group. The committee is an integral
part of the school's administrative organization.

Forming the EIC is the first step in starting the school's
self-improvement capability. The committee is composed of the

principal, representative teachers of each grade or team, and, in
some schools, ether staff. The committee represents all of the
school staff that will be involved in implementing any improvement
activity.

The EIC is responsible for leading and coordinating the

school's improvement process as follows. The committee, with input
from the entire staff and according to the district's philosophy
and goals, takes responsibility for assessing its school's strengths
and weaknesses, identifying areas of improvement, setting ;goals
related to each area, and developing a plan to attain each goal.
To insure successful implementation of the planned improvement
activities, the committee monitors progress toward attaining each
goal. Toward the end of the year the committee evaluates the
extent to which each goal is attained.

This improvement process is explained fully in Chapter I, and
detailed attention is given to developing improvement plans. Illus-
trative plans are provided later In this chapter.

The principal, as leader of the EIC, insures that the follow-
ing and other conditions are arranged to enable the school staff to
plan, implement, and evaluate improvement projects successfully
(more information regarding all administrative processes is given
in Chapter 2):

Secures district office and community support of the school's
improvement projects and creates a school environment favor-
able for school improvement.

Works out teaching schedules so that the EIC and other groups
of teachers with mutual improvement interests can meet regu-
larly during school hours to carry out their cooperative
group planning, problem-solving, and other activities.



Provides the essential preparatory (inservice/staff develop-
ment) activities that teachers need before implementing the
planned improvement activities.

Provides the equipmeat, instructional materials, evaluatio,a,
devices, and supplies that are essential for the successful
implementation of the improvement projects.

Insures that classroom instruction is not interrupted by
external evente (announcements, unplanned visits, etc.).

Aids teachers in improving instruction, monitoring children's
progress, and classroom management through regularly scheduled
observations followed by individual conferences.

Provides recognition to teachers for effective teaching and
classroom management.

Organizing Teachers and Children for
Instruction and Advising

Excellent elementary schools pay attention to how students and
teachers.are organized for instruction and advising. The organiza-
tional format for instruction and advising sets a general expecta-
tion for role performance and for the informal interpersonal
Working relationships among the staff. It also affects children's
interpersonal relationships and their opportunity for learning as .

well as the school's interactions with the children's parents.

In most elementary schools the teachers and children are
organized into self-contained, age-graded classrooms. In other
schools, they are organized into units of 3 to 5 teachers and 75 to
125 children. The teachers also serve as advisors to 15 to 25
children of the unit.

In the unit arrangement, the teachers work as a team to
identify the content and materials of_ instruction and to determine
the instructional and evaluation strategies each team member
employs. They share information about their students and teach a

class-size group individually or they share in teaching all the
children of the eutire unit.

team:
In the unit organization, one teacher of each instructional

Chairs the meetings of the team.
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Serves on the ETC and participates in the committee's planning
and other activities.

Transmits information, decisions, and plans from the teaching
staff to the EIC and from the EIC to the teaching staff.

Each team of teachers cooperatively:

Develops the procedures for planning, monitoring, and

evaluating each child's instructional program.

Plans and evaluates the team's instructional strategies.

Related to the group's instructional functions, the teachers:

Outline the content to be taught.

Develop games, learning "'centers, work areas, and other
aids to teaching and learning.

Plan the use of time, materials, and modes of instruc-
tion.

Participate in all aspects of the team's planning and
evaluation activities.

Carry out their individual instructional activities in
accordance with the team's plans.

Providing Effective Instruction
and Personalizing Advising

Instructional programming for the individual student is a very
powerful strategy for improving all aspects of instruction. Its

focus is on the individual student rather than the classroom as a
group. It is a three-phase strategy (see Chapter 4). First, the
teacher plans an instructional program for each child during the
first week of each semester and again later during the semester.

The instructional plan indicates a list of the objectives in each
curricular area that the child will try to attain, the type of
activities and materials the child will use to attain the objec-
tivcc, and the tcols And procedures that will be em-
ployed.

In the second phase, the teacher provides the learning
activities that aid the child in attaining his pr her objectives
and regularly monitors the child's progress. As part of the

monitoring process, the teacher confirms the child's correct
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performances, identifies specific difficulties the child is
experiencing, and aids the child in overcoming the difficulties.

In the third phase of implementing the strategy, the teacher
evaluates the .appropriateness and value' of the child's instruc-
tional program in each curricular area. The teacher nses-this
information in developing the child's next instructional plan.
Based on the evaluation of all the children's programs, the teacher
may formulate recommendations regarding changes in'the curriculum,
parent-teacher interactions, or any other aspects of schooling.

Individual instructional programming is not one -to -one in-
struction. Any child's program may include small-group and whole-
class activities as well as some one-to-one. The strategy implies
that there is no single.method of teaching that is appropriate for
all children and all teachers. However, there are some common
features of effective instructional programming for individual
children. These common features are relevant for teachers of
self - contained classrooms as well as teachers in teams:

Instructional procedures and activities are carefully planned.
Children are aided in, getting ready for new learning activ-
ities.

What is to be learned and what is to be done (objectives and
requirements) are understood by the child and instruction is
focused on,the objectives.

Unequal amounts of time are allocated to children of different
entering achievement levels to attain the same objectives.

Different learning pathsinstructional materials and
activities--are provided to take into account each child's
unique learning characteristics.

Different amounts of both teacher-directed and student-
initiated individual, pair, small-group, and whole-class
activity are provided to take into account each child's need
for structure and preference for mode of instrUctionNO

Printed materials, audiovisual materials, and direct exper-
iencing are varied to take into account each child's preferred
mode of learning--visual, auditory, or kinesthetic.

Each child's progress in learniniv,is monitored carefully and
children are aided in overcoming difficulties by reteaching
and other techniques.



Classroom management procedures are carefully planned.

Teachers demonstrat3 their caring for the children and inter-

act positively with them.

Rules regarding classroom -onduct are understood by the child
and are enforced fairly by the teachers and the principal.

Each child uses the entire class period in active learning.

Children arc expected to learn well and achieve high in
relation to their entering achievement levels in each cur-
ricular area.

Teachers publicly recognize children's high achievement,

effort, regular attendance, punctuality, self-disciplined
conduct, helpfulness to others, and other actions indicative
of good citizenship.

Teachers demonstrate enthusiasm, fairness, and orderliness.

The principal and district officials provide teachers the
conditions essential for effective teaching,. support the

teachers, and aid them in resolving problems of instruction
and classroom management.

With respect to the advising process, whether in homeroom or a
formal advisory group:

Each teacher serves as an advisor to a group of children.

Special education teachers, psychologists, and counselors work
with children who have excepticnal needs.

Each teacher meets with his or her advisees and their parents,
as a group, to explain the advising process.

Each teacher conducts three or more individual conferences per
semester with each child for the purpose of planning, monitor-

ing, and evaluating the child's instructional

program. Parents participate in two or more of these

conferences per year.

Each teacher confers individually with his or her advisees
regarding personal and social problems and provides small-
group instruction regarding personal and social development.



Curriculum Improvement

Changing the content of the curriculum acid increasing or
decreasing the amount of time allocated for instruction in the
various curricular areas are powerful means of, influencing what
children learn. Other means include changing textbooks and other
instructional materials, instructional activities, and evaluation
techniques.

The district office attempts to improve the curriculum of all
the schools by developing curriculum guidelines. District curricu-
lum guidelines are usually developed by committees consisting of
representative teachers from each level of schooling and curriculum
specialists from the central office. The district guidelines
provide a structure that is intended to meet the common educational
needs of all children, regardless of the particular school of the
district a child attends. At the sate time, however, the guide-
lines are adapted, by each school and teacher to meet the unique
educational needs of each child. A general strategy that local
school staffs employ in improving their school's curriculum follows
in abbreviated outline.

Each school bases its curriculum on the district's educational
philosophy and the school's program goals. 'Course goals, course
content, and materials and methods of instruction are in accord
with the district philosophy and the program goals.

Each school focuses its curriculum on children's acquiring
knowledge and understanding, learning skills or learning strate-
gies, attitudes and values, and action patterns in the following
programmatic areas:

Communication, including reading, writing, speaking, and
listening.

Mathematics.

Science and technology, including computer technology.

Social studies.

The visual and performing arts.

Family and home membership.

Citizenship.

Related to the preceding areas, local school curriculum
committees and individual teachers:
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Identify or prepare content outlines.

Identify or formulate subject and unit objectives.
JIM

Identify or prepare instructional materials, including printed

and audiovisu-al materials, that individual children use to
attain their objectives.

Formulate instructional methods, including the use of time and
materials, that enable individual children to attain their
learning goals.

Ensure that assignments and lessons are neither too demanding

nor too easy for any child.

Ensure that the content, the teacher's methods, and the

teacher's assessment of achievement are closely related.

Establish procedures for reporting to the students and parents
(and for ensuring a just and fair system of grading if letter
grades slre used).

Encouraging_Children's Responsible Decision Making,
Self-Discipline, and Citizenship.

Parents and the public in general want elementary schcols to

encourage good citizenship. They want children to try to learn,
behave well, respect authority, get along well with other children

and with adults, and carry out other actions that are beneficial to

themselves end to society. They want children with increasing age
to make wiae decisions and to become increasingly self-disciplined.

Wise decision making is learned (see Chapter 6). Il students

do not learn decision-making skills while in the elementary school,

they %.4.11 experience difficulties in the middle school. Similarly,

if students are given no opportunity in the elementary school for

exercising self-discipline and demonstrating other aspects of good

citizenship, they will not meet these demands successfully upon
entering middle school. Accordingly, elementary schools set and
attain goals such as the following:

The children progressively assume more responsibility for

learning well, self-disciplined conduct, regular attendance,
and other aspects of good citizenship. In their classes and
in meetings with their teachers they learn decision-making

skills that help them to make educational decisions as indi-

viduals and concepts and skills that enable then to partici-
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pate in shared decision making with other students, the school
staff, and parents.

Each child exercises increasing initiative for making deci-
sions and accepting the related consequences of the decisions.

The children as members of small groups take increasing
initiative for making decisions and accepting the responsi-
bility for the decisions regarding the gover.lance of the
class, attendance, conduct, and other aspects of good citizen-
ship.

Responsible children serve as officers and participate as
members of governing groups, such as the student council, and
as members of school committees, such as school lunch or
birthdays of national leaders.

In achieving the preceding goals, effective schools:

Foster a learning environment that encourages each teacher to
try to meet the educational needs of each child and to take
into account the child's learning characteristics, including
entering achievement level in each basic skill area.

Recognize not only the highest achieving children but also
those who consistently try hard and achieve well in relation
to their entering achievement levels.

Recognize children publicly by displaying their pictures in
the classroom and school corridors, posting their names and
the nature of their recognition in the classroom ay-1 school
corridor; iiving special field trips, luncheons, and other
events for them; and writing letters to their parents.

Try to recognize every child for something at least once each
semester.

Effective schools also develop written guidelines regarding
discipline and attendance democratically, thus involving the
administration, teachers, parents, and responsible -,lder children.
The guidelines are made clear to everyoneschool staff, parents,
and children--and are enforced consistently and fairly by everyone.
The guidelines indicate what teachers do in implementing them and
what district officials and the prindlpal do to aid and support the
teachers.

Discipline. Lrooming, and Similar Items

Emphasize a child-centered, self-disciplined approach rather
than a punitive, adult-controlling approach to conduct,
grooming, and dress.
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Recognize that each child's conduct, and misconduct, is a
product of the child's attitudes and actions, the child's
home/neighborhood conditions, and the school situation itself.
Accordingly, make clear to children and parents what is

expected and how the expectations are co be attained.

Carry out recognition activities pertaining to discipline such
ns the preceding ones for learning aue achievement.

Work toward developing a positive self-concept in each child
(see the activities of Auer Avenue Elementary School given
later in this chapter) and. constructive home-school*inter-
actions (to be described later in this chapter).

Attendance and Tardiness

Make clear to parents and their children that perfect atten-
dance iP expected, except for illness, and that the child is
expected to arrive at school on time. If a child its tardy or
misses school to share a business activity or a vacation
with the parents, indicate the responsibility of the parents
and the child for taking up the work that is missed and the
effects the absence will have on the child's grades and
promotion.

Recognize good individual attendance with
to those given earlier.

Provide recognition to groups of children,
classroom or a grade,

Evaluating Student Learning
and Educational Programs

techniques similar

such as those of a

Principals currently collect considerable data. as evidence of
meeting state or federal standards. These data are usually com-
piled only for complying with reporting regulations. A copy of
the report is filed in the principal's office and the report is
forgotten until the next year. However, in many schools, the staff
uses the data to achieve higher student outcomes and to improve the

school's educational processes.

A list of measurement devices widely used in elementary
schools follows:

Teacher-constructed paper-and-pencil tests, performance tests,
work samples, and observations. One or more of these devices
is used in each grade from kindergarten on.
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A standardized norm-referenced achievement test battery
administered in at least two grades in either the fall or the
spring.

Criterion-referenced tests, including minimum competency tests
in various skill areas, administered in the fall and spring,
starting in grade 2 or 3.

A mental ability test in grades 2 and 4 or 3 and 5.

Other measures of outcomes in the cognitive domaincreativity,
writing skills, thinking skills, etc.--as frequently as desired
by the school.

An inventory of learning styles.

Average daily attendance (annual).

Incidence of discipline referrals (annual).

Informal evaluation that is conducted without gathering and
analyzing quantitative information is not to be overlooked. For
example, the primary teachers getting together at the end of the
first month of school to share their opinions regarding how well
they are meeting the educational needs, of the children can be more
useful than studying test scores insofar as improving instruction
is concerned. Similarly, the intermediate grade teacher may use
part of the last week of the semester to secure each child's
opinion regarding the worthy/Idleness and appropriateness of his or
her mathematics or any other area of instruction, and the results
of the evaluation are used in improving the educative processes of
the school. Evaluation is interpreted to include pre-assessment,
ongoing assessment, and post-assessment.

Schools use the preceding information in implementing each'
phase of the general improvement.strategy that was explained in
Chapter 1 and mentioned earlier in this chapter:

Assessing current status.

Identifying student outcomes that are satisfactory and that
are to be maintained, and identifying other student outcomes
that are to be improved.

Setting measurable improvement goals related to each area of
improvement and developing a plan to attain the goals.

Implementing the planned activities and monitoring progress
toward attaining the goals.
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Determining the -xt-mt to which each goal was attained and the

improvement activitie:, were effective.

Evaluation informatlon has many other uses including the

following improvement related activities:

Assessing the extent to which individual children attain

minimum competency objectives and other educational objec-

tives.

Arranging an appropriate instructional program for each child.

Monitoring each child's progress in each curricular area to
insure success and to avoid failure.

Evaluating the child's instructional program.

Making changes in the curricu'am and other components of

'schooling.

Reporting to parents and to the school's educational community.

Effective Home-School-Community Relations

Excellent schools have established good working relations
between the home and school as well as between the school and

community. The, teachers and principal have frequent contact with

parents and other citizens. The school staff, parents, and other

citizens work together in providing effective schooling for the

children through a program of home-school-community relations.

A smooth functioning program'of home- school -community rela-

tions:

Is planned, implemented, and monitored cooperatively by a
school committee composed of representative school staff and

parents and other citizens. A key element here is a parent-

teacher organization. The organization includes the princi-
pal, a.'representative teacher and a parent from each grade or

other unit of organization, and sometimes a school board

member or other citizen.

Provides for frequent and effective communication between the

school and community that enables parents and other citizens

to understand the school's educational, including improvement,

programs and enables tea:hers to understand the hone and
neighborhood conditions oi the children they teach. Activities
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designed to attain this goal include the P.T.O. distributing a
school newsletter; conducting group events for parents and
school staff for purposes such as overviewing an improvement
project or recognizing children's accomplishments; carrying
out a community fund-raising project; or surveying parents by
questionnaire or telephone regarding some aspect of schooling.

Encourages parents and other community persons to participate
in in-school educational activities. For example, parents
participate in individual conferences with the teacher to plan
the instructional program of their child and to monitor the
child's progress. The parents respond to school requests for
assistance in solving problems associated with their child's
performances, such as learning problems, attendance, and
conduct; and they encourage their child to attend school
regularly, behave well, and try hard;: Parents and other
citizens come into the school for activities such as tutoring
children; providing information to groups of children; and
teaching children specific skills, such as playing a musical
instrument. Other activities of this kind are indicated later
in this chapter for Auer Avenue Elementary School, and middle
school activities were given in Chapter 10.

Encourages teachers and children to participate in community
activities. Field trips, visits to museums, and attending
cultural events are common. Less common but equally important
are school visitations to the homes of the children.

Provides for the child's progreas to be reported to the
parents regularly. Reporting progress fully and accurately is
important for all children. However, it is critical for
children in schools that have established a minimum level of
competence in each basic skill area that each child must
attain zither to advance at the end of each grade or at the
end of the last grade of elementary schooling. As indicated
earlier, the individual conference is the only effective means
for reporting this area of progress to parents. This is
because the reporting must be detailed, indicating precisely
where the child is in each skill area and what the teacher is
doing to aid the child in meeting the minimum criteria.
Homework and parent participation in aiding the child are
clarified, in these conferences. The school also reports to
parents regarding the child's conduct, attendance, and emo-
tional and social development. Similarly, the parents present
information to the teachers. In this way, parents and teachers
exchange information that aids them in educating the child at
school and in the home.

Looking to the remainder of this chapter, we shall examine
three improvement plan summaries and the planned school effective-
ness activities of two schools.
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Improvement Plan
Improvement of Mathematics Computation, 198445:

Perky law Elementary School, Cedarburg, WI

1. Area of Improvement

Improvement of Mathematics Computation.

2 Need for Improvement

A needs assessment by the school staff indicated that some

children were not achieving as high as desired in mathematics

computation. A detailed analysis of the 1983-84 standardized test

scores in mathematics computation showed that the achievement means
of the grade 4 and grade 5 students were above expectancy, based on

their mental ability scores. However, the upper quarters of each
grade in mental ability were slightly below expectancy. Also, the

achievement means of grades 2 and 3 were below expectancy, mainly

because of their ,below-expectancy achievement in adding and sub-

tracting whole numbers. Examination of the locally constructed
criterion-referenced test confirmed these results.

3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

100% of students in grades K-5, except those classified as

having exceptional education needs.

4. Persons Who Planned and Will Coordinate and Evaluate the

Program

Instructional Improvement Committee consisting of the princi-

pal, a teacher from each of three teams, K-1, 2-3, and 4-5, and two

specialist teachers of reading and emotionally disturbed children.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

All K-5 teachers.

6. Improvement Goals

General Goal

High student achievement in math computation will be main-

tained in the upper, grades, and achievement in the primary grades

will be raised.

'Performance Goals

The mean mathematics achievement computation score of

each of the four quarters of each grade 1-5 in mental ability
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will be equalto or higher than their mean mental ability
score.

The mean mathematics achievement computation score on the
subtests dealing with adding whole numbers and subtracting
whole numbers will be at or above the expected score, based on
mental ability, in the primary grades (higher achievement on
these subtests will also raise the total mathematics computa-
tion score).

7. Preparatory Activities

Meet within teams to discuss possible problem areas in the
curriculum, use of materials, 'teaching techniques, learning activ-
ities, etc.

Hold cross-grade' level meetings to diieuss the preceding
items.

Meet with teachers of other schools to discuss the preceding
items and get suggestions on ways to solve some of the problems.

Summarize the ideas gained and determine which ones will be
implemented by each team.

8. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Use the new techniques, ways of grouping, activities, and the
materials as planned.

Increase the daily and weekly time spent on mathematics where
appropriate.

Try to keep all the children on task during math instruction.

Continue to visit other schools to view their mathematics
programs in action.

Monitoring Progress

Each teacher will regularly check the progress of his or her
group and also of individual students.

Each team member will report progress and identify problems in
regular meetings of the team.

The Improvement Committee will discuss progress and concerns
at its regular meetings. The District Director of Instruction will
attend some of these meetings and observe teachers' classes as time
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permits. The principal and Director of Instructica will provide

assistance and consultation to the teams.

9. Evaluation

Each team will meet to assess the effectiveness of the new

strategies.

The standardized and locally constructed mathematics tests
will be administered to all children of grades 1-5 in the spring.

The Improvement Committee will examine the test data to

determine the extent to which the goals were attained and to assess
the effectiveness of the improvement activities.

10. Refinement

This project will be continued for several years. changing

methods, materials, -etc. as appropriate. The goal is to ensure

that each child achieves as high as can reasonably be expected and

that each teacher continues to refine his or her teaching compe-
tencies.

11. Time Schedule

1184-8e_paraccatmAc

October. Teachers search for ideas and materials at the WEA

Convention.

October-November. Teachers meet in-house and at other schools

to discuss instructional techniques, activities,

materials, etc.

1984-85 Implementation and Monitoring

October-May. Teachers try new techniques, materials, and

activities.

Teachers visit other schools and districts to

observe other math programs in action.

The District Director of Instruction observes

Parkview math classes and as appropriate offers

suggestions for improvement.

January. The Improvement Committee meets to assess the pro-

gram thus far and to offer input for the interim
report to the District Improvement Committee.
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The principal submits the, required interim progress
report to the District Committee.

January-March. Teachers continue to meet, to share informa-
tion, discuss progress, concerns, etc.

April-May. Administer the standardized and locally con-
structed tests to all students in grades 1-5.

May-June. The Improvement Committee collects and makes a
preliminary analysis of the current year's data.

June. The principal submits project report to the District
Committee.

June-July. The Improvement Committee meets to Ira:Ike s final
analysis of the 1984-85 data and to prepare the
1985-86 plan.

12. Budget

$350.00 - Extra pay to teacher committee members for time
teachers spend during the summer of 1985 to compile
and analyze evaluation data and to plan 1985-86
program.

$300.00 - Materials to aid math instruction in 1984-85.

$100.00 - Preliminary compilation of spring test data by
clerical person.

Improvement PlanImprovement In Composition, 1983-84:
Thorson Elementary School, Cedarburg, WI

1. Area of Improvement

Improvement of Composition in grades 3, 4, and 5.

2. Need for Improvement

In a schoolwide needs assessment, the elementary teachers of
grades 3-5 indicated that some children were not learning to write
as well as desired. Standardized test results also showed some
children achieving below expectancy.
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3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

100% of the children in grades 3, 4, and 5, excluding those
classified as having exceptional education needs.

4. Persons Who Planned and Will Coordinate and Evaluate the
Activities

The Committee on Individualized Instruction that includes the
principal, the counselor, the reading specialist, and a teacher
from each of three teams, K-1, 2-3, 4-5.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Activities

All third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade teachers.

General Coal

Children of grades 3-5 will improve their writing skills.

Performance Goals

Children will increase the magnitude of vocabulary as
indicated by the total number of running words used in a
composition.

Children will increase the diversity of vocabulary as
indicated by the number of different words used in the first
50 running words of a composition.

Children will improve the content/.0 of a composi-
tion as indicated by comparing tehilcilsComposition with

other papers (holistic method).

Children will use a title' for each composition and

improve its appropriateness.

Children will write each paragraph in a composition as a
group of sentences organized around a main idea.

Children will write a topic sentence as an expression of
the main idea of every paragraph.

Children will improve in the Licairacyi.jLsjjgleirellin.

Children will use correct terminal punctuation in each
sentence.

Children will capitalize the first letter of the first
word in each sentence.
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7. Preparatory Activities

Hold cross-grade 'Eve' meetings to discuss the goal; and to
identify activities to attain the goals,

Visit other schools that are working on the improvement of
writing skills.

Attend workshops and conferences related to improving composi-
tion. f '

Summarize the information from the various sources and id,atify
what is relevant for this school.

8. ,First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Teach the components of\ the K-S language arts curriculum,
Written Expression, giving special emphasis to the content

- indicated in the preceding performance goals.

Implement new teaching techniques ideTAiiied through the
preparatory activities.

Increase the amount of time given to the various aspects of
written composition indicated in the objectives.

r-
Attempt to keep all children on task during language arts

instruction.

Return the compositions on the same day they are written if
possible.

Point out errors the child has made and have the child correct
the errors, giving assistance

1

as necessary.

Continue to visit other schools to gain ideas.

Monitoring Progress

Each third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade teacher will regularly
monitor the progress of the children.

Each teacher will report progress and problems regularly to
the principal.

The teacher and principal will meet at least once per week to
discuss progress and to plan.
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The District Director of Instruction will observe classes and

attend principal-teacher meetings.

The principal and District Director of Instruction will pro-

vide consultation and other forms of assistance.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Cosi Attainment and Effectiveness

At least once per month, the teachers will meet with the
principal and give their informal evaluation of the effectiveness

of their instructional progrec.

All children will write a composition during the second week

of October and another one during the second week of May. No

'assistance will be provided. Children will be allowed to use
classroom dictionaries and no time limit will be imposed.

The,compositiona will be assessed by a panel of nonteachers
(principal, Director of Instruction, District Reading Coordinator)

using the Thorson School Composition Scale. The scale contains the

scoring criteria, decision rules, and point values for each of the

areas of composition included iu this improvement plan.

The results of the panel's assessment will be disiussed with

the grade 3-5 teachers in a meeting before the close of the school

year and the effectiveness of the various materials, exercises,
instructional procedures, monitoring process, and principal and

district office assistance will be estimated.

10. Refinement

This project will be continued into 1984-85 with modifications

based on the evaluation. Further preparatory (inservice/staff
development activities) will be provided as necessary.

11. Time Schedule

Preparatory Activities: August-September, 1983

Planning: September-October.," 1983.

Implementation: October 1983-June 1984.

Evaluation: November 1983-June- 1984.
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Improvement PlanStaff Renewal, 198344:
Parkvlew Elementary School, Cedarburg, WI

I. Area of Improvement

Staff Renewal.

2. Need for Improvement

Teachers informally indicated stress arising from the possible
closing of one of the three elementary schools of the district and
from other sources. associated with this possibility. The stress
appeared to be interfering with their enthusiasm for continuing to
work more hours than required by the master contract.

3. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

All of the teachers; no children.

4. Persons Who Planned and Will Coordinate and Evaluate the
Program

Committee of principal and six volurteer teachers.

5. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

All teachers of grades K-5.

6. Improvement Coals

General Coal

Promote staff renewal through more communication among
teachers and individual and group means of reducing stress.

Performance Goals

Each teacher will gain a better understanding of the

causes of stress and means of coping with it.

Each teacher will indicate a reduction in stress from
September to May.

7. Preparatory Activities

Form a volunteer committee of the principal and six teachers
to plan a program, attain the goals, monitor progress, an4 evaluate
the results
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8. First-Year Implementation Activities and Monitoring Progress

Implementation Activities

Committee on stress summarizes results of inventory adminis-
tered in the spring of 1983 and the fall of 1983, presents and
discusses results in general terms at team meetings.

Hold rap sessions in Faculty Lounge to discuss school closing
issues, facts, and perceptions.

Write to other schools for descriptions of their stress reduc-
tion and staff renewal programs.

Parkview teachers meet with teachers from the other two elemen-
tary schools to share ideas.

Collect articles from various sources for teachers to read and
discuss.

Resource person addresses teacher stress in general in one
session and specific issues identified through administration of an
inventory in a later session.

Stress Committee summarizes means of stress reduction that may
be relevant for individual teachers and groups of leachers of
Parkview.

Teachers discuss the means in team meetings and rap sessions.

Teachers address sources of stress, such as use of coffee and
cigarettes, family and teaching responsibilities an3 related con-
flicts, interpretation of events perceived as threatening, avoid-
ance of some stressful situations, and sharing of stressful feel-
ings and events with other teachers.

Teachers attend relaxation sessions conducted, by &gather

teacher.

Monitoring Progress

Stress Committee informally monitors progress through talking
with one another and other teachers.

9. Evaluation in Terms of Goal Attainment and Effectiveness of
Activities

Administer stress inventory in spring and compare results with
fall administration.
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Survey teachers to assess the degree of change they felt could
be directly attributed to the improvement activities.

10. Refinement

Continuation of the program will depend upon staff response in
May of 1984.

11. Time Schedule

Preparatory
First-Year Implementation
First --Year Evaluation
Refinement

12. Budget

1983-84

$150.00 - Resoerce person
$100.00 - Materials

Starting Date

September 1983
October 1983
September 1983

Dependent on

Ending Date

November 1983
May 1984
May 1984

May results

Activities Planned To Increase School Effectiveness, 1984-85:
Auer Avenue Elementary School, Milwaukee, WI

All of the activities planned for 1984-65'related to curricu-
lum and instruction in the basic skills, school climate, evaluation,
and parent-community involvement follow.

Reading

The ultimate goal of the Auer Avenue reading program is to
foster an appreciation for reading. The Auer Avenue reading
program will facilitate the achievement of this goal by providing
reading instruction and experience which assist pupils in develop-
ing their reading competencies through the assimilation of skills,
concepts, and attitudes necessary for them to read effectively.
The reading program will emphasize time-on-task activities. that
relate to increased achievement in, all reading skill areas.

1. A comprehensive reading model will be provided for the staff.

2. A reading task force will be continued to review expectations
in reading.

3. The staff will coordinate classroom/remedial reading services
for Chapter 1.
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4. Supplemental readers will be sent home for pupils to read to

their parents.

5. A Hoffman Reader parental tutorial program will be established

to supplement reading instruction for intervention pupils.

6. A systems 80 reinforcement center will be established in the

IMC.

7. The staff will be actively involved in the assessment and

monitoring process.

8. A Junior Great Books Program will be conducted for outstanding

and interested readers,

9. Oral reading will be emphasized.

10. "Direct Instruction" and "Time-on-task" with related practice

and application will be emphasized.

11. Reeling skill instruction in other curricular areas will be

emphasized.

12. Grade level expectations will be followed at each grade level.

Mathematics

The goal of,the Auer Avenue mathematics program is to provide

a balanced approach to developing proficiency in computation skills,

math concepts, and problem-solving skills. Emphasis will be placed

on math concepts and problem-solving skills. The Missouri Math

Model, the Racine mini-math materials, and D. C. Heath materials

will be used for instruction.

1. All pupils will master objectives for their grade placement as

stated in the adopted Heath Math sr '.es.

2. The Missouri Math Program direct instruction will be followed.

3. A total content schedule will be developed.

4. Math Facts Cards will be sold in the office.

5. Monthly newsletter will highlight math activities.

6. Grouping of children based on ability, with the top group
working above grade level when appropriate, and total content

coverage by all grades.

7. .Staff will set and review expectations in math.
_AC
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8. Staff will coordinate classroom instruction with Chapter 1

math program.

9. Staff will be actively involved in the assessment and
monitoring procesies.

10. Reinforcement opportunities will be provided for the low math
groups during special help periods.

11. Math facts will be emphasized.

12. Computer Assisted Instruction will be provided for eligible
children in grades 4-6.

13. Homework will be assigned, collected, and corrected Monday
through Thursday.

14. The administration will.visit math classes.

15. Pre- and posttests accompanying the Heath program will be used
to determine classroom progress.

16. Math facts will be reviewed daily and tested weekly.

17. Suggested home activities will be included in newsletter to
parents.

18. Mini-math will be used to stress problem solving and review.

19. A primary and intermediate Math Olympics program will be held.

20. Grade level expectations will be followed by each grade level.

Language Arts

The ultimate goal of the Auer Avenue language program is to
produce writing which is of appropriate quality for each student's
grade level. Our program teaches children to write through active
participation'and stresses the process of writing. The Laboratory
Approach to Composition Writing, the M.P.S. Grade Level Expecta-
tions, and the Macmillan textbook will be used for instructional
purposes. Emphasis will be on the development of sentences,
paragraphs, and composition in writing and of penmanship, listen-
ing, and speaking skills. Students will be expected to be good
communicators by being able to listen, speak, and write
effectively.

1. A local Language Arts Model will be used.

2. A highly structured, direct instruction model for teaching
language arts will be used.
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3. Forty-five minutes of direct instruction in language will be

provided daily.

4. The Chapter 1 reading teacher will reinforce language skills

in the Chapter I reading classroom.

5. Language classes will be visited regularly.

6. Grade level expectations will be followed at each grade level.

7. Selections of students' compositional and functional writing

will be included in the parent newsletter and bi- aonthly

bulletin board.

8. Each child will get a chance to perform in a stage presenta-
tion.

9. Students will correct Daily Oral Language Activities daily.

10. Students will be tested each Friday on Daily Oral Language.

11. Awards will be given for outstanding compositions.

12. Three assessment meetings will be held. Students' language

work will be examined by the Language Arta Specialist and

principal. Specific findings will be made and discussed.

13. The staff will be continuously inserviced on the Laboratory

Approach to Compositional Writing.

School Climate

Auer Avenue will develop a strong instructional program which

will enable each child to be academically successful and therefore

develop a positive self-concept. The interrelationships between
staff and students will be stressed. Activities which will enhance

a pupil's self-image will be developed and stressed throughout the

school year. Self-reliance, self-discipline, self-control, and a
willingness to excel will ensure our students' success in a wide

range of life skills.

1. Attractive bulletin hoard displays of pupils' work will be

institutvd.

2. School spirit will be enhanced through the use of a school

motto, goals, school colors, emblem, and tote bags.

3. Periodic assembly programs will be instituted with the

students being the presentors and announcers.
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4. The use of the magic words "Good Morning," "Good-Afternoon,"
"Excuse Me," "Please," "Thank You," and "I'm Sorry" will be
employed by all staff and students.

5. An honor roll and awards day will be held each semester.

6. A Student of the Week
including the Program
L.D. classroom.

7. A Student of the Year
including the Program
L.D. classroom.

will be designated,
for the Academically

will be designated,
for the Academically

1st through 6th,
Talented and one

1st through 6th,
Talented and one

B. A School:Spelling Bee will be held in the second semester.

9. Students in all grades will own and use homework folders which
should be taken home and returned to school daily.

10. A Career Month program will be conducted.

11. A Math Olympics event will be held.

LiEvalgj'ITw12yf2;;iveness

The staff at Auer Avenue School will continue to evaluate
program effectiveness. We will continue to utilize a parent
questionnaire and staff questionnaire to survey the perceived
effectiveness of our program. Test taking materials will be, used
to improve students' test taking skills. The staff will also use
standardized test data to evaluate program effectiveness.

1. Pupil progress in reading, math, and language will be moni-
tored and assessed three times during the year.

2. A staff questionnaire regarding recommendations for improve-
ment for the next school year will be issued at the end of the
year.

3. Test scores will be shared with staff members and appropriate
curriculum and instructional changes instituted to improve
academic achievement.

4. A monthly report regarding children's reading levels will be
perused by the principal.

5. An assessment of the implementation of the various policies in
the Auer Avenue handbook will be carried out by the principal.

6. Task forces of teachers will be formed to review and improve
various aspects of the Auer Avenue educational program.
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7. Test taking materials will be utilized:

Scoring High in grades 2 through 5.
Mini Tests in grades 1 through 6.
Indianapolis Test Readiness in grades 1 through 6.

Parent-Community Involvement for All School Comkonents .

Auer Avenue School will develop a broad-based structure of
parent-community involvement in the school. Parents will provide

assistance during the Book Pair, fund-raising events, P.T.O.

meetings, a volunteer program, and tutorial assistance. Parents

are always welcome at Auer Avenue School for classroom observation

and parent/teacher conferences. Parents will also provide positive
role models by participating in Career. Month where parents and

others cone and share their careers with students.

1. A P.T.O. will be established.

2. A parent/student handbook will be provided.

3. A parent newsletter will be sent hone monthly.

4. Parents will be inserviced as tutors for the Hoffman reading

program.

5. A Book Fair will be held.

6. A Chapter 1 Parent Advisory Group will be formed and will meet

regularly.

7. Parents will be invited for Awards Night each semester.

8. Test scores and testing procedures will be provided parents at

appropriate times during the school year.

9. A parent questionnaire regarding recommendations for improve-

ment for next school year will be issued at the end of the

year.

10. A fund raiser for the P.T.O. will be held.

11. Parent volunteers will be inserviced to operate and staff the

I.M.C.

12. Teaching teams will prepare periodic newsletters to parents
regarding expectations, materials needs, and classroom rules.
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Activities Planned To increase School Effectiveness, 198445:
Richard kluge Elementary School, Milwaukee, WI

Selected activities follow for this school.

Curriculum and Instruction

Provide a quality education for all students so that more
pupiis' level of achievement will be at or above appropriate grade
levels, as identified by MPS, by increasing time-on-task in areas
of reading, math, and language.

1. Strive to meet minimum grade level requirements in reading,
math, and language:

Review and discuss curriculum materials and grade level
expectations at staff meetings and/or grade level meet-
ings.

Develop pacing schedules that will increase the amount of
content covered and reflect high, expectations for academic
achievement.

Plan for regular and more effective use
time.

Include a writing activity as a part
weekly language curriculum.

of special help

of each class's

Children above grade level may be used to tutor students
below grade level:

2. Allow time in each grade's weekly program for social studies,
science, health (including physical education), art, and
music:

Correlate or integrate subject areas to support each
other.

Incorpu,_ special aromas of emphasis (i.e., Black
History, Law, vtc.) into lese existing subjects.

3. Schedule a specific amount of time (a minimum of 1/2 hour per
group) for direct instruction per subject area in reading,
math, and language arts.

4. Motivate children by relating lessons to real life situations
(story problems in math).
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5. Implement volunteer help to accommodate instructional needs in
all content areas. (Recruit parents and students.)

6. Give homework which reviews and reinforces reading, language
arts, and math instruction. Continue building-wide homework
policy.

7. Provide individual pupil exchanges in reading and math, as
needed.

8. Give students practice tests and. instruction on test-taking
mechanics in an attempt to improve standardized testing

results.

9. Award certificate or other recognition to children for comp',e-

tion of reading books.

School Climate

Maintain a high level of achievement, attendance, and expecta-
rtons for behavior.

1. Establish strong and consistent discipline rules uniformly
enforced by all staff members:

Administrator post and discuss rules in each room.

Send copy of school rules to parents in September.

2. Emphasize use of positive reinforcement:

Recognize academic and behavioral progress of all

students (citizenship and scholarship awards).

Continue school attendance award.

Recognize good behavior (a duplicated form signed by
administrator and passed out by teacher at least twice
annually). Teacher judgment will be used as criteria.

Provide added activities to promote better school spirit:

Special Events Day
School Colors Day
Awards Day
Birthday Recognition

(card and candy)

Dress-up Day
Hat Day
Crazy Sock Day
Rainbow Day
Silent Reading Period

4. Encourage attendance and nontardiness by positive reinforce-
ment as point systems, certificates, etc.
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5. Instill a sense of responsibility in each
purchase of needed materials.

6. Limit interruptions such as selective use
determined times.

Teacher announcements 8:00 - 8:15
2:00 - 2:15

Student announcements 8:45 - 9:00
2:00 - 2:15

child by encouraging

of intercom at pre-

7. Establish a good attendance room award to be displayed outside
the classroom.

a
8. Administration and staff will choose a monthly topic fostering

attitudinal improvement.

Implemented by classroom teacher and administrator.

Teacher will lead discussion group in individual class-
rooms concerning this or other pertinent topics.

Instructional Leadership

Administrators should be directly involved with the instruc-
tional process, monitoring teacher performance and providing
guidance and support to staff, and maintaining quality educational
and improved behavioral standards.

1. Implement and monitor the Richard Kluge School Effectiveness
Plan during the 1984-85 school year.

2. Continue monitoring teacher planning and strategies and pupil
progress:

Intervention conferences.

Individual teacher/principal conferences concerning
reading, math, and language progress.

Classroom observations.

3. Increase involvement in educational process:

Classroosli viiiits for age pui Juba uf pozitive
relationships between students and principal.

Promote and enforce rigid adherence to school'rules.

Continue monthly newsletter.
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Continue to acquaint new students and parents with the

educational goals of Kluge School.

4. Support and cooperate with the Richard Kluge Science Center.

5. Review and update the Richard Kluge School Effectiveness Plan

for the 1985 -86 school year.

4
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Appendix A
Correlated Instructional, Materials

and Their Uses In Locally ConduCted
Insert/Ice Programs
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Secondary School Materials and Their Uses

Research monovaph: h. J. Klausneier, Developing and Institutionaliz-
ing a Self-Imgrovement,Capabilitx: Structures and Strategies of
Secondary Schools. Lonham, MD: University Press of America, in
press.

Correlsiterl Textbook s and School
eriences Audiocassettes: WiSconsin Program for the Renewal and

Improvement of Setoridary Education

The textbook; The Renewal and Improvement of Secondary Education:
Concepts, and Practices, is available from University Press of America,
4720 Boston Way, Lanham, MD 20706. Phone (301) 459-3366. The manual,
ten filmstrips, and nine school experiences audiocassettes are avail-
able from CCL Document Service, Wisconsin Center for Education
Research, 1025 we Johnson Street, Madison, WI 53706. 'Phone (608) 263-4214.

Guide Ch. 1: Implementing Basic Improvement Processes: Every School Can
Text Ch. 1: Introduction and Overview of an Improvement Design
Filmstrip: Introduction to the Wisconsin Program for the Renewal and

Improvement of Secondary Education

Guide Ch. 2: Administering School Improvewent: Dynamic Leadership
Text Ch. 8: Administrative Arrangements and Processes
Text Ch. 12: Support Arranaaments
Filmstrip: Administrative Arrangements for Shared Decision Making in

Seecindary Schools
r Audiocassette: Experiences of a Middle School and Two Senior High

.Schools with Administrative Arrangements for Shared Decision Making

Guide Ch. 3: Arranging Total Educational Programs for Students: A
Helping Ind

Text Ch. 2: Aucational Programming for the Individual Student
Filmstrip: Educational Programming for the Individual Student in

Secondary Schools: Part I
Audiocassette: Experiences of Two Middle Schools and Two Senior High

Schools with Educational Programming for the Individual Student:
Part I

Guide Ch. 4: Improving Instruction: TeachLt Involvement Is the Key
Text Ch. 3: Instructional Programming for the Individual Student
Filmstrip: Educational Programming for the Individual Student in

Secondary Schools: Part II
Audiocassette: Experiences of Two Middle Schools and Two Senior High

Schools with Educational Programming for the Individual Student:
Part II
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Guide Ch. 5: Updating the Curriculum: An Annual Priority

Text Ch. 4: Curricular Arrangements
Filmstrip: Curricular Patterns in Secondary Schools

Audiocassette: Experiences of a Middle School, a Junior High School,
and Two Senior High Schools with Curricular Patterns

Text Ch. 51 Career Education and Experiential Learning
Filmstrip: Work and Other Career Education Activities in Secondary

Schools
Audiocassette: Experiences of a Middle School, a Junior High School;

and Iwo Senior High Schools with Work and Other Career Education

Activities

Guide Ch. 6: Student Decision-Making Arrangements, Self-Discipline,

and Citizenship: Democracy Includes Students, Too
Text Ch. 6: Student Decision-Making Arrangements
Filmstrip: Student Decision Making in Secondary Schools
Audiocassette: Experiences of a Middle School, a Junior-Senior High

School, and Two Senior High Schools with Student Decision Making

Guide Ch. 7: Evaluation and Improvement Strategies: Using Information

Constructively
Text Ch. 7: Evaluation and Improvement Strategies

Filmstrip: Evaluating Student Learning and Educational Programs in
Secondary Schools

Audiocassette: Experiences of a Middle School and a Senior High
School with. Evaluating Student Learning and Educational Programs

Guid0 Ch. 8: Organizing Students and Teachers for Instruction: It's

Time To Replace 19th Century Patterns
Text Ch. 9: Organization for Instruction and Advising
Filmstrip: Instruction and Advisory Arrangements in Secondary

Schools
Audiocassette: Experiences of Two Middle Schools and Two Senior High

Schools with Instruction and Advisory Arrangements

Guide Ch. 9: Personalizing Educational Advising: How To Combat the

250:1 Ratio
Text Ch. 10: Teacher-Advisor Programs

mstrip: Teacher-Advisor Programs in Secondary Schools

iocassette: Experiences of a Middle School, a Junior High School,
and Two Senior HighSchools with Teacher-Advisor Programs

Guide Ch. 10: Strengthening Home-School-Community Relations: Parents,

Business, and Labor Participate
Text Ch. 11: Home-School-Community Relations

Guide Ch. 11: Guiding Improvement Through Locally Conducted Research:

Effective Schools Are Doing It
Text Ch. 13: Research -Based Educational Improvement
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Usin& the WRISE Materials

To bitable to use the materials in inservice 'activities
effectively, the staff development leader or leaders should be
familiar with the design in its entirety and all the materials. They
must (a) have a coiplete set of the materials and ssfficient copies of
each item to meet the inservice needs of the staff, 0) have essential
projection equipment and facilities,and (c) have a _Plan for using the
materials. Both the filmstrips and the audiocassettetiNshould be
previewed immediately before use by the leader (a DuKane\projector can
be used for both the filmstrips and the school experienceS\
audiocassettes), and projection equipment should be tested 'to sesure
that it functioning properly and that the leader can operate\it.
Instructions regarding-the projection of the filmstrip and'the'
audiocassettes are provided in the printed guides that accompany these
materials.

The materials may be used in several different ways in a school's
internally conducted inservice program. The amount of material that
is used and how it is used depend upon (a) the goals of the inservice
program (b) the time arrazgemignts that are worked out for conducting
the inservice program and (c) the daily schedules of the staff. We
now turn to these considerations.

Establishitg Goals and Techniques of the Inservice Program

The inservice goals that follow are representative, not
exhaustive.

Each staff member gains information about each WRISE improvement
strategy and facilitative organizational structure and uses the
information ;a) to increase his or her knowledge of educational
improvement, (9 to assess the school's current status and needs for
improvement, and (c) to identify one or more areas for starting a
schoolwide improvement program.

One technique for achieving this inservice goal is for an
improvement committee member to lead either whole staff sessions or
sessions for smaller groups of staff members. By this technique, the
goal of the inservice program is clarified in the first session and
the WRISE concepts and materials are introduced. The introductory
filmstrip is shown. In the next sessions the leader typically
introduces each component, introduces and shows the filmstrip,
introduces and plays the pertinent segment of the audiocassette,
preseats key ideas from the text, and leads discussion. Interested
staff members study the text between sessions, using the copies
available in the IMC.
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Another technique is for the inservice leader to organize the
faculty into groups. The leader aids each group to become
knowledgeable regarding one to three of the components. Each group
then reports back to the entire faculty.

Each staff member gains information about WRISE components that
can be implemented individually or by small groups without starting a

schoolvid improvement program.

Tavattain-this-inservice-goal,.the task force presents an
overview of WRISE to the entire faculty and then organizes teachers
into groups according to their interest in areas such as adapting
instruction more effectively to students' educational needs, improvtgg
evaluation, increasing student decision making and decreasing
discipline problems, or establishing better home-school-community
relations. After the groups are identified and time schedules are
worked out, the techniques employed-in attaining Goal 1 are followed.

Each staff member involved in an improvement effort that has
already been identified by a task force with input from the staff
ains colets information re ardin the CON onent or component areas

to be improved.

This is a frequently occurring inservice' goal and it is not as
time consuming to attain as the others..,lo achieve this goal, task
force members either use the introductory 'filmstrip to show the
faculty how the area selected for improvement is related to the entire
WRISE program or they move directly to the Air (s) selected for . ---eR1
improvement. Depending upon the size of the fa lty, the proportion
of tile faculty involved, and the time available, 'the task:force
provides the inservice education to the entire group or to smaller
groups in the same general manner as described earlier for Goals 1 and

2. The primary difference is that more use is made of the textbook
since it contains helpful details that could not be included in the
filmstrips or audiocassettes. 4

v

.

Each staff member new to the school aina an understandini of the

WRISE strate les or or anizational structures that the school is
already implementing.

Many schools are already implementing one or more of the
improvement strategies, such as teacher advising to promote the
educational development of each student, or an organizational
structure, such as systematic curriculum development. In achieving
the goal, the improvement committee employs inservice techniques
analogous to those employed in attaining Goal 3.
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Time Arrangements for Inaervice Activities

Concentrated Worksho mi of 2-4 Da s. In many school districts
workshops o two to four days can be conducted prior to the opening of
the school year, between the semesters, and after the students have
\completed their Last classes in May or June. Typically, ,the
participants are paid for part or ell of these days.

One-Day Sessions. Many school districts provide for one or more
teacher inservice days during each semester of the school year.
Typically, additional pay for the participants is not required.

\

\ Part-Day Sessions. Some schools designate certain days as "Late
Arrival" and others as "Early Dismissal" for students.

Teacher Preparation Period.
class period-to-prepare for their
be used for inservice
improvement activities related to

2tia_u.linperiods. Teachers typically have a second
period each day during which they carry out various non - teaching
task. Some of this period may be allocated not only for inservice
but also for planning and for carrying out non-teaching improvement
actiiiities,such as advising students.

pefore/After Students Arrive and Leave. The school day generally
begins prior to the arrival of students and extends beyond the
dismissal time.

Teachers are generally provided one
classes. Although this time cannot
teachers can use it to prepare for
their-own classes.

Released Time. Through the approved use of substitute teachers,
aides,and student teachers and by teaming arrangements, individual
teachers are released from their teaching responsibilities, especially
for planning activities and curriculum development.

Daily Schedules

The classes of teachers on task forces, improvement committees,
teaching teams, etc., are scheduled the semester before the group
meets weekly or more often. This is done to assure that the group has
a common, meeting time. Often the teaching schedules are arranged to
free the \first or last period of the day or the first or last period
before the lunch period thereby doubling the amount of time available
to the grOup. Careful scheduling also makes it possible for all the
members of most departments to have a common meeting time during
regular school hours.
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District Use of the Materials in Inservice Education

Principals must feel comfortable abort an improvement effort
before starting it. District officials must judge the effort to be
economical and effective before supporting it. One way to Achieve
these goals is for a district official and the principal of each
secondary school to familiarize themsekis with the program. This can

be accomplished in a series of five or six half-day sessions.

To achieve the earlier goals, the inservice activities were led
by a member of the scho.01's improvement committee. The activities
could be led by a district official or in cooperation with a district
official. A desirable situation involves a cooperative effort by the
local school and the district office. This kind of effort is enhanced
when the district also has an improvement committee and has designated
one person as the district's improvement coordinator.

Other Uses of the Materials

-The materials may be used in other ways. For example, the
district administrator shows the introductory filmstrip to the school
board when securing board support for starting an improvement effort
in one or more schools and for establishing an office of school
improvement in the district office.

Parents and other citizens are shown relevant filmstrips to
acquaint them with what the school is planning or is already
implementing.

Student members of school councils and committees are shown
relevant filmstrips, listen to audiocassettes, and engage in other
information gathering activities.

Elementary School Materials and Their Uses

Materials

Klausmeier, H. J. 1985. Educational psychology (5th ed.). New York:

Harper & Row.

Ch. 2: Aims and Objectives of Education
Ch. 3: Theories of Child and Adolescent levelopment

Ch. 4: Theories and Conditions of Learning

Ch. 5: Individual and Group Differences

Ch. 6: Instructional Theory, Technology, and Leadership

Ch. 7: Motivation .

Ch. 8: Verbal Information
Ch. 9: Concepts and Principles
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Ch. 10: Problem Solving and Creativity
Ch. 11: Motor and Vocal Skills
Ch. 12: Attitudes and Values,
Ch. 13: Personality Integration and Classroom Discipline
Ch. 16: Evaluation of Student Learning and Educational Programs

Klausmeier, H. J., Rossmiller, R. A., and Saily, M. (Eds.). 1977.
Individually guided elementary_ education: Concepts and practices.
New Yqrk: Academic Press.

Ch. 1: Origin and Overview of IGE
Ch. 2: The Multiunit Organization
Ch. 3: Instructional Programming for the. Individual Student
C. 4: Developing Mathematical Processes: The Elementary Mathematics

Program for IndividL .11y Guided Education
Ch. 5: PRS: A Pre-reading Skills Program for Individually Guided

Education
Ch. 6: The Wisconsin Design: A Reading Program for Individually

Guided Education
Ch. 7: Measurement in Individually Guided Education
Ch. 8: Evaluation for Instructional Decision Making
Ch. 10: Home-School-Community Relations in IGE
Ch. 11: Facilitative Environments for IGE
Ch. 12: Continuing Research and Development

Lipham, J. M., Rankin, R. E., and Hoeh, J. A., Jr. 1985. The_principal-
ship: Concepts, competencies, and cases. New York: Longman.

Ch. I: Determining the Goals of the School
Ch. 2: Organizing the School
Ch. 3: Providing Educational Leadership
Ch. 4: Improving Educational Decision Making
Ch. 7: Working Effectively with Staff
Ch. 10: Enhancing School-Community Relations

Using the Elementary Materials

The elementary materials are used in the same ways as the secondary.
The important considerations are establishing the goals of the inservice
program; having sufficient copies of the materials to attain the goals;
providing capable leadership from the school, district office, or other
source for each component of interest; and working out time arrangements
so that the relevant local staff can participate at times when they are
not already tired and worn out.
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Appendix B
Elementary School Simulations



Cif. INSTRUCTIONS volt mammy mom SIMUIATIONS

The simulated alesnetery school enrolls 525 students in grades K-6. The full-time
certified staff consists of the principal, guidance counselor, INC director, 20 teachers, and
2 special education teachers.

The school has a new principal who is experienced and considered highly effective. A
key factor in selecting the principal was a new state policy encouraging the improvement of
elementary educatton in the state. The principal, in consultation with key faculty members,
formed an Educational improvement Comaittes (EIC). The committee consists of the principal,
counselor, IOC director, one teacher froa each grads, Kg-6, one teacher frail related arts
(art, music, and physical education), and one teacher from special education.

At the first meeting of the EIC, a smaller Executive Committee consisting of the principal,
three teachers, the related arts umber, and the special education teacher was formed to con-
sider starting an improvement program.

You are a member of the Executive Committee. The first simulation that follows is designed
to give you experience as a committee member in identifying and prioritising the improvement
needs of your school. In the second simulation you will clarify the roles and responsibilities
of the men of the EIC. In the third meeting you will set isprovement goals. After the
third session your Executive COMMitt$4 will prepare a strategy for reporting the outcomes of each
session to your RIC. The EIC intone will carry out its deliberations and get input from the
entire faculty.

Keep in mind that this is a simulation school, not your own school. This vill make it
easier for you to respond freely. Recognise, too, that the goals of the simulations are for
you to taloa your small-group interaction skills and to gain insight into your own aducational
velum' and the values of the other committee members. Agreement on values precedes sareement
on practices, and clarifying values requires meaningful small -group interaction.

In leading the discussion, the, leader will not express a view but will ask each member to
give his or her view, one after another, and will than summarize the group's contributions.
Each member, of course, will give his or her views regarding the question posed by the leader.

Please accept rather than debate these simulation directions even though you may conduct
your school's improvement committee's meetings differently.

SIMULATION 1: IDENTIFYING AND PRIORITIZING NEEDS

DIRECTIONS:

This simulation is designed to be completed in 40-60 minutes. The principal leads the
discussion as well as taking other actions deemed necessary for a school's improvement leader.
A teacher jots down the main points of ogreemart and disagreement in the spaces. provided.

SMMYEATION

I. Read silently through all the current practices of the simulation school. Then,
-1without discussion, enter one of the following letters to indicate your judgments:

a. the practices related to this component should be among the first to be changed
during the current year or next year.

b. the practices related to this component should be changed but not until too or
three others of higher priority have been changed.

c. the practices related to this component should probably be continued.

d. the practices related to this component should definitely be continued.

YO4 may assign a, b, c, or d to several components or to no component. There are no
correct or incorrect choices. Do, however, respond to each component in the ( )

provided.
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CUIRUT PRACTICES 'MOMENTS NRZDED

I. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMING: ( )

Undifferentiated whole-class instruction is
carried out in nearly all of the basic skills
subjects. All the children spend about the
same *mount of time studying in and out of
the classroom and use the same instructional
materials. Student time on task is generally
low.

2. EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT STRATECUS: ( )

The students receive report cards four times
a year. There is no annual evaluation of
the curriculum, instruction, or other educa-
tional processes.

Last year the average mental ability of the
children of grads 4 was equivalent to the
65th percentile on national nores, and
their sverage,schievemeat ranged_ from_the..
40th percentile in math to the 52nd percentile
in reading.

The counselor reports the children's stan-
dardized test scores to the principal. This
information is not seen by the teachers.
The principal forward. the standardized test
scores to the superintendukt, who in turn
shqras it with the school board in an
"Annual Report to the Based."

3. CURRICULAR ARRANGEMENTS; ( )

The school district provides a scope and sequence
in each subject area that meets state require-
ments. Teachers are expected to use the
approved textbooks and to cover a given amount
of material as directed by their principal.
Thera are no special curriculum provisions for
exceptional students, such as very low or very
high achievers.

4. DISCIPLINE AND CITIZENSHIP: ( )

There are many instances of minor misconduct
and a few of serious misconduct in the upper
grades. There are recent district guidelines
regarding conduct, attendance, dress, and groom-
ing. These guidelines are distributed to the
teachers and the parents in mimeographed form.
However, the former principal assigned enforce-
ment of the guidelines and interactions with
the parents to the teachers. Her philosophy
was that good conduct, regular attendance, and
so oa follow from enthusiastic teaching, and
that effective teachers experience no difficul-
ties. The former principal did not support a
teacher who sought help in working out a
behavior problem with a special education
child and the child's parents.
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CURRANT PRACTICRS LNPROVEKINTS NEEDED

S. AMOUNISTRATIVE AIRAMGENINTS: ( )

Last year's principal had a teachers' meeting
once a month. The meeting was used mostly to
sake announcements end to receive reports of
teachers on whoa and district committees.
The principal conducted an all-faculty meet-
ing monthly in which policy decisions mere
coemunicated to the staff.

The EIC was formed this year by the new prin-
cipal. The teachers are not enthusiastic
about it.

6. ORCANIZAT/ON FOR INSTRUCTION AND STUDENT
ADVISING: ( )

Each teacher has a self-contained, age-graded
clime of 23 students and does no educational
advising.

The guidenceipsychological -instate of
one female counselor.

7. HONE-SCHOOL-CONNUNITY RSUTIOiiS t ( )

Report cards that include tatter grades in
each subject, attendance, tardiness, and
ratings of citizenship are Belled home to
parents four times annually. A form letter
is sent to all parents inviting them to
participate in parent conferences.

Conference turnouts have been very poor the
last two years. Parents rarely come to the
conferences.

B. INTERNAL, EXTERNAL SUPPORT ARRANGEMENTS: ( )

Very little communication takes place between
the school and external agencies that sight
provide consultation or inservice education.

The two "inaervice" days at the beginning of
the school year are used to get reedy for the
children. The additional half day of inservics
education each semester is used for guest
speakers. There is no planned districtwids
insorvice program.

The district office has recently formed a
task force on educational improvement. The
principal is on the task force.



SIMULATION ACTIVITIES: (continued)

DIRECTIONS:

II. When each person has completed rating the components, proceed as follows. The
discussion leader will rusk each person to give the letter (priority) assigned to
Component 1. After all meubers have done this, the leader will ask each person to
give the reasons for the priority. The leader will then invite persons to change
their priorities if they wish. The most frequently indicated letter is then recorded
for Component 1. 61

The leader wilt continuo with each component in the same tanner, getting as far as
possible in the time allocated. if permits, all sight components can be arranged
fro. highest to lowest.

III. The school has already changed its administrative arrangements for educational improve-
ment by starting an EIC. Would you recommend changes in any other components without
first getting further information? If yes, which cosponent(s)? %Y.?

IV. indicate other information that would aid the school is identifying improvement needs
and establishing priorities. Indicate who would secure the information.

SIMULATION 2: CLARIFYING ROLES AND RESPONSISILITIES OF INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS
IN THE IMPADVD(ENT PROCESS

In a prior meeting the Executive Committee identified and prioritized improvement needs.
The Executive Committee reported to the full Educational Improvement Committee (SIC). The

EIC unanimously endorsed the substance of the report. In a subsequent faculty meeting, the
faculty encouraged the EIC to take considerable initiative in planning the school's improvasent
program. nowever, some EIC members indicated uncertainty regarding their responsibilities with
respect to developing a plan. Moreover, most of them indicated they had no prior experience
in (a) identifying schoolwide improvement needs, (b) planning related improvement activities,
(c) monitoring the improvement activities, and then (d) evaluating the effects of the improve-
ment activities that were implemented.

In thin simulation the Executive Committee will address these and similar concerns regarding
roles and responsibilities of the EIC members. The simulation is to be completed in 40-60 minutes.
A person who did not lead Simulation 1 leads the discussion. A recorder jots down the main points
of agreement and disagreement. Reed through all the activities and clarify any activity about
which you have questions. Then complete Kos. I-V.

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

I. In the ( ) each simulation member is to indicate whether the AMOUNT of responsibility
and the AREA(S) of responsibility should be the ems (S) or di Brant (D) for the
different members of the EIC with respect to:

a. Identifying and prioritizing the school's needs for improvement. Amount ( ),

Ares ( ).

b. Developing a schooLwied improvement plan for improving reading vocabulary to be
implemented by all the school staff. The plan will include the instructional pro-
cedures and materiels, allocation of time for reading instruction, etc. Amount ( ).

Area ( ).

c. Monitoring progress as the schoolwide plan is being implemented. Amount ( ),

Area ( ).

d. Evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement activities at the end of the year.
Amount ( ), Area ( ).

II. Upon completing Ia-d individually, identify likenesses and differences among your
group and try to resolve any major differences.
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ill. The faoulty desires the RIC to take leederehip with respect to La, b, c, d; Nawev
it also desires to provide input and review. Outline the responsibilities of the
principal, the counselor, and the teacher Norbert% of the RIC with respect to securing
faculty input and review.

IV. Precre an agenda for the next meeting of the EIC at which time you, its Executive
Committee, report back to the EIC. Indicate the sgenda itess and specify the member
of the Executive Committee who will report on each agenda item.

V. The school established an EIC that could fors a task force for each specific improve-
ment program that it 'elected; e.g., improvement of grade 6 reading comprehension,
grads 6 science, etc. One or more members of the EIC could nerve on each task force.
Other schools establish taproot:moot task forces first and than have representatives
from esch task force form the school's Improvement Committee. Indicate which of
these approaches would probably work better at your school and indicate why.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY:

VI. Prepare a schedule of seating times of the EIC for the semester during or outside
the time when students are in school.

SIMULATION 3s GOAL SETTING AND PLANNING RELATED INPROVEXENT ACTIVITIES

This simulation presents information showing how a school actually uses the readily avail-
able results of its grede 3 standardized achievement and mental ability testing in May of the
school year to set improvement goals for the incoming grads 4 class of the following year.
The May test results are first summarised and analysed to establish improvement priorities.
Next, improvement goals for the ensuing year and a plan to attain the goals are worked out.
Your simulation group is invited to engage in the same processes. However, you say wish to
use the competency test results that are provided at the end of the simulation rather than the
standardized test results.

Before proceeding with the simulation, tecognize that its purpose is to enable you to
gain experience in test interpretation, goal setting, and planning processes. Ea aware, too,
that schools desire to improve many student outcomes other than achievement in reading, and
they use data in addition to standardised and competency teats to measure the desired student
outcomes.

Assume that in a prior meeting the Executive Committee tentatively identified the goal -
setting strategy above as one their school should *spicy. The full SIC and later the school
faculty supported the recommendation., In this 'isolation, the Committee uses the information
that is provided to draw up a plan for implementing the strategy.

This simulation requires frost 60-90 minutes for stoups with prior experience in goal
setting and planning. More timeatay profitably be spent ou by other groups. The prinCipal
leads the discussion and a recorder ummarices it. Read through the information on test inter-
pretation and than respond to the two activities. Next read through the'saction on "Using Test
Results in Goal Setting and Placoims." Respond to the activities. Complete thw optional
activities as tine permits.

Test Interpretation

The EIC of your school, with input from the teachers, has decided to use the results of
the school's achievement and mental ability testing in improving education. To start the
process, the counselor arranged the students of grade 4 into quarters based on their mental
ability scores; and the mean, or average, mental ability of each quarter was computed. The
equivalent percentile rank was obtained from norm tables supplied by the test publisher. The
achievement test scores in language, reading, and such of each student were than entered for
each quarter of the students. Ths mean achievement in each subject was computed for each .

quarter, and the equivalent national percentile ranks were obtained from the norm tables.
This information was put in a cable and used in setting goals related to achievement.
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The seen (average) national percentile ranks for mental ability and for achievement in
reading, language, and math for, grade 4 follow:

-'-able 1.- Crade-4 %mutat-Ability-and-Achievement
('beeted in May when in grade 3)

Local
one-fourths
in mental
ability

Mental Ability:
national
percentile C
rank

Reading:
national
percentile

rank

Quarter 4 (highest) 89 87

Quarter 3 71" 68

Mean 61 60

Quarter 2 57 50

Quarter 1 (lowest) 25 30

Language: Math:
national national
percentile percentile
rank rank

87

60

56

45

12

78

58

44

2b

14

The EIC and teachers felt that the usntal ability test measured the aptitude of the
students fur learning the three subject matters reasonably well and that the results of the
achievement tests measured their academic achievement levels reasonably well. (Please accept
these test results. Opportunity is provided later to discuss other tests and ratings of
Attudent achievement.)

t:

*.SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

I. Based on the test results, in which subject are the students of all quarters
achieving lowest in relation to their mental ability? Rased on this information,
in which subject is improvement needed most urgently?

II. Based on the test results, which quarter of the students is achieving highest in
relation to mental ability in all three subjects? What do you infer about the
relative effectiveness of this school's educative processes for the different
quarters in manta). ability?

Use no more than 15-20 minutes on Questions I-II.

Using_Test Results in Coal Setting and Planning

Steps 1-3 that follow indicate a plan to raise achievement in math.

I. The EIC identified math as the highest priority for improvement. Next, the principal
and the members of the EIC discussed the math test results with all the teachers. They
secured input from the teachers regarding possible causes of the low achievement by the
students in math.

2. Using the input from the staff, the EIC set a goal to raise grade 4 math achievement.
The EIC discussed the goal with the other teachers and received ideas from thew regarding
possible improvement activities to be carried out. The following goal was sat and the follow
ing improvement activities were suggested to achieve the goal:

Coal for Grade 4 Math

Es:11 quarter in :Dental ability of the next grads 4 class, when tasted in May, will
have a mean percentile rank in math equal to or near its moan mental ability percentile
rank.
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Suggested Activities to Achieve the Goal.

a. The counselor will examine the grade 3 test results of each grade 4 child and
will identify. the students achieving far below expectancy, e.g., mental ability
percentile rank 75, oath achievement percentile rank 25. The counselor will
provide this information to teachers who have the students in grads 4. Teachers
will try to get these students to achieve higher.

b. The meth teachers will soaks changes in'their instruction, e.g., they will get
all the students to *peed more class time on task; they will maks sure nee each
student has appropriate assignments; they will show that they believe the
student can and will do the assignments well; etc.

c. The teachers will improve the monitoring of each child's progress, e.g., work
*Alit* marked and returned the next day and children who did not do well will
be given help.

d. The RIC will develop a plan for getting more parents to participate in the
teacher conflyences with the child and perents.

3. The principal and the teachers prepared a written improvement plan for next year's
grads 4 class based on the WISE planning guidelines. The plan was submitted to the EIC for
input and approval.

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

I. Have each member of your simulation group state what his or her responsibility is as
a member of the EIC in carryic out the preceding Steps 1-3 for "Using Test Results
is Goal Setting and Planning." Assume that each EIC member has some but not identi-
cal responsibilities. 4

II. Have the principal, the counselor, and the teacher of yo,r simulation group explain
why they think the preceding "Suggested Activities to Achieve the Coal," 2a-d, will
contribute to higher achievement. Have other members question them or add other
ideas.

III*. Examine the standardized test :vaults in Table 1 for grade 3 language. Return to
the prior information on 'Using Test Results in Goal Setting and Planning," and apply
it to the improvement of grade 4 language; e.g., brainstorm possible causes of the
relatively low achievemeut, nei an improvement goal, identify activities to attain
the goal.

OR

Mb. Examine the minimum competency test results that follow. Carry out the same activi-
ties as in III* for language.

Competencylc Test Results far Activimu

Table 2. Percentage of Grade 3 Students Who Mastered the
Competency Objectives (Tested in Nay of trade 3)

All Gigdee 3-6 ObJ,Jctives* 68 58 050

Minimum Competency Grads 6 80 76 60
Objectives**,

There obje,tives include not only the minimum competgncy objectives that the lowest
xchievers,should master by the and of grade 3, but lac other objectives that are
appropriate for all students, including the highest achievers.

** These are the objectives that all students, except those with handicapping conditions,
should master by the end of grads 6. 253

Use no more than 45-60 minutes on this activity.
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

IV. Standardized testing requires relatively little_teaChir time. However, locally_ con-
structed tests, rating scales, and other measurement devices are often better
indicators of what is learned than are standardized tests.

a. Develop recommendatioes for constructing other measures of student achievement
in the various subject fields for each grade of school. Indicate who will con-
struct the measures and how their accuracy and content validity will be determined.
Indicate who will summarise and report the results of administering the measures
to the students.

b. How would goal setting be different if mental ability test results were not
available?

c. To what extent should a school teach unique content in reeding, English, and math
that in not measured by standardized tests?
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Middle School Simulations
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR Mil MIDDLE SCHOOL (N.I.D.) SIMULATIONS

The simulated middle school (M.I.0.) enrolls 876 students in Grades 6, 7, and 8. The
full-time certified staff consists of the principal, as assistant principal, two guidance
counselors, a curriculum coordinator, an INC director, 35 teachers, and two special education
teachers.

M.I.D. has a new but experienced and highly effective principal. A key factor in
selecting the principal was a new state policy encouraging improvement of secondary education
in the state, especially in the academic subjects. The principal, in consultation with key
staff members. formed an Educational Improvement Committee (EIC) that consists of the
principal and assistant principal, one counselor, the INC director, the curriculum
coordinator, and one teacher from each English, math, 'clonal, social studies, foreign
languages, fine arts, and applied arts.

The EIC held its first meeting and decided to form a small Executive Committee that would
give sore time than other EIC members to the improvement program. (To take into account the
number of persons in your group participating in the simulations, assume that there are four
to six persona on the Executive Committee: the principal, a counselor, and at least two
teachers including on* math and ore English. In the simulation persons may take their actual
roles or they may assume the preceding roles.)

You are a member of the Executive Committee. The first simulation that follows is deiigned
to give you experience as a committee member in identifying and prioritising the improvement
needs of your school. In the second simulation you will clarify the roles and responsibilities
of the members of the EIC. in the third meeting you will sat improvement goals. After the
third session your Executive CommiCL*4 will prepare a strategy for reporting the outcomes of each
session to your The EIC in turn will carry out its deliberations and get input from the
entire faculty.

reap in mind that this is simulation school, not your own school. This will make it
easier for you to respond freely. Recognise, too, that the goals of the simulations are for
you to refine your small-group interaction skills and to &eta insight into your own educational
values and the values of the other committee members. Agreement on values precedes agreement
on practices, and clarifying values requires meaningful small-group interaction.

In leading the discussion, the leader will not express a view bUt will ask each member to
give his or her view, one after another, and will then summarize the group's contributions.
Each member, of course, will give his or her views regarding the question posed by the leader.

Please accept rather than debate these simulation directions even though you say proceed
differently in your school.

SIMULATION 1: IDENTIFYING AND PRIORITIZING NEEDS OF M.I.D. SCHOOL

A brief description of M.I.D.'s current practices follows. The chapter of the WRISE text
and the filmstrip that explain and depict desirable practices and the chapter of the
. implementation manual that provides suggestions for implementing the component are indicated.
Each audiocassette, though not listed, is for middle school implementation on one side and
high school on the other side.

This simulation is designed to be completed in 40-60 minutes. The principal leads the
discussion as well as taking other actions deemed appropriate for a school's improvement
leader. A recorder jots down the vain points of agreement and disagreement under Ieprovements
Needed at

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

1. Read silently through all the current practices of M.D. Then enter one of the
following letters to indicate your judgments:

A. the practices related to this cosponsor should be among the first to be changed
during the current year or next year.

S. the practices related to this component should be changed but not until two or
three others of higher priority have been changed.

C. the practices related to this component should probably be continued.

D. the practices related to this component should definitely be continued.

You may assign A, 11, C. or D to several components or to no component. There are no
correct or incorrect choices. Do, however, respond to each component in the ( )
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CURRENT PRACTICIS OF M.I.D. LKPROVIMINTS KUUO AT M.I.D.

la. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR TUE INDI-
VIDUAL STUDENT: ( )

Although M.I.O. students vary greatly in
ability and interest, they take identical units
of the required academic courses in Grades 6, 7,
and 8. Students have two electives in Grade 8.

Text: Chapter 2
Manual: Chapter 2
Filmstrip: Educational Programming for the

Individual Student in Secondary Schools:
Part I

lb. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMING: ( )

Undifferentiated wholeclass instruction is
carried out in nearly all of the academic classes.
All students spend about the same amount of time
studying in and out of class and use the sass
instructional materials. Student time on -task
is lot, in most classes.

Text: Chapter 3
Manual: Chapter 3
Filmstrip: Educational Programming for the

Individual Student in Secondary School.:
Part II

EVALUATICN AND IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES: ( )

Students at M.I.D. School receive report
cards four times a year. They often complain
of unfair grading.

There is no annual evaluation of ths
curriculum, instruction, or any other component.

Last year, the average 'mental ability of the
students in Grade 7 was equivalent to the 65th
percentile on national norms, and their average
achievement in the academic subjects ranged
from the 40th percentile in reading to the 52nd
in math. Twenty percent of the Grade 8 students
did not master the minimum proficiency objectives.
The counselors report the student's standardized
test scores and minimum competency test scores by
grade levels to the principal who forwards the
report to the superintendent. This information
is not seen by the teachers, and it is not used
by the school staff to identify possible areas
of improvement or to sat Improvement goals.

Text: Chapter 7

M3nUal: Chapter 7
Filmstrip: Evaluating Student Learning and

Educational Progress in Secondary Schools



CURRENT FLACTICEf OF M.I.D. IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED AT M.I.D.

CURRICULAR ARRANGEMENTS: ( )

The school district provides a scope and
sequence in each subject area that meets state
requirements. Teachers are expected to use
the approved textbooks and to cover a given
aeount of material as directed by their depart-
ment chairperson. There are no curriculum pro-
vision, for exceptional students, such as very
low or very high achievers.

Text: Chapter 4
Manual: Chapter 4
Filmstrip: Curricular Patterns in Secondary
Schools

CAREER EDUCATION AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING: ( )

Field trips are taken by some classes at
the discretion of the teacher but there is no
systematic program of career awareness or
exploration. The basic curriculum approach
does not support career education activities.

Text: Chapter 5
Manual: Chapter 5
Filmstrip: Work and Other Career Education
Activities in Secondary Schools

STUDENT DECISION-MAKING ARRANGEMENTS: ( )

The school stresses student involvement
in athletic and other extracurricular activ-
ities. However, there is little student
participation in the activities of the student
council. Very few students plan learning ac-
tivities with their teachers, engage in
student-led small-group activities in their
classes, or plan their educational programs in
conferences with an advisor and their parents,

Text: Chapter 6
Manual: Chapter 6
Filmstrip: Student Decision Making in

Secondary Schools

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS:

Last year, M.I.D.'s principal met with
the department chairpersons every month, and
the chairpersons sat with their staff once a
month.

The principal conducted an all - faulty
meeting monthly in which policy decisions were
communicated to the staff.

An Educational Improvement Council was
formed this year.

Text: Chapter 8
Manual: Chapter 8
Filmstrip: Administrative Arrangements for
Shared Decision Making in Secondary Schools
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CURRENT PRACTICES 07 M.I.D. IMPROV:MINTS NEEDED AT K.I.D.

ORGANIZATION FOR INSTRUCTION AND STUDENT
ADVISING: ( )

Teachers are organized into departments
and do no educational advising. Teachers have
five classes in me seven-period day, usually in
one subject area but scr!es'grade levels. There
is no teasing, and teachers ars not represented
on a'schooI instructional iaprovement committee.

The guidance staff consists of one male
and one female counselor. The vale counselor
works with the boys and the female counselor
with the girls.

Text: Chapters 9 and 10
Manuel,: Chapters 9 and 10
Filmstrips: Instruction and Advisory Arrange-
ments in Secondary Schools; Teacher-Advisor
Program in Secondary Schools

HOME-SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS: )

Report cards that include letter grades
in each subject, attendance, tardiness, and
rating, of citizenship are mailed home to
parents at the end of each marking period.
A form letter is sent to all parents inviting
them to participate in parent conferences.

Conference turnouts have been vary poor
the last two years. Parents of failing stu-
dents rarely come to the conferences. Other
citizens go to school board members with
their concerns.

Text: Chapter 11
Manual: Chapter 11

INTERNAL, EXTERNAL SUPPORT ARRANGEMENTS: ( )

Very little communication takes place
between the school and external agencies
that might provide consultation or inservice
education.

The two "inservice" days at the
beginning of the school year are used to get
ready for the students. The additional half
day of inservice education each semester is
used for guest speakers. There is no planned
districtwide inservice program.

The district office has recently formed
a task force on educational improvement.
M.I.D.'s principal is on the task force.

Text: Chapter 12
Manual: Chapter 12

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT: ( )

No research or development is being
carried out in M.I.D. by the school staff
or by any other persons.

Text: Chapter 13
Manual: Chapter 13
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SIMULATION ACTIVITIES: (costiseed from Simulatioe 1)

DIRECTIONS:

II. When each person has completed rating the components, proceed as follows. The
discussion leader will ask each person to give the letter (priority) &reigned to
Cospoesat I. After ell members have done this, the leader will as each person to
give the reasons for the priority.. The Loader will the* invite persons to change
their priorities if they wish. The most frequently indicated letter is then recorded
for Component 1.

The leader will continue with each component in the same manner, getting as far as
possible in the time allocated. If time permits, all eight components can be arranged
from highest to lowest.

The school has already changed its administrative arrangements for educational ieprove-
gent by starting an EIC. Would you recommend changes in any other components without
first getting further information? If yes, which componsnt(e)? Why?

IV. Indicate other information that would mid the school in identifying improvement needs
and establishing priorities. Indicate who would secure the information.
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SIMULATION 2: CLARIFYING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF INDIVILUALS AND GROUPS
IN TILE IMPROVEMENT PROCESS

In a prior rioting, M.I.D.'s Executive Committee tentatively identified and prioritized
improvement needs and made plans for summarising various kinds of available information
regarding student achievement, attendance, etc. The Executive Comeittes reported to the full
Educational Improvement Committee (EIC). The EIC uaanimouely endorsed the substance of the
report. In a subsequent faculty meeting, the faculty encouraged the EIC to take considerable
initiative in planning M.I.D.'s improvement progress. However, Some EIC members indicated
uncertainty regarding their responsibilities with respect to improvement activities that were
outside their area of expertise. Moreover, most of than indicated they had no prior
experience in (a) identifying schoolwide improvement needs, (b) planning related improvement
activities, (c) monitoring the improvement activities, and then `d) evaluating the effects of
the improvements that were implemented.

In this simulation the Executive Committee addresses these and similar concerns. The
simulation is to be completed in 40-60 minutes. The principal leads the discussion and takes
other actions deemed appropriate for a school's improvement leader. A recorder jots down the
main points of agreement and disagreement. The Executive Committee will bring back its ideas
to the EIC for input and review. Reed through all the activities and clarify any activity
about which you have questions. Then complete No. 1 -S.

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

1. In the ( ) each simulation member is to indicst wLmoner the AMOUNT of
responsibility and the £7.EA(S) ui responsibility should be the same (S) or different
(D) for the teacher, counselor, administrator, and other webers of the EIC with
respect to:

a. Identifying and prioritizing M.I.D.'s needs for improvement. Amount ( ),

Area ( ).

b. Developing a schoplwide improvement plan, such as increasing average daily
attendance, to be implemented by all the school staff. Notice that the plan
involves all of the staff. not just part of it. Amount ( ), Area ( ).

c. Monitoring progress as the schoolwide plan is implemented.
Amount ( ), Area ( ).

d. Evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement activities at the end of the
year. Amount ( ), Area ( ).

2. Upon completing la-d individually, identify likenesses and differences among your
group and try to resolve any major differences.

3. M.I.D.'s faculty desires the EIC to take leadership with respect to la, b. c, d;
however, it also desires to provide input sad review. Outline the responsibilities
of the principal, th, counselor, and the teacher members of the EIC with respect to
securing faculty input and review.

4. Prepare an agenda for the next meeting of the EIC at which time you, its Executive
Committee, report back to the EIC. Indicate the agenda items and specify the member
of the Executive Committee who will report on each agenda item.

5. M.I.D. established an Educational Improvement Committee chat could form a task force
for each specific improvement program that it selected; e.g., improvement of Grade 7
reading comprehension. Grade 8 career awareness, Grade 6-8 icience, etc. One or more
members of the EIC could serve on each task force. Other middle schools establish
'improvement task forces first and then have representatives from each task force form
the school's Improvement Committee. Indicate which of these approaches would
probably work better at a school like M.I.D. and indicate why.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

6. Prepare a schedule of meeting times of the EIC for the semester during or outside the
time when students are in school.

7. Assume'lbmt the teaching-achedules and other activities of the EIC members csnnot be
roarrangaa--617-Thes co have a common meeting time during school hours this semester.
Develop recommendations for arranging teaching schedules for the following semester
that will permit members of the EIC to meet during the time students are at school.
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SIMULATION 3: COAL SETTM AND PLANNING RELATED IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES

This simulation presents information showing how a middle school actually uses the
readily available results of its Grade 7 standardized achievement and mental ability testing
in May of the school year to wet Improvement goals for the incomiag Grads 7 clams of the
following year. The May test results are first summarized and analyzed to establish
improvement priorities. Meat, improvement goals for the ensuing year and a plan to attain the
goals are worked, out. Your simulation group is invited to engage in the same processes.
However, you may wish to use the competeacy test results that are provided at the and of the
simulation rather than the standardized test results.

Before proceeding with the simulation, recognize that its purpose is to enable you to
gain experience in test interpretation, goal setting, and planning processes. Re aware. too,
that schools desire to improve many student outcomes other than achievement in the academic
subject fields, and they use data in addition to standardized and competency tests to measure
the desired student outcomes. Other simulsticne may be arranged for these other kinds of
outcomes and data.

In a prior seating (simulation), M.I.D.'s Executive Committee tentatively identified the
goal-setting strategy above as one M.I.D, should employ. The full ETC and later the school
faculty supported the recommendation. In this simulation, the Executive Committee uses M.I.D.
data to draw up a plan for implementing the strategy.

This simulation requires from 60-90 minutes for groups with prior experience in goal
setting and planning. More tima'may profitably be spent on it by other groups. The principal
leads the discussion and a recorder summarizes it. Read through the information on test
interpretation and then respond to the two activities. Next read through the section on
"Using Test Results in Goal Setting and Planning." Respond to the activities. Complete the
optional activities ea time permits.

Teat Interpretation

The EIC of M.I.D., with input from the teachers, has decided to use the results of
M.T.0.'s achievement and mental ability testing in improving education in M.I.D. To start the
process. a counselor arranged the students of Grade 7 into quarters based on their mental
ability scores; and the mean. or average, mental ability of each quarter was computed. The
equivalent percentile rank wts obtained frau norm tables supplied by the test publisher. The
achievement Lest scores in English, reading, and math of each student were than entered for
each quarter of the students. The mean achievement in each subject was computed for each
quarter, and the equivalent national percentile ranks were obtained from the norm tables.
This information was put in a table and used in setting goals related to achievement.

The mean (average) national percentile ranks for mental ability and for achievement in
reading, language, and math for the Grade 7 class follow:

Table I. Grade 7 Class Mental Ability_ and Achievement
(Tested in May)

Local

one-fourths
in mental
ability

Mental Ability:
national
percentile
rank

Reading:
national
percentile
rank

Language:
national
percentile
rank

Math:

national
percentile
rank

Quarter 4 (highest) 89 87 87 78

Quarter 3 71 68 60 58

Mean 61 60 56 44

Quarter 2 57 50 45 28

Quarter 1 (lowest) 25 30 ?2 14

The EIC and teachers of M.I.D. felt that the mental ability test measured the aptitude of
the students for learning the three subject matters reasonably well and that the results of
the achievement rests measured their academic achievehiont levels reasonably well. (Please
accept these test results. Opportunity is pro ed later to discuss other tests and ratings
of student achievement.)
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SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

I. Rased on the test results, in which subject are the students of all quarters
achieving lowest in relation to their mental ability? Rased on this information, in
which subject is improvement needed most urgently?

2. lased oa the test results, which quarter of the students is achieving highest in
relation to mental ability in all three subjects? What do you infer about the
relative effectiveness of M.I.D. schooling for the different quarters in mental
ability?

Use no more than 15-20 minutes on Questions 1-2.

Using_Test Results in Goal Setting and Planning

Steps 1-3 that follow indicate a plan to raise achievement in math at M.D.

1. M.I.D. EIC identified math as the highest priority for improvement. Dext, the
principal and the meth teacher member of the EIC discussed the math test respite with the math
teachers. They tenured input from the math teachers regarding possible causes'of the low
achievement by the students in math.

2. Using the input from the math staff, the EIC set a goal to raise Credo 7 math
achievement. The principal and the math teacher *ember of the EIC discussed the goal with the
math teachers end received ideas from them regarding possible improvement activities to be
carried out. The following goal was set and the following improvement activities were
suggested to achieve the goal:

Goal for Grade 7 Math

Each quarter in mental ability of the next Grade 7 class, when tested in May, will
have cream percentile rank in math equal to or near its mean mental ability percentile

rank.

Suggested Activities to Achieve the Goal

a. Counselors will examine the Grade 6 test results of each student and will
identify the students achieving far below expectancy, e.g., mantel ability
percentile rank 75, math achievement percentile rank 25. Tice counselors will

provide this information to teachers who have the students in Grads 7. Teachers

will try to get these students to achieve higher.

b. The math teachers will maks changes in their instruction, e.g., they will get all
the students to spend more class time on task; they will maks sure that each
student has appropriate assignments; they will show that they believe the student
can and will do the assignments well; etc.

c. The teachers will improve the evaluation and monitoring of each student's
progress, e.g., students' work will be marked and returned the next day.

d. The EIC will develop a plan for getting more parents to participate in
conferences with the student and the advisor once each semester.

3. The principal and the math teachers prepared a written improvement plan for next
year's Grade 7 class based on the WRISE planning guidelines. The plan was submitted to the

EIC for input and approval.



SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

I. Nave each member of your imuletion group state what his/her responsibility is as *
member of M.I.D. SIC in carrying out the preceding Steps 1-3 for "Using Test Results in Goal
Setting and Planning." Assume chat each ETC member has some but not identical
responsibilities.

2. Have the principal, the counselor, and the math teachrr of your simulation group
explain why they thinh the preceding "Suggested Activities to Achieve the coal," 2a-d, will
contribute xo higher achievement. Have other members question them or add other ideas.

3a. Eximine the standardized test results in Table l for Grade 7 language. Return to the
prior information on "Using Test Results in Goal Setting and Planning." and apply it to the
improvement of Grade 7 language; e.g., brainstorm possible causes of the relatively low
achievement, set an improvement goal. identify activities to attain the goal.

OR

3b. Examine the minimum competency test results that follow. Carty out the same
activities as in 3a for language.

Competency Test Results for Simulation Activity:

0*

Table 2. Percentage of Grade 7 Students Who Mastered Middle School
Coapeteney Objectives Tested in May of Grade 7)

Seeding Language Math

All Credo 6-8 Objectives*

Minimum Competency Grade 8
Objectives**

68

80

58

76

50

60

These objectives include not only the minimum competency objectives that the lowest
achievers should master by the and of Grade 8, but also other objectives that are
appropriate for all students. including the highest achievers.

These are the objectives that all students, except those with handicapping conditions,
should master by the end of Grade S.

Use no sore than 45-60 minutes on this activity.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

4. Standardized testing requires relatively little teacher time. However, locally
constructed tests, rating scales, and other measurement devices are often more content valid
indicators of what is learned than are standardised tests.

a. Develop recommendations for constructing other measures of student achievement in
the various subject fields for each grade of school. Indicate who will construct
the measures and how their accuracy and content validity will be determined.
1iidicate who will summarise and report the results of administering the measures
to the students.

b. How would goal setting be different if mental ability test results were not
available?

c. To what extent should a school teeth unique content in reading, English, and math
that is not measured by standardized tests?

zas
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S. Assume chat a middle school, Grades 6-8, desires to test achievement in taglish,
mathematics, reading, science. and social studies in only two grades. Aesuas that no Grade 5
teat results are available. Indicate the advantages and disadvantages of testing programs
(a), (b), (c), and (d) below in terms of goal Setting for Grade 6, Grads 7, end Grads 8; and
also for setting goals for the individual students of each grads.

a. Administer the tests to Credo 6 and to Grade 8 in September.

b. Administer the tests to Grade 6 in September and to Grade 8 in Msy.

c. Administer the tests to grads 6 and to Grade 8 in May.

d. Administer that teats to Gtedi 6 in September and to Grade 7 in May.

6. A school board sets a policy thmt (a) in May of each year the principal of each
school must submit to the superintendent a set of goals in the academic subject fields and
related plans for achieving the goals, (b) the goal statements and plans must have the
approval of the majority of the teachers of the school, and (c) the results of testing will
not be used to evaluate the principal or teachers of the school. Indicate how the principal
should proceed in implementing the policy. What do you think the effects of implementing it
would be on student achievement in the acadesic subjects? Wow might the morale and the job
perceptions of the teachers and principal of the school be affected?
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Appendix D
High School Simulations
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INSTIUCTIONS via TliggE MICR HIGH SCHOOL (0.U.&.) SIMUIATIONS

The simulated high school (0.U.R.) enrolls 1040 students in Credos 9 through 12. The
full-time certified staff consists of the principal, two assistant principal*, three guidance
counselors, a curriculum coordinator, so tMC director, SO teachers, sod 3 special education
teachers.

O.U.I. has a new but experienced god highly effective principal. A key factor in
selecting thu principal wee a new state policy encouraging improvmseot of secondary educatiou
in the state, especially in the acedemic subjects. The principal of O.U.R., after
consultation with key staff members, formed an Eduestional Improvement Committee (MIC) that
consists ot the principal sad assistant principal, one counselor, the INC director, the
curriculum coordinator, and one teacher from each English, math, science, social studies,
foreign languages, fine arts, and *naiad arts.

The tIC held its first meeting and decided to form a small Executive Committee that would
els more ties than other EIC somber* to the improvement program. (To take into account the
number of persons in your group participating in the simulstions, assume that there are four
tc its persons on the gxecutive Committee: the principal, a counselor, and at least two
teachers including one math and one gnslish. in the simulation parsons may take their actual
roles or they say assume the preceding roles.)

You are a member of the Executive Committee; The first simulation that follows is designed
to give you experience as s committee member is ideetifying mod prtoritisias the improemneet
needs of your school. In the sawed simaiwtion you will clarify the roles antis reepoesibilfties
of the members of the SIC. Is the third nearing you will sot improvement goals. After the
third session your Isocutive Committee will prepare a strategy for reporting the outcomes of each
session to your tIC. The gtC in tutu will carry out its deliberations mad get input from the
entire faculty.

Keep in *lad that this is a simulation school, not your own school. This will maks is
*whist for you to respond freely. lecogaiss, too, chat the goals of the simitlatioos are for
you to refine your small-group interaction skills and to gain insight into your awe educational
values and the calmed of the other committee members. *grossest on values precedes agreement
on practices, and clarifying values requires meamingful small-group intarectios.

In tattling the discussion, the Leader will not oxpreei a view but will ask each member to
give his or her vivo, one after another, and will then summarise the group's contributions.
Each :ember, of course, will give his or her views regarding the question posed by the leader.

nesse octet: Tether than debate these simulation directions eves though you say proceed
differently in your schoot.

SIMULATION I: IDEUTI/YING LSD PRIORITIZING NEEDS OF O.U.R.

A brief description follows of the currant practices of O.U.R. Tbs chapter of the WRISE
text and the filmstrip that explain and depict desirable practices and rho chapter of the
implementation manual that provides suggestions for implefJenting the component are indicated.
Each audiocassette, though not listed, is for middle school implementation ou one side aid
high scnool on the other side.

This simulation is designed to be completed in 40-60 minutes. The principal leads the
discussion as well as taking other actions detailed appropriate for a school's improvement
leader. A recorder jots down the main points of agreement and disagreement under Improvemnnt
Needed at O.U.R.

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

1. Reed silently through all the current practices of O.U.R. Than enter onf. ,f the
following letters to indicate your judgments:

A. the practices related to this component should be among the tirst to be changed
during the current year or next year.

d. the practices related to this component should be changed but not until two or
three others of higher priority have been changed.

C. the practices related to this component should probably be continued.

D. the practices related to this component should definitely be continued.

4 ou say assign A, S. C, or D to several conpooants or to no coeponent. There are no
correct or incorrect choices. Do, bows ad to each component in the ( )
provided. 26r2 gl



CURRENT PRACTICLS OF O.U.R. IMPROMENTS NEEDED AT O.U.R.

la. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR TUE INDIVIDUAL
STUDENT: ( )

Students are scheduled into courses of three
tracks by computer. There is little follow-up of
student achievement, auld the students are not
permitted to make program changes after the
beginning of the semester.

Text: Chapter 2
Manual: Chapter 2
Filmstrip: Educational Programming for the

Individual Student in Secondary Schools:
Part I

lb. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMING: ( )

Undifferantiatad winole-class instruction is
carried out in nearly all of the academic classes.
Students do not participate in planning their
instructional programa with their teachers.
All studvits spend about the MN amount of time
studying in and out of class and use the Name
instructional materiel,. Student ties on-task is
low in most classes.

Text: Cnapter 3
Manual: Chapter 3
Fileatrip: Educational Programming for the

individual Student. in Secondary Schools:
Part II

EVALUATION AND IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES. ( )

Students receive report cards quarterly
and often coeplain of unfai: grading. The last
externally conducted program evaluation took
place seven y-.rt; ago.

An achievement test battery is administered
to the Grade 9 and Grouts 11 students in May. A

mental ability test is also administered to the
Grade 9 students. Only the counselors and
administrative team see the test results provided
by the test publisher. The results are not used
to identify possible areas of improvement or to
set improvement goals. Last year the average
mental ability of the Grade 11 students was
equivalent to the 65th percentile, and the
*varies* achievement in the academic subjectr
reused from the 40th percentile in mathematics
to the 52nd percentile in reading.

Text: Chapter 7
Manual: Chapter 7

Filmstrip: Evaluating Student Learning and
Educational Programs in Secondary Schools
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CURRENT PRACTICES OF O.U.R. LNPROVEMENTS NEEDED AT O.U.E.

CURRICULAR ARRANGEMENTS: ( )

The curriculum stresses the academic eub-
ject fields for the college-preparatory stu-
dents and reading, writing, mathematics, and
vocational education for the vocational group.
There are may elective courses available to
all students. There are no educational provi-
sions for exceptional students, such as very
low or very high achievers.

Text: Chapter 4
Manual: Chapter 4
Filmstrip: Curricular Patterns in Secondary
Schools

CAREER EDUCATION AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING: ( )

All courses are held on campus. There is
a small amount of off-campus career exploration
and preparation in the senior year. The
curriculum does not take into account the
cultural, recreational, political, or other
affairs of the community.

Text: Chapter S
Manual: Chapter 5
Filmstrip: Work and Other Career Education

Activities in Seconder} Schools

STUDENT DECISION-MAKING ARRANGEMENTS: ( )

The school stresses student involvement in
athletic and other extra-curricular activities.
However, there is little student participation
in the activities of the student council. Very
few students plan learning activities with their
teachers. engage in student-led saall-group

activities in their classes, or plan their edu-
cational programs in conferences with an advisor
and their parents.

Text: Chapter 6
Manual: Chapter 6
Filmstrip: Student Decision risking in Secondary

Schools
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CURRENT PRACTICES OF C.U.R. IMPROVE TS NEEDED AT O.U.R.

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS:

Last year O.U.R. principal met with
the department chairpersons every month, and
the chairpersons net with their staff once a
month. The principal delegated all matters
pertaining to curriculum, instruction, and
evaluation to the department chair of the
subject field.

The principal conducted an all-faculty
meeting monthly in which policy decisions were
communicated to the staff.

An Educational Improvement Council was
formed this year.

Text: Chapter 8
hanual: Chapter 8
Filmstrip: Administrative Arrangements for
Shared Decision Making in Secondary Schools

ORGANIZATION FOR INSTRUCTION AND STUDENT
ADVISING: ( )

The teachers are organized into
departments and do no educational advising.
There is no teaming and the teachers are
not represented on a school instructional
improvement committee. The guidance
staff consists of three counselors.
The current ratio is one counselor to 375
students. The counselors and two if the
administrators meet with students who are
referred to them by the teaching staff.

Many students who graduate from O.U.R.
High School never meet with either the coun-
selors or the administrators.

Text: Chapters 9 and 10
Manual: Chapters 9 and 10
Filmstrips: Instruction and Advisory
Arrangements in Secondary Schools;
Teacher- Advisor Programs in Secondary
Schools

HOME-SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS: ( )

Report cards that include letter grades
in each subject, attendance, tardiness, and
ratings of citizenship are mailed home to
parents at the end of each marking period. A
form letter is sent to all parentscinviting
them to participate in narent conferences.

Conferen,.:e turnouts pave been very poor
the last two years. Parerts of failing stu-
dents rarely come to the conferences. Other
citizens go to the school board with their
concerns.

Text: CHapter 11
Manual: Chapter 11
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CURRENT PRACTICES OF O.U.R. IMPkOVEMINTS NEEDED AT O.U.R.

INTERNAL, EXTERNAL SUPPORT AXIANGEMZUTS: ( )

O.U.R. city has several agencies that work
with students. A junior college and vocational
school are also located in the area. However
there has bean a lack of communication between
the school and the agencies or other institutions.

The two "Inservice" days at the beginning
of the school year are used to get ready for the
students. The additional half day of inservice
each semester is used for guest speakers. There
is no planned districtwide inaervice program.

The district office has recently formed
a task force co educational improvement.
O.U.R. principal is a member of the task
force.

Text: Chapter 12
Manual: Chapter 12

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT; ( )

No research or development is being
carried out in O.U.R. by the school staff
or by any other persona.

lext: Chapter 13
Manual: Chapter 13

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES: (cootinued from Simulation 1)

DIRECTIONS:

II. When each person has completed rating the components, proceed as follows. The
discussion leader will ask each person to Rive the Lett's, (priority) assigned to
Component 1. After all members have done this, the leader will ask each person to
give the reasons for the priority. The leader will than invite persons to change
their priorities if they wish. The most frequently indicated !Jitter is then recorded
for Component 1.

The leader will continue with each component in the sear manner, getting as far as
possible in the time allocated. If time permits, all eight coaponents can be arvanged
from highest to lowest.

III. The school has *heady changed its administrative arrangements for educaticoal improve-
ment by etarting an EX. Would you recommend changes in any other components without
first getting further information? If yes, which component(s)? Wily?

IV. Indicate other information that would aid the school in identifying improvement needs
and establishing priorities. Indicate who would uscure the information.
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SIMULATION 2: CLARIFYING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

In a prior meeting, O.U.R. rxecutive Committee tentatively identified and prioritized
improvement needs and made plans for summarizing various kinds of available information
regarding student achievement, attendance, etc. The Executive Committee reported to the full
Educational Improvement Committee (EIC). The EIC unanimously endorsed the substance of the
report. In a subsequent faculty meeting, the faculty encouraged the EIC to take considerable
Initiative in planning 0.11.R.'s improvement program. However, some EIC aambars indicated
uncertainty regarding their responsibilities with respect to improvement activities that were
outside their etas of expertise. Moreover. most of them indicated they had no prior
experience in (a) identifying schoolvide improvement needs, (b) planning related improvement
activities, (c) monitoring the improvement activities, and then (d) evaluating the effects of
the improvaments thrt were implemented.

In this simulation the Executive Committee addresses these and similar concerns. The
simulation is to be completed in 40-60 minutes. The principal leads the discussion and takes
other actions deemed appropriate for a school's Improvement leader. A recorder jots down the
main points of agreement and disagreement. The Executive Committee will bring back its ideas
to the EIC for input and review. Read through all the activities and clarify any activity
about which you have questions. Then complete No. 1-5.

SIMULATION ACTIlilIIES:

1. In the ( ) each simulation member is to indicate whether the AMOUNT of
responsibility and the AREA(S) of responsibility should be the same (S) or different
(D) for the teacher, counselor, administrator, and other members of the EIC with
respect to:

Identifying an prioritizing O.U.11. needs for improvement.
Amount ( ), f.rea ( ).

b. Developing a schoolvide improvement plan, such as increasing average daily
attendance, to be implemented by all the school staff. Notice that the plan
involves all of the staff, not just part of it. Amount ( ),
Area ( ).

c. Monitoring progress as the schoolvide plan is implemented.
Amount ( ). Area ( ).

d. Evaluating the effectiveness of the schoolvide improvement activities at the and
of the year. Amount ( ), Area ( ).

2. Upon completing la-d individually, identify likenesses and differences among your
group and try to resolve any major differences.

3. O.U.R. faculty desires the EIC to take leadership with respect to la, b, c, d;
however, it also desires to provide input and review. Outline the responsibilities
of the principal. the counselor, and the teacher members of the EIC with respect to
securing faculty input and review.

4. Prepare an agenda for the next meeting of the EIC at which time you, its Executive
Committee, report back to the EIC. Indicate the agenda items and specify the member
of the Executive Committee who will report nn each agenda item.

5. O.U.R. established an Educational Improvement Committee that could form a task force
for each specific improvement program that it selected; e.g., improvement of Grade 9
reading comprehension. raising the academic self-concepts of students with
exceptional educational needs, etc. One or more members of the EIC could serve on
each task force. Other high schools establish improvement task forces first and than
have representatives from each task force form the school's Improvement Committee.
Indicate which of these approaches would probably work better at a school like O.U.R.
and indicate why.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

6. prepare a schedule of meeting times of the EIC for the semester during or outside the
time when students are in school.

7. Assume that the teaching schedules and other activities of the EIC members cannot be
rearranged for them to have a common meeting tins during school hours this semester.
Dovelop recommendations for arranging teaching schedules for the following semester
that will permit members of the EIC I. meet during the time students are at school.
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SIMATION 3: GOAL SETTING AND PLANNING RELATED IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES

This simulation presents information showing how a high school actually uses the results
of its Grade 9 standardized achievement and mental ability tests administered in May of the
school year to set improvement goals for the incoming Grade 9 class of the following
September. The May test results are first summarized and analyzed to establish improvement
priorities. Next, improvement goals for the ensuing year and a plan to attain the goals are
worked out. Your simulation group is invited to engage in the same processes. However, you
may wish to use the competency test results that are provided at the end of the simulation
rather than the standardized test results.

Before proceeding with the simulation, recognize that its purpose is to enable you to
gain experience in test interpretation, goal setting, and planning processes. Be aware, too.
that schools desire to improve many student outcomes other than achievement in the academic
subject fields, and they use date in addition to standardized and competency tests to measure
the desired student outcomes. Other simulations may be arranged for these other kinds of
outcomes and data.

In a prior meeting (simulation), O.U.R. Executive Committee tentatively identified the
goal-setting strategy above as one O.U.R. should employ. The full EIC and later the school
faculty supported the recommendation. In this simulation, the Executive Committee uses 0.11.R.
data to draw up a plain for implementing the strategy.

This simulation requires from 60-90 minutes for groups with prior experience in goal
setting and planning. More time may profitably be spent on it by other groups. The principal
leads the discussion and a recorder summarizes it. Read through the information on test
interpretation and then res2ond to the two activities. Next read through the section on
"Using Test Results in Goal Setting and Planning." Respond to the activities. Complete the
optional activities as time permits.

Test Interpretation

The EIC of 0.U.R.. with input from the teachers, has decided to use the results of
0.U.R. achievement and mental ability testing in improving education in O.U.R. To start the
process, a counselor arranged the students of Grade 9 into quarter based on their mental
ability scores; and the mean, or average, mental ability of each quarter was computed. The
equivalent percentile rank was obtained from norm tables supplied by the test publisher. The
achievement test scores in English, reading, and math of each student were then entered for
each quarter of the students. The mean echieVement in each subject was computed for each
quarter, And the equivalent national percentile ranks were obtained from the norm tables.
This information was put in a table and used in setting goals related to achievement.

The mean (average) national percentile ranks for mental ability and for achievement in
reading, language, and math for the Grade 9 class follow:

Table 1. Grads 9 Class Mental Ability and Achievement
(Tested in May)

Local
one-fourths
in mental
ability

Mental Ability:
national
percentile
rank

Reading:
national
percentile
rank

Language:
national
percentile
rank

Math:
national
percentile
rank

Quarter 4 (highest) 95 86 74 84

Quarter 81) 64 54 7n

Quarter 2 66 50 42 52

Quarter l (lowest) 44 42 32 40

The EIC and teachers of O.U.R. felt that the mental ability test measured the aptitude of
the students for learning the three subject matters reasonably well and that the results of
the achcvemant tests measured their academic achievement levels reasonably well. (Please
accept these test results. Opportunity is provided later to discuss other tests and ratings
of student achievement.) 275



SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

I. Based on the test results, in which subject are the students of all quarters
achieving lowest in relation to their mental ability? Eased on this information, in
which subject is improvement needed most urgently?

2. Based on the test results, which quarter of the students is achieving highest in
relation to mental ability in all three subjects? What do you infer about the
relative effectiveness of O.U.R. schooling for the different quarters in mental
ability?

Use no more than 15-20 minutes on Questions 1-2.

Using Test Results in Goal Setting and Planning

Steps 1-3 that follow indicate a plan to raise achievement in English at O.U.R.

1. O.U.R. EIC identified English as the highest priority for improvement. Next,khe
principal and the English teacher member of the EIC discussed the English test results,with
the English teachers. They secured input from the English teachers regarding possible causes
of the low achievement by the students in English.

2. Using the input from the English staff. the EIC set a goal toraise Grade 9 English
achievement. The principal and the English teacher member of the EIC discussed the goal with
the English teachers and received ideas from them regarding possible improvement activities to
be carried out. The following goal was set and the following improvement activities were
suggested to achieve the goal:

Coal for Grade 9 English

Each quarter in mental ability of the next Grade 9 class, when tested in Hey,/will have a
mean percentile rank in English equal to or near its mean mental ability percentile rank.

Suggested Activities to Achieve the Goal

a. Counselors will examine the test results of each student and will identify the
students achieving far below expectancy, e.g., mental ability percentile rank 75,
English achievement percentile rank 25. The counselorsioill provide this
-Infomwtion to teachers who have the students. Teethers will try to get these
students tO-Ithi-eva-higher.

b. The English teachers will make changes in their instruction, e.g., they will get
all the students to spend more class time on task; they will make sure that each
student has appropriate assignments and will show that they believe the student
can and will do the assignments w,11; etc.

c. The teachers will improve the evaluation and monitoring of each student's
progress, e.g., students' work will be marked and returned the next day.

d. The EIC will develop a plan for getting more parents to participate in
conferences with the student and the advisor once each semester.

3. The principal and the English teachers prepared a written improvement plan for next
year's Grade 9 class using the WRISE planning guidelines. This plan was submitted to the EIC
for input and approval.
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SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

I. Have each member of your simulation group state what his/her responsibility is as a
lember of O.C.R. EIC in carrying out the preceding Steps 1-3 for "Using Test Results in Coal
Setting and Planning." Assume that esch EIC member has sons, but not identical,
responsibilities.

2. Have the principal, the counselor, and the English teacher of your simulation group
explain why they chink the preceding "Suggested Activities to Achieve the Coal," 2a-d, will
'cntribute to higher achievement. Have other members question them or add other ideas.

3n. Examine the test results in Table 1 for Grade 9 math. Return to the prior
information on "Using Test Results in Goal Setting and Planning," and apply Steps 1-3 to the
improvement of Grade 9 math; e.g., brainstorm possible causes of the low achievement, set an
improvement goal, identify activities to attain the goal.

OR

3b. Examine the minimum compatenc test results that follow. Carry out the same
activities as in 3a for math.

Competency Test Results for Simulation Activity:

Table 2. Percentage of Grade 9 Students Who Mastered O.U.R. High School's
Competency. Objectives (Tested in May of Grade 9)

**

Reading Language Math

All Grade 9-12 Objectives*

Minimum Competency Grade 12
Objectives**

62

80

50

60

58

76

These objectives include not only the minimum competency objectives that the lowest
achievers should matter by the end of Grade 12, but also other objectives that art
appropriate for all students, including the highest achievers.

These arc t'le objectives that all students, except those with handicapping conditions,
should master by the end of Grade 12.

Use no more than 45-6U minutes on this simulation.

OPTIONAL ALTIVITIES:

4. Standardized tespfng requires relatively little teacher time. However, locally
constructed tests, rating scales, and other measurement devices are often more content valid
indicators of what is learned than are standardized tests.

a. Develop recommendations for constructing other measures of student achievement in
the various subject fields for each grade in the school. Indicate who will
construct the measures and how their accuracy and content validity will be
determined. Indicate who will summarize and report the results of administering
the measures to the tudents.

b. How would goal setting be different if mental ability test results were not
available?

c. To what extent should a school teach unique content in reading, English, and math
that is not measured by standardized tests?
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5. Assume that a high school, Gradaa 9-12, desires to test achievement in English,
mathematics. reading, science, sad social studies in only two grades. Assume that no Grads
test results are available. Indicate the advantages and disadvantages of testing programs
(a), (b), (c). and (d) below in terms of goal setting for Grads 9, Grads 10, Grade 11, and
Grads 12; and also for settles goals for the individual students of etch grade.

a. Administer the tests to Grade 9 and to Grade 11 in September.

b. Administer the tests to Grade 9 is. September and to Gray' 11 in May.

c. Administer the texts to Grade 9 and to Grade 11 in Kay.

d. Administer to Grade 9 in September and to Grade 10 in May.

6. A school board sets a policy that (a) in May of each year the principal of each .

school must submit to the superintendent a set of goals in the academic subject fields and
related plans for achieving the goals, (b) the goal statements and plans must have the
approval of the majority of the teachers of the school, and (c) the results of testing will
not be used to eveluatm the principal or teachers of the school. Indicate how the principal
should proceed in implesenting the policy. What do you think the effects of implementing it
would be on student achievement in the academic subjects? Row might the morale and the job
perceptions of the teachers and principal of tha school be affected?
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